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Foreword 
Recent Developments in Correction{11 Case Law is 
being published as a special issue of RESOLUTION 
of correctional problems and issues, This volume in
cludes an analysis and practical summary of more' 
than 450 court decisions pertinent to corrections 
which have been rendered from 1972 until Spring of 
1975. This publication encompasses decisions from 
state supreme ,courts, federal district and circuit 
courts, and the United States Supreme Court. It is in
tended as a practical guide for evaluating correc
tional policies and practices and as M aid to those 
researching correctional case law. 

Oorrectional case law prior to 1972 was presented 
in The Emerging Rights of the Confined, which was 
published by the South Oarolina Department of Cor
rections under an earlier grant. 
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Section 1 

Histo~ 
an\W1 

Developlllent 
The October 1973 term of the Supreme Court of the 

United States will probably have more impact on the 
rights of confined persons than any other previous 
term. In it, the Court determined procedures for dIs
ciplinary hearings involving loss of good time;1 set 
standards for censorship2 and inspection3 of inmate 
mail; settled disputes over inmate access to media 
representatives4 and media access to specific in
mates;5 regulated interview policies for agents of at
torneys;6 upheld legislative distinctions forpreferen
tial rehabilitative treatment;7 and required assistance 
for inmates filing civil rights actlons.8 In addition, the 
Burger Court's decisions on searches of persons 
lawfully in custody9 and decisions restricting the 
scope of the exlusionary rule10 are likely to limit sub
stantially the rights of inmates. This massive intru
sion into the correctional process seemingly sounds 
the death knell for the hands-off doctrine. And cer
tainly it does to the extent that the hands-off doctrine 
implies that courts will dismiss any claim having to 
do with prison life, conditions, or processes. 
Paradoxically, however, the end result of all this in
terference in the process will be less interference in 
the process. 

In Procunier v. Martinez11 the Court struck down 
overly broad mail censorship regulations and overly 
restrictive legal visitation regulations, but in doing 
so it paid homage to the hands-off doctrine: "Tradi
tionally, federal courts have adopted a broad hands
off attitude toward the problems of prison administra
tion. In part, this policy is the product of various 
limitations on the scope of federal review of condi-
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tions in state penal institutions. More fundamentally, 
this attitude springs from complementary percep
tions about the nature of problems and the efficacy of 
j!.ldicial intervention. Prison administrators are 
responsible for maintaining internal order and dis
cipline, for securing their institutions against 
unauthorized access or escape, and for rehabilitat
ing, to the extent that hUman nature and inadequate 
resources allow, the inmates placed in their custody. 
The Herculean obstacles to effective discharge of 
these duties are too apparent to warrant explication. 
Suffice it to say that the problems of prisons in 
America are complex and intractable, and, more to 
the point, they are not readily susceptible of resolu
tion by decree. Most require expe.rtise, comprehen
sive planning, and the commitment of resources, all 
of which are peculiarly within the province of the leg
islative and executive branches of government. For 
all of those reasons, courts are ill-equipped to deal 
with the increasingly urgent problems of prison ad
ministration and reform. JUdicial recognition of that 
fact reflects no more than a healthy sense of real
ism." 

The Court's clearly expressed predisposition to 
defer to official judgment of correctional administra
tors has a decided impact on the decisions it makes. 
In Wolff v. McDonnel/1.2 the Court agreed that a dis
ciplinary hearing ought to be allowed in order to call 
witnesses and present documentary evidence. 
Nevertheless, it did not require such procedures 
because "many prison officials, on the spot and with 
the responsibility for the safety of inmates and staff, 
are reluctant to extend the unqualified right to call 
witnesses; and in our view, they must have the nec
essary discretion without being subject to unduly 
crippling constitutional impediments." 

In addition to the deferral to official judgment, the 
Court shows a keen awareness of institution:al goals. 
While the mere mention of the words security, order, 
rehabilitation, and administrative convenience 
would hardly overwhelm inmate protagonists, the 

Court is sensitive to the goals implied by these 
words. In one case the Court stated, "It is in the light 
of these legitimate penal objectives that a court must 
assess challenges to prison regulations based on 
asserted constitutional rights of prisoners."13 

The sound discretion of the prison administrator, 
then, in light of institutional objectives, is a major 
consideration when courts are making decisions on 

I 

prison-related cases. It is true that certain pro- . \ 
cedures have been required which may initially 
cause some administrators difficulties. But in the 
design of those procedures, deference to the exper
tise of prison officials is common. Institutional goals 
are weighed heavily against asserted rights. The im
port of these cases is clear. When the procedure for 
making decisions is fair and the justification for deci
sions can be explained reasonably, courts will keep 
their hands off decisions made by corrections offi
cials. Decisions which are procedurally fair but sub
stantively wrong will likely escape unfavorable 
judicial review except in outrageous cases. A review 
limited to procedural due process assumes that the 
decision-makers are fair and well-motivated. When 
this assumption is true, prison officials, with their 
superior expertise, are more likely than the courts to 
make correct decisions, and the hands-off doctrine 
truly makes sense. Unfortunately, confidence in the 
expertise and judgment of correctional officials is 
not the only reason courts have adopted a hands-off 
policy. As footnote nine in Procunier v. Martinez14 in
dicates, there are those who would defer because in
mate claims are many and often frivolous, and 
because resources are few. 

At the same time, the number of cases in the area 
of prison law evidence the Court's strong interest in 
the plight of inmates. Any lessening by prison offi
cials of the protections of the rights of inmates is 
likely to result in further action by the Supreme 
Court. In the meantime, there are lower courts all 
over the land ready and willing to inject themselves 
into prison management whenever fundamental 
rights are violated. In the final analysis, courts must 
and will be the final arbiters of the constitutional 
rights of inmates. 

FOOTNOTES 
1. Wollf v. McDonnell. 418 U.S. 539 (1974). 
2. Procunler v. Martinez. 416 U.S. 396 (1974). 
S. WolII v. McDonnell. 418 U.S. 539 (1974). 
4. Pell v. Procunler. 417 U.S. 817 (1974). 
5. Id.; Saxbo v. Washington Post Company. 417 U.S. 843 (1974). 
6. Procunler v. Martinez, 416 U.S. 396 (1974). 
7. Marshall v. United States. 414 U.S. 417 (1974). 
8. Wo/ll v. McDonnell. 418 U.S. 539 (1974). 
9. United States v. Robinson. 414 U.S. 218 (1973); Gustafson v. Florida. 414 U.S. 260 

(1973); United Statesv. Edwards. 415 U.S. 800 (1974). 
10. E.g .• United Steles v. Calandra. 414 U.S. 336 (1974); MIchigan v. Tucker. 417 U.S. 

433 (1974). 
11.416 U.S. 396.404·05 (1974) (footnotes omitted). 
12. 418 U.S. 539. 566·67 (1974). 
13. Pelt v. Procunler. 417 U.S. 817.823.3203 (1974). 
14. 416 U.S. 396 al fn. 9 (1974). 
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'Sectiol12 

Access to 

an 
Counsel 

Preventing Communication with the Court-Regula
tion of Maii 

An inmate's right of free access to the courts was 
guaranteed by the Supreme Court's decision in 
Johnson v. Avery.1 The Court stated, "It is fundamen
tal that access of prisoners to the courts for the pur
pose of presenting their complaints may not be 
denied or obstructed."2 The question of whether this 
prohibition is absolute has occupied the attention of 
many courts since 1969, when the Johnson case was 
decided. In 1974, thers are indications that such pro
tection is absolute.3 

In Procunier v. Martlnez4 California prison inmates 
challenged the constitutionality of certain prison 
regulations relating to the censorship of prisoners' 
incoming and outgoing mail. These regulations 
authorized censorship of statements that "unduly 

. complained" or "magnified grievances" or were 
"otherwise inappropriate." The Supreme Court held 
that such regulations were unconstitutional. 

The Court did not decide the case by describing 
how much of an individual's free speech right sur
vived incarceration. Instead, the Justices held that 
such regulation impinges on the rights of the outside 
correspondent. Th,erefore, censorshipcf mall was 
held justified onlyif it furthers an important and sub
stantialgovernmental interest in prison security, 
order, or rehabilitation, and is no greater an intrusion 
than is necessary to further the legitimate govern
mental interest involved. In addition, the Court stated 
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that any decision to censor a particular letter must be 
accompanied by minimal procedural safeguards 
against arbitrariness or error.5 

The Court cited examples of justifiable censorship 
of prisoner mail: letters containing escape plans, 
proposed criminal activity, and encoded messages. 
Prison administrators, the Court concluded, are not 
to be required to show with certainty that adverse 
consequences would result from the failure to censor 
a particular letter. "But," it added, "any regulation or 
practice that restricts inmate correspondence must 
be generally necessary to protect one or more of the 
legitimate governmental interests."6 

The Court also indicated that policies at other 
well-run institutions would be relevant, but not deter
minative, to the decision on the need for a particular 
restriction.? As an example, the Court utilized the 
regulations of the Federal Bureau of Prisons,8 which 
authorize restriction of inmate mail for anyone of the 
following reasons: violating postal regulations; dis
cussing criminal activities; carrying on a business; 
communicating in code; and communicating in a 
foreign language (unless communication in English 
is impossible).9 

A court, as a receiving correspondent, has a great 
interest in getting communications from inmates; 
and in mail addressed to the courts, the countervail
ing need for security is diminished. While ProclJnier 
indicates that, under certain circumstances, censor
ship of mail might be permissible, it offers absolutely 
no support for the contention that mail may be with
held from the courts. 

Support for the concept of free access to the 
courts has been found in many constitutional amend
ments: the first amendment right to use the mails;lO 
the first amendment right to petition the government 
(including the courts) for redress of grievances;l1 the 
sixth amendment right to effective assistance of 
counsel;12 and the due process clauses of the fifth 13 
and.fourteenth14 amendments. The very nature of the 
right involved has led courts to the conclusion that a 
custodian may not impair an inmate's access to the 
courts.15 One court has even recognized that an in
mate's right to 'access is as complete as that of any 
citizen.16 Access to the courts is fiercely protected 
because the courts recognize that without such a 
right all other inmate rights are "illusory" in that they 
would be entirely dependent for their existence upon 
the whim or caprice of prison administrators,17 

A general allegation that unidentified outgoing 
mail has not been forwarded by prison officials has 
been held to be insufficient to state a claim which the 
courts would review.18 Instead, the inmate must 
allege that a specific letter was never delivered to a 
specific court. In such cases, even those courts 
which normally "refuse to interfere with internal 

prison management" will make an exception and 
review the claim,19 

The prison administrator is given the opportunity 
to refute any claim that he has refused to deliver an 
inmate's letter to a court. If he can show that the in
mate has filed many claims in the past and that the 
court has received considerable correspondence 
concerning the pending claim, a court will probably 
recognize the invalidity of the allegation and decide 
the issue in favor of the administrator.2o If, however, 
the court has not been receiving correspondence 
from the inmate, and jf the inmate properly phrases 
his complaint, the court will probably review the 
merits of his charge.21 

If, however, the allegation is true and the prison 
administration has attempted to deny the freedom to 
use the mails to persons who have been convicted of 
crime, the administrator is in a virtually untenable 
position. Since unincarcerated citizens have free use 
of the mails, the government must show a compelling 
state interest to justify the unequal treatment of in
mates.22 

After the Martinez23 decision, it is probable that 
mail from a prison inmate to a court cannot be cen
sored. Courts seem to agree that censorship of su'ch 
outgoing mail serves no substantial governmental 
interest in prison security or order and does not aid 
in prisoner rehabilitation. The insufficiency of a 
governmental interest in these areas has frequently 
been recognized over the past few years.24 

Whether mail to a court may be opened and in
spected for contraband, as opposed to the reading of 
it, is a question not so easily answered. Three ap
proaches have been taken by the courts: the com
munication (1) may be inspected;25 (2) may not be in
spected except under the most unusual circum
stances, such as a ticking from a box-shaped 
package;26 or (3) may not be opened at al1.27 The first 
approach assists prison authbrities in insuring that 
contraband is not present within the prison. The sec
ond looks to the safety of the judge to determine the 
need for such an inspection. The third recogniz.es 
the need for free and uninhibited access to the 
courts, frequently considered an essential right. 

Recent cases indicate that blanket inspection of 
mail addressed to courts is indeed unwarranted. 
There may be a lesser form of regulation which 
would accomplish the same governmental objective, 
or a court may simply hold that the governmental in
terest itself is insufficient to outweigh the rights .of 
the inmate. The second approach, however, seems 
entirely justified in that the inmate is insured 
uninhibited access to the court under all circul7I
stances except those in which prison authorities rea
sonably believe that there may be some physical 

---'-'-~--'---------
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danger to the court, to themselves, or to any interven
ing carriers. 

As an alternative, there seems to be nothing in
herently improper in fluoroscope or metal detector 
inspection of outgoing mail. Of course, if it is deter
mined that such mail must be opened, minimal due 
process seems to require that it be opened, except in 
emergencies, in the presence of the inmate.28 

On the other hand, courts seem to agree that mail 
from a court to a pre-trial detainee may not be 
opened, whether or not the envel'ope is marked "priv
ileged."29 The courts generally rely on the first and 
sixth amendments as the basis for this decision.3o 

Since an inmate has practically an unrestricted 
right to correspond privately with the courts,31 cen
sorship of mail from a court apparently will not be 
allowed under Martinez.32 Once again it is doubtful 
whether prison administrators can successfully 
argue that an uncensored communication from a 
court may be harmful to prison security or order, and 
such censorship can surely have no positive 
rehabi I itative effect. 

Inspection of such mail for contraband is another 
difficult issue. In Frye v. Henderson,33 the Court of 
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit stated that prison offi
cials could 'open all incoming mail and specifically 
held that inspection of an inmate's letter from a court 
to determine if contraband were enclosed did not vi
olate any rights of a prisoner.34 In Wolff v. McDon
nefl,35 the Supreme Court adopted asI,milar view in 
relation to mail from attorneys. "The possibility that 
contraband will be enclosed in letters, even those 
from apparent attorneys, surely warrants prison offi
cials in opening the letters."36 In such'cases, the 
opening of mail purportedly from the court would 
probably be justified. 

Regulation of Communications from 
Inmates to Public Officials 

The" first amendment guarantees the right of 
citizens-including state prisoners37- to petition 
the government for redress of grievances. It has 
the~refore been held unconstitutional for a prison offi
cial to intercept, t6 fail to deliver, or to photocopy 
without good cause any inmate mail to legislators, 
executive officers, administrative bodies or other 
public officials."38 It has been' held that such ac

iions infringe not only on the rights of the inmate but 
'l,)o on the right of public officials to be informed.39 

Lower courts have divided on the question of 
':,hether inmate mail to public officials may be cen
':!ored. New York has held that censorship, to insure 
~easonableness and propriety, is allowable.4o 
riowever, the great weight of authorUy has prohibited 
any censorship of such mail.41 Martinez probably 
suppqrts,these cases since censorship of mail to 

',' 

public officials could hardly further any important 
governmental interest in the safety or order of the 
prison. Censorship will probably be upheld only 
when authorities can show a clear and present 
danger to security.42 

7 

The courts that h'ave considered inspection of cor
respondence to public officials have indicated, 
however, that it is permissible to inspect such com
munications for the presence of contraband.43 But 
this authorization is usually accompanied by the de
mand that such inspection be kept to a bare and nec- , 
essary minimum44 and be made in the presence of 
the inmate. 

Regulation of Communication 
from Inmate tO,Attorney 

It has been held to be uncon~titutional for prison 
officials to intercept a letter from an inmate to his at
tomey.45 This rule applies when the letter in question 
concerns potential litigation of any sort, whether civil 
or criminal in nature.46 Even when a letter is con
cerned with a pending federal case not his own, an 
inmate request that hisahorney visit him to discLiss 
its possible future application to legal a6tions must 
be delivered.47 The delivery of such mail' is required 
by the sixth amendment's guarantee of effective 
assistance of counsel. . '~'k· 

The question of whetl)~F:an inmate's cdinmunica
tions to his attorney may bec8D,sored has been hotly 
litigated over the past two years:.48 Most courts agree 
that the confidentiality accordeci'to inmate mail to at
torneys is at least as great as that accorded to any 
other correspondence.49 However, on .the specific 
censorship issue the courts have divided three ways: 
allowing censorship;5o allowing the reading and ex
amination of, but not other interference with, such 
communication;51 and flatly prohibiting any censor-
ship.52 .' ' 

_"Chcisecourts which permit censorship of inmate
attorney mail do so to insure the reasonableness of 
the communication and to insure that the com
munication deals only with things germane to the at
torney-client r~lationship. Prison officials have not 
yet explained how this form of censorship furthers a 
legitimate governmental interest in the security or 
order of the institution. Courts which have adopted 
the second view allow the mail to be rea_d but re
quire-absent evidence of clear abuse of access, 
such as the transmittal of contraband or the laying of 
plans for the commission of an unlawful act53-that 
the mail be forwarded. Thisintrusion finds some sup-
. port in Martinez footnotes which cite with apparel,· 
approvalcensOtship regulations which allow a read:>::c 
ing to search forsuch abuses.54 

The third approach-prohibition on any censor-
.,:';"; 
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ship-recognizes the unrestricted right of an inmate 
to correspond confidentially with his attorney.55 This 
need for confidentiality, coupled with the recognition 
in Martinez56 of the difficulties attorneys may have in 
visiting prisons, should lead to the adoption C!.f a 
prohibition against censorship of mail to attorneys. 

Whether mail may be opened a~d inspected is also 
an unsettled question with some);ases permitting57 
and others condemning58 such aC'fion. In Goodwin v. 
Oswald,59 the Second Circuit held that, in order to 
restrict attorney-inmate mail, the state must show a 
compelling governmental interest centering about 
prison security, or a clear a,nd present danger of a 
breach of prison security, or'some substantial inter
ference with orderly prison administration. Unless a 
prison administrator can show a substantial govern
mental interest by demonstrating how contraband 
leaving the prison is a threat to internal security and 
order, it is doubtful that he can:authorize the inspec
tion of mail from an inmate .fo'·an attorney for the 
presence of contraband.''''''' 

In Wolff v. McDonnel/6o the Supreme Court held 
that prison officials have the right to open and in
spect mail clearly marked as coming from attorneys. 
The State' had conceded that such action must be 
taken in the presence of the inmate, as the lower 
courts had required. The Court found no constitu
tional right not to have mail opened but found sub
stantial justification for the practice even if a right 
had been found. Th,~Court concluded that the in
stitutional need to exclude contraband outweighs 
any infringement of the inmate's rights. Moreover, 
the presence of the inmate at the opening of the mail 
reduces the possibility of any later repercussions. 

Even though this holding does not require the in
mate's presence, wise administrators will include 
that precaution to prevent future lawsuits. 

Regulation of Inmate Assistance 
The right of an inmate to receive assistance in the 

preparation of legal materials and the extent to 
which this right may be regulated is becoming a set
tled area. First, prison officials cannot prohibit in
mate assistance if other adequate legal aid is not 
available.61 The right to such aid extends to cases 
under civil rights acts as well as to habeas corpus 
actions.62 The right of an inmate to such assistance, 
however, is conditional and arises only when the 
state fails to provide a reasonable alternative.63 Thus, 
a rule forbidding inmates from reading one another's 
transcripts affects access to courts and should be 
stricken unless the government provides an alterna
tive method by which an inmate might receive assis
tance.64 If an alternative provided by the state is 
determined to be reasonably adequate, then a 
regulation prohibiting inmate assistance will stand.65 

"i 
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The phrase "reasonable alternative" imposes an t 
affirmative obligation on the state to provide inmates 'I 
with some form of effective assistance in the pre- i f 
paration of their legal cases,66 and the burden of . l 
proving that the alternative is reasonable is on the ! 
state.67 The state must produce evidence that estab- ~ 

lishes in specific terms what the need for legal assis- t 
tance is and must show that the state is meeting such .[ 
nood~, 

Prison officials may, however, make reasonable ! 
regulations limiting the time, place, and manner of . I 
prisoner assistance without violating inmates' civil ! 

i 
iJ 

! 
! f 
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rights.69 However, such regulations may not have the 
effect of discriminating against certain classes of in
m?tes,70 For example, in a prison which allowed no 
alternatives, a regulation which forbids the carrying 
of legal papers in prison areas shared with other in
mates, the passing of legal papers to other inmates, 
and the preparation of legal papers in behalf of or 
jointly with other inmates was held to operate as a 
barrier to illiterate-indigent access to the courts and, 
as such, was held to violate the due process clause 
of the fourteenth amendment.71 

Where inmate assistance is allowe'd, prison offi
cials may' require that such assistance come from an 
inmate at the same institution. In one case prison of
ficials refused to deliver ·correspondence to an in
mate from an inmate of another institution, and the 
action was upheld by the court,72 In general, any rea
sonable prison regulation concerning inmate assis
tance will be upheld if it does not adversely affect ac
cess·to the courts.73 

Regulation of Legal Materials 
Permissible conduct by prison officials in regulat

ing possession of and access to legal materials is an 
issue which has been extensively litigated in the past 
few years. While no clear-cut answers have been 
provided by the courts, several trends have become 
inden'tifiable. 

It is generally agreed thatan inmate has no right to 
use the prison law library except as is necessary to 
insure access to the courts.74 Therefore, if alternative 
means of access, such as public defenders or law 
school ciinica.I programs, are provided, prison offi
cials need not provide for inmate access to law 

books,75 The burden of proving both the accept
ability of any restriction and the adequacy of an 
alternative is on the prison official,76 For example, in 
one case evidence showed that the right of access 
was effective since the public defender was readily 
available; therefore, state-imposed restrictions on 
the use of typewriters, duplicating machines or legal 
materials were held to be reasonable.77 However, an 
inmate plaintiff in a civil rights suit was granted the 
opportunity of trYi.ng to prove that prison officials, by 
denying him access to legal materialsbn the 
grounds that he already h'ad an attorney, were 
unreasonably impairing, his access to the courts.78 

When prison officials allow access to legal 
materials, several additional questions present them
selves: What is the permissible extent of regulation 
of pe'rsonal legal materials? How adequate must the 
library be kept? How current must the library be 
kept? What are the limits of permissible restrictions 
on the access to the law library that can be imposed 
on the general prison population? How are inmates 
in segregation to be treated? The answers to these 
and related questions are undergoing rapid change. 

Prison officials generally cannot confiscate t~~ 
personal law books of an inmate.79 If the books are 
taken, a plea for relief must allege that such action' by 
prison authorities infringes on the inmate's access to 
the courts, If the inmate merely al!eges that the 
books were removed, the court will not entertain his 
claim.eo When the claim is properly phrased and 
proved, however, the inmate will generally be suc
cessful. For example, one court has held that 
destruction of legal materials of an inmate as contra
band when they are discovered in the possession of 
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another inmate is not permitted unless the prison of- ; ! 
r 

ficials can demonstrate that such action is necessary., '\ 
to maintain prison discipline.81 1 

Safety and order of the prison must be the basis of ;! 
any restriction on an inmate's possession of legal j 

Two 1974 cases have held that even prisoners in 
segregation have a right of access to "Iegal 
materials.96 Both cases balanced the state's interest 
in imposing punishments for rule violations against 
the right to seek redress of alleged grievances and 
decided in favor of the constitutional right. It 
therefore appears that a trend is developing that will 
require a showing of impending danger to prison 
security or order before prison officials will be 
justified in refusing legal materials to confined per-
sons. 

material. One regulation which provided that per- ! 
sonal accumulations of legal materials over that or- j 
dinarily allowed in space available inside the in
mate's living quarters would be shipped home, or 
destroyed, at the inmate's option, was declared rea
sonable because it insured the safety of the institu
tion.82 In another instance, a regulation permitting 
confiscation of all inflammable materials, including :'\ Attorney Visitation 
law books, during a riot situation was upheld. Of, The right of an inmate to meet with his attorney is 
course, when the riot situation passed, the materials :'1 subject to reasonable regulations, the conc~rn of 
had to be returned.83 ;1 which may range from security and discipline to the 

The adequacy of the prison law library is also a ,! maintenance of simple "housekeeping" rules, as in 
factor in guaranteeing an inmate's access to the 1 the case of a rule banning visitation during lunch 
courts.84 It is a federally protected guarantee.85 The! periods.97 However, rules which "dilute" the right to 
library must enable prisoners to do legal research) counsel can be countenanced only under circum
and prepare motions. Therefore, a prison library 'l stances amounting to compelling and overwhelming 
which merely contained a few volumes of the state III state interest.98 In the absence of such an interest, an 
codee6 and one that had many volumes of the Federal . ! inmate can recover in a civil rights action if he shows 
Reporter (Second) and the Federal Supplement miss- '1 that prison officials, acting under color of state law, 
ing87 have been held to be inadequate. Inadequate ha've actually infringed on his right to counsel.99 He 
facilities have also been found to affect the right of is not required to show that the action has harmed 
access to the courts, as in the case of a twelve-foot him in any way; such harm is presumed. 
by twelve-foot library with a seating capacity of eight, Just a few years ago it was generally held that 
in a prison of 700 inmates.88 Inadequacies of this \ communications with attorneys need not be carried 
nature can be negatived, however, by showing im- '1 out in complete privacy.l00 There is now an extraor
plementation of a viable library improvement plan.89 1 dinary trend toward granting an inmate the right to 

The issue o'f how current the legal materials must I communicate with his attorney in absolute privacy, 
be is still unsettled. One court has held that the fact t notwithstanding legitimate interests in the proper ad
that a library is out of date is an insufficient allega-i ministration of prisons.101 Another view permits r'ules 
tion to state a civil rights claim and that the lack of] allowing the physical observation of an inmate
the most up-to-date law books does not act as a . II attorney meeting so long as no attempt is made to 
denial of access to the courts.90 However, two very} listen to the conversation, but even this limited intru
recent cases have taken a contrary view. In one, the ;,/ si6~ is only 'all~wable when it is necessary for the 
court held that the failure to keep the statutes and! maintenance of Internal security and order.l02 To in
digests up-to-date infringed on the prisoner's right 0: \ sure that any intrusion is the minimum necessary, all 
access to adequate legal materials.91 In. another, a I intrusions, it seems, will be closely scrutinized by the 
county jail was required to keep a copy 'of Unitec ! c?urts. In one recent case, a prison warden was con
States Law Week on file because without it inmate~)· ! vlnced that attorneys were smuggling contraband 
would not have access to an adeq. uate prison li- \{ into t~e prison. He ther~,f<?re took action which com
brary.92, . .. : : I! :romlsed .the c~nfide~ti~!.ifY of t~~ attorney-inmate 

. Earlier cases have held that rules establls~.!ngtlm~ I "onversatlon. HIS actions 'were c·oi.1demned by the 
limits on access to law books do not deprive an i~:! '~~urt, whi?h l.l~ld that interference in ,such a case 
mate of access to the cour.ts.93 H.~wever, the tre~d. b! .Quld be. Jus~lfled only ~pon proof that contraband ', .. 
toward recognizing that Imposition of such Ilmlt¥ /1 .as coming Into the prison and that the attorneys 
may affect the inmate's right of access.94 It has rE- 'l'~re responsible.103''.~!l1ce the attprneys offered to 
cently been held thatatirn,e limit is an .unreasonC\b~31 ;'.;~b~it to a. search pri6:r to an interview, that proof 
restriction if prison offiCials have given no vall:! d' as ImpOSSible. ., 
justification for limiting access to law books.95 WtlE.t 'I The prison must also provide adequate facilities iii'; 
constitutes a "valid justification" is unclear, but it 'l'·'!hi~h these private meetings may take place.1 04 The 
could refer to the concern that other inmates have ;>Vocation mustb,e sufficient to insure the confiden
equal access to the books. ;Jtiality of the maffersdiscussed.l05 Failure to provide 

.. :1 
'\:~. 

adeguate facilities constitutes a denial of effective 
assistance of counsel.106 

11 

An inmate has a right to meet either with the at
torney "of record" or with an agent (including a law 
student) representif,lg that attorney.l07 The. Supreme 
Court recently held, in Martinez, that a bar against at
torney-client interviews conducted by law students 
or other legal paraprofessionals that was not 
directed at eliminating some colorable threat to 
security and which created an arbitrary distinction 
between law students employed by attorneys and 
those participating in law school clinical programs 
(against whom the bar did not operate) constituted 
an unjust restriction on an inmate's right of access to 
the courts.l08 

Punishment 
It should briefly be noted that an inmate may not be 

punished for communicating with public officials, 
the courts, or attorneys109 nor for filing legal ~;ction 
against prison officials.11o Where no reasonable 
alternative to inmate assistance is provided, inmates 
may not be punished for giving or receiving assis
tance.1l1 Punishment may, however, be imposed if 
monetary consideration is given for the assis
tance.ll2 
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'Section 3 

Religion 
The first amendment provides that "Congress shall other prisoners, complaints alleging violation of the 

make no law respecting an establishment of religion establishment clause by the use of state money to 
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof." The state is pay for chaplains or churches sre not normally 
thus prevented through excessive entanglements upheld.5 More dirficulty is encountered when prison 
from either fostering or hindering a religion.1 A dis- or' parole policy encourages religious activities; In 
tinction has of necessity been drawn between the Cruz v. Beto,6 for example, the Supreme Court con-
right to believe in a religion and the right to practice sidered a case in which an inmate charged that 
the tenets of that religion. The former right is prison authorities wer!3 violating .the establishment 
unlimited; the latter, subject to limitation when a clause by rewarding orthodox religious activities 
compelling state interest can be shown.2 Prison with favorable job assignments and early parole 
authorities, with their great need for controlling ac- release. The Court, in its per curiam opinion, did not 
tivities, may obviously impose greater restrictions on consider the allegation; but Justice Rehnquist, in his 
the exercise of religion by inmates than would other- dissent, stated that the inmate's claim was without 
wise be permitted. Thus, while an inmate retains his merit.? 
"'eedom of religion during incarceration, the neces- The use of chaplains in submitting reports to the 
·;aies of confinement may restrict the scope of that parole board came under attack in Remmers v. 
:'.1edom.3 The basic tension between the establish- Brewer,s but the court found no violation of the es-
ent clause and the free exercise clause in a closed tablishment clause absent a showing that a particu-
~!ciety helps to explain the deferral to judgments of lar religion was fostered. It should be noted that the 
\son officials in some decisions affecting religious reports of the chaplains were not shown to deal 
-'edoms. In such a society, any action like building solely or primarily wit.h religious activities or the lack 
'::hapel or appointing a chaplain tends to violate the of them. On the other hand; another court, in treating 

.;,tablishment clause of the first amendment, but the chaplains' reports which did deal with religious ac-
:=!ure to undertake these activities would make tivity, found that knowledge of the existence of these 
,:emingly impossible the exercise of religion, at reports tended to compel religious activity un-
)st in traditional ways.4 constitutionally.9 

el'ltablishment of Religion 
Because strict enforcement of the establishment 

clause might restrict the free exercise of religion by 

Two priests in O'Malley v. Brierley10 claimed the 
right to visit inmates to counsel with them and con
duct religious services. While the court found that in
mates have a first amendment right to such services, 
provided no overriding state interest be shown, it 



. . .'" 
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added that the priests did not have the rights they 
claimed because their actions would unconstitu
tionally establish a religion and breach the wall of 
separation between church and state. 

Compulsory chapel attendance is more clearly the 
e~tablishment of religion. Even so, Nelson v. Heyne 11 

upheld' mandatory attendance of incarcerated 
juveniles at non-denominational services. The com
pulsory requirement was upheld as an integral part 
of a disciplinary s'Jleme designed for rehabilitation 
purposes. The court noted that the youths were n?t 
required to believe, only to attend. The case is b~~
tomed, however, on constitutional quid;i~sandsir\ce 
the same justifications were asserted and rejected in 
Anderson v. Laird,12 The military academies sought 
to uphold their traditional compulsory chapel on the 
grounds that it instilled discipline and encouraged 
moral behavior, but the court found a violation of the 
establishment clause. 

Exercise of Religion 
The bulk of prison litigation concerning religious 

freedom focuses upon the exercising of religious 
beliefs. One set of cases examines the emotionally 
charged threshold question of which set of ideas are 
entitled to the status of religious beliefs. These same 
cases and others then look into what restrictions may 
be placed on the exercise of religious beliefs 
because of the necessities of incarceration. 

A convicted thief, Harry W. Theriault, proclaimed 
himself Bishop of Tellus-originally, at least, as a 
joke-and catapulted himself and his Church of the 
New Song into a wave of litigation similar to that 
engendered in the '60's by the rise of the Black 
Muslim religion. Prison authorities charged then that 
the movement merely advocated racial hatred and 
political anarchy, but the Black Muslim religion is 
now firmly established.13 Bishop Theriault, whose 
claimed authority comes from the book of Revelation 
in the Bible, and members of his church professed a 
belief In a unifying and harmonizing force or spirit 
called Eclat, which they believe resides in all things. 
Prison authorities at the Atlanta Penitentiary, 
perhaps justifiably, were skeptical of Theriault's 
new-found religion because his prison stay has been 
marked by verbal abuse directed at and physical at
tacks on prison £luards; consequently, the 
authorities denied the Church of the New Song the 
opportunity to hold meetings. Officials at the Iowa 
State Prison found similar claims of belief in the 
Church of the New Song incredible and forbade 
meetings of purportedly interested inmates. The 
cases arising from these denials provide an interest
ing comparison.14 

In preface to the comparison, a digression to ex
plore traditional indicia of a religion may be ap-

n , ! 

I 
propriate. No sin£Jle test dominates. One factor con- I 
sidered is the history and age of the sect,15 Another ! 
test is whether the asserted religion has the charac- I 
teristics associated with traditional "recognized" , 1 
religion.16 A final factor, or perhaps an additional ; I 
one, is the sincerity of belief in those who espouse 'I 
the religion.17 I 

In the case arising out of Atlanta, the district courl ".,I!' 
examined the tenets of Eclatarianity anc 
acknowledged it as a religion. It recognized that the 
sect had begun as a game but noted that Theriaul1 
had begun to take his own religious claims seriousl} [ 
and ordered that the exercise of their religion bE I 
allowed.18 On appeal, however, the circuit cour' I 
reversed and ordered an examination of the sincerity i I 

of the asserted beliefs.19 The district court in Iowa",. ! 
like the Georgia district court, ordered officials to , 
allow members of the Church of the New Song op- ; 1 

1 { 

portunities for the exercise of their religion in the " ! 

same degree as other inmates. The court was "not in- ! 
sensitive to the problems of a prison administrator I 
faced with a profusion of religious claims by those '. ),[1

1

, 

whose faith may appear both strange and in
comprehensible, if not downright false and insin- t 

cere, but found that concern cannot justify a voyage I 
into the unchartered hazards of religious censor- 1 
ship."2o The eighth circuit affirmed, noting that, if the 
religion were a hoax and were used as a front, prison 
officials could take appropriate action.21 The ra
tionale for such a decision seems to be that prison 
officials do not inquire into the sincerity of the beliefs 
of persons who attend traditional religious services, 
that most religious leaders would encourage such 
attendance, and that the overriding institutional con
cern for security is threatened no more by insincere 
worshippers in one meeting than by those in another. 
The courts seem to feel that control of the size and 
time and place of the meeting, coupled with th(;3 
ability to monitor and terminate meetings, provide';> 
sufficient insurance that institutional goals will bl3 

not allowed to place religious materials of their 
"satanic religion" on the bulletin board although 
''ley were allowed to place them on a shelf beneath 
·\13 bulletin board and in that they were not allowed 
. keep Baphomets, bells, candles, pointing sticks, 
mgs, incense or black robes in their cells. The 
,urt, distinguishing between the absolute ban on 
J establishment of religion and the qualified right 
the free exercise of religion, found the restrictions 

I this exercising of religion permissible in a prison 
"tting. The court was careful to point out that there 
)s no proof that other religious sects were treated 

;fferently. 
Other factors may result in restrictions on the nor

'''al exercise of religion. In some cases, courts hold 
Inat prisoners Who are justifiably isolated may be 
denied the right to attend worship services.25 When 
the refusal to allow attendance at group services is 
based not only on the disciplinary status of the 
prisoner but also on his prior history of disruptive ac
tivity, prison officials are on even· sounder footing. In 
La Reau v. MacDougall,26 a prisoner in a segregation 
unit sought the right to attend Mass. The court recog
nized that the attendance at Mass is a fundamental 
practice in the Catholic religion. Nevertheless, the 
inmate's past activities in disrupting prison order 
was considered sufficient justification for restricting 
the practice. In this case, the prison authorities were 
doubly protected since an alternate means for taking 
Mass, individual service by a priest, was available. 
(The availability of alternate means may well prove 
the deciding factor in such cases.) In Davis v. 
Schmidt,27 however, the court held that a prisoner in 
isolation, even though he had a prior history of set
ting fires, could not totally be denied access to the 
Bible. Access could, however, be limited to super
vised short periods. 

met and that insincere inmates will not long support 
religious services from which they derive no benefi . 

The recognition of proliferating religions, whil'3 
causing some hardships, need not' cause undu~ 
hardships. While a prison cannot discriminat 3 

against a minority religion,22 identical facilities neej 
not be provided for each religion. In Cruz v. Beto. 3 

the Supreme Court required that a reasonable 0ppOI? 
tunity be afforded all prisoners to exercise theIr 
religious freedom, but stated that a "place of worshiJ 
need not be provided for every faith regardless d 
size; nor must a chaplain, priest or minister be prc
vided without regard to the extent of the demand." 

i>etary laws, particularly with persons of Jewish 
an; Slack Muslim faiths, present problems to the effi
c j

,.·" operation of a prison system. When the menu 
(l:: IS for a selection and pork-free items offered are 

1.,' . lent to prevent malnutrition, prison officials 
. ,. . not offer a special diet to religious sects,28 In 
I v. Blackledge,29 however, the court required a 
I Jst degree of official deference to Black Muslim 
! (c ry requirements. Upon an allegation that the I r· ~'ork diet was nutritionally deficient, the court 
! St ·'d the burden to the prison to show why it could 
t ~:i' ally prepare an ulcer diet but not a pork-free 

Another interesting ruling was handed down i'1 
Kennedy v. Meacham, 24 in which plaintiff inmates 
alleged first amendment violations in that they were 

! F .. ligious beliefs concerning wearing apparel or 
, ha,r ",tyle sometimes conflict with institutional needs 
f for '38curity and identification; but it has been found 
j that, in cases of such conflict, the religious belief 
! must yield.3o However, some erosion of this doctrine n may be seen In the case of pre-trial detainees." 

j \ 
! 1 
W 

For activities not normally fundamental to the exer
cise of religion, even less justification is required for 
their restriction. Thus, a program to foster religious 
brotherhood by having partiCipants correspond with 
each other and exchange small gifts on birthdays 
and at Christmas has been properly refused.32 

In another case, the need for prison security and 
the need for compliance with visiting rules were con
sidered sufficient grounds for refusing to allow a 
Mormon "home evening program," in Which a Mor
mon elder would adopt a prisoner and visit him for 
counselling and spiritual guidance.33 

The trend indicates that restrictions on religious 
activities should be as few as the demands for 
security, efficient operation, o~der and rehabilitation 
permit. 
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Section 4 

an 
Visitation 

Courts generally recognize that a prisoner retains 
all the rights of an ordinary citizen except those ex
presslY,'or by necessary implication, taken from him 
by law.1 The right to send and receive correspon
dence and meet and speak with vlsitqrs:ii's', a first 
amendment right, well recognized as being funda
mental. Before deprivation of a fundamental con
stitutional right, may be authorized, the state must 
show a compelling need for such interference.2 

Restrictions, on these rights are generally upheld 
after a sh.owlng by prison authorities that the regula
tion is related both reasonably and necessarily to the 
advancement of some justifiable prison purpose.3 

In spite of this, the District Court for the Southern 
District of Texas has stated that the first amendment 
freedom of speech must be one of the first rights to 
fall before reasonable restrictions by prison offi
cials.4 The usual rationale for such restrictions is that 
the maintenance and preservation of order and 
security permits prison officials reasonable regula
tion over correspondence and visitation.s Other than 
dissatisfied inmates, few question the necessity of 
regulations prohibiting mailing communications 
Which are truly obscene, which threaten or 
blackmail, which plot escape or other criminal ac
tivity, or which contain secret codes.6 

More substantial questions are raised over inter
ference with the right to communicate with the 
media, public officials, and attorneys. Also, the 
scope and propriety of restrictions on the freedom to 
discuss religious beliefs and the right to communi
cate with farnily and friends have been the subject of 
frequent litigation. 
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It has commonly been held that the examination of 

communications, except for letters to and from attor
neys and courts, is a reasonable exercise of a prison 
administrator's discretion in which the federal courts 
will not interfere.7 Some courts have held that prison 
authorities have the right to adopt reasonable restric
tions on the conduct of inmates, such as inspection 
of all mail for the presence of contraband.s Others 
have held that control of all mail to and from inmates 
in prisons is essential to the maintenance of order 
within the prison.9 

But the courts have tempered their view of non-in-
terference in prison administration.1o They now fre
quently recognize that, when cases of constitutional 
dimensions arise, the courts cannot simply abdicate 
their function out of a misplaced deference to the 
hands-off doctrine.11 Therefore, when a prisoner 
makes a specific allegation of unconstitutional treat
ment, federal courts must become involved in the ad
ministration of prisons to the limited extent neces
sary to determine (1) whether the inmate i.s constit~
tionally entitled to the particular right claimed; (2) If 
so, whether such right has been infringed; (3) and, if 
so what the appropriate remedy is.12 

The courts- follow this analysis by balancing the 
asserted need for the regulation in preserving 
security and insuring orderly administration against 
the claimed constitutional right and the degree to 
which it has been impaired.13 Some courts have 
stated that the balance should be "tipped" in favor of 
the prison regulat\on,14 while another suggests t~at 
the expert opinions of the' prison administrator 
should be given special weight.15 This bias, if taken 
at face value, distorts the test. The balancing process 
compares the nature of the rights tieing infringed 
with the need for the challen,ged regulation. Prison 
authorities are experts in only: one of these areas
and the constitutionally less important one at that.16 

Curtailment of the constitutional rights of an inmate 
should be permitted only to the extent necessary to 
maintain the fine balance between individual and 
societal rights,17 , 

Justice Powell, in his concurring opinion in Pro
cunier v. Martinez,18 carefully examined whether the 
purportecj need to read mail to prevent escapes ex
ists and suggested means of discovering contraband 
less intrusive than reading incoming mail. Most 
courts have required an examination of this kind into 
whether the claimed need for security or rehabilita
tion compels the restriction on first amendment 
rights.19 Prison administrators need not tolerate 
speech which endangers the security of their institu
tion,20 but the placement of a "security and 
rehabilitation" tag on a regulation will not render it 
safe from attack. Courts will inquire into the actual 
relationship between the regulation and its stated 

purpose of security of rehabilitation. The deprivation 
of fundamental first amendment rights will undoubt- 1 

; 1 
edly receive even stronger scr~tiny.21 ~ ! 

1.1 
~ { , Correspondence with Couns~1 , 

The right of unimpeded access to the courts22 Im- '\ 
plies a similar right of acpess to counsel.23 It is 
therefore not surprising to n,ote that courts uniformly 
hold that prisoners, even those in isolation,24 have an 
abSOlute right to receive mait from an attorney.25 Any 
restriction which is placed on receipt of such mail 
must be justified by prison authorities by showing a 
clear abuse of access by the inmate or his attorney or 
a compelling state interest centering around prison 
security.26 However, becaus€3 of the tremendous con- .' 
stitutional emphasis on the right to effective assis
tance of counsel, it is questionable whether any 
court would find the state interest compelling 
enough to restrict such assistance absent an ex
treme emergency. 

While some cases have permitted limited censor~ 
ship of an attorney's letters to his inmate client,27 the 
overwhelming weight of recent decisions has con
demned such practice.2s 'The Martinez29 decision 
reinforces this latter view but does permit censorship 
when such action is shown to be the minimum 
restriction necessary to insure prison security, order 
or rehabilitation. Prison officials will be hard pressed 
to meet such a standard. 

Inspection of incoming mail from an attorney has 
received different treatment in various courts. The 
Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, for example, 
stated that an inmate's incoming mail from his at
torney- may be opened to determine whether contra
band is being sent into the prison. This was held to 
be a legitimate prison policy whicil does not abridge 
any federally protected right of the inmate.3o Tile 
Courts of Appeal for the Seventh and Eighth Circyits 
have taken a contrary view. They maintain that prison 
officialS may open incoming mail from attorneys onli 
when they have reasonable belief, based on evi
dence, U1at a particular letter contains contraban9' \'1 
all other cases the danger that an attorney, an officer 
of the court, would send contraband into the prison i 3 

too remote and too speculative to justify a priso 1 
regulation permitting the opening and inspection (f 
all legal mail.31 In addition, these courts require the! 
the inmate be present whenever incoming attorne I 
mail is opened.32 

This latter view is much more attuned to the impo" 
tance and confidentiality of the attorney-client relc:
tionship, but the very recent decisi0il oy the Unit~d 
States Supreme Court in Wolff v. MoDQnnell33 &1~1- , 

nals .victory for fifth circuit approach. Because of a 
concession by the State of Nebraska, the Court 

decided only that officials could open any incoming 
mail from an attorney in the presence of the inmate. 
The Court indicated that when the state did not read 
~}lemail and the inmate wa.s present, it had "done all, 
;~l1d perhaps even more, than the Constitution re~ 
;Jires;"34 Other language in the opinion suggests 
-at prison officials might be able to do more than 
erely inspect for contraband in the inmate's pres
nce.Justice White's opinion for the majority 
:!refully notes that Procunier v. Martinez35 protects 
'e first amendment rights of correspondents with 
risoners and that no first amendment rights of 

-.(!soners in this context had been recognized by the 
.(lurt. He then rejected the notion that correspon

i:.mce with counsel is a vital part of the sixth amend
r! l ent right to counselor that inspection of mail from 
<;ounsel is a substantial obstacle to access to the 
courts. Two other recently reported cases36 have 
found that the inmate's need for confidentiality in 
communications with his attorney outweighs the ad
ministrative difficulties encountered by requiring the 
inmate's presence. Accordingly, the courts forbade 
censorship-that is, the reading as opposed to the 
inspection-of mail from attorneys and required the 
inmate's presence at the opening and inspection of 
such correspondence. . 

Access by means of letter to public officials has no 
greater claim, and perhaps a lesser one, to constitu
tional protection than access to attorneys. It seems 
likely, then, as the fifth circuit has done,37 that 
regulations concerning the handling of mail from 
public officials will be analyzed in the same way as 
those concerning attorney mait. 

CQrrespondence with the MacHa 
Most access to media issues are addressed if) sec

tio!) five, but a brief comment concerning correspon
df);lce with the media is appropriate here. The lead
il'9 case in the area still appears to be Nolan v. 
F:t'f)atrick,38 which adopted a view someWhat simi
ltr 0:0 that Jater employed by the Supreme Court in 
t-;:;unier v. Martinez. 39 The Nolan court held that an 

8te's right to send letters to the press could be 
';ed only with respect to letters which would con

-, or concern contraband or a plan of escape or 
0h were used as a device for evading prison 
'Jlations.4o These abuses necessitated censor
·1, Since then, some lower courts have held that 
;oners have an absolute and unrestricted right to 
~~i letters to themedia.41 

I 

, is probably safe to say that the Nolan decision 
r ,esents the general view, But, because Pefl v. Pro
c:;,lier42 stresses written communication as an ac
c(:ptable alternative to full visitation rights with the 
media, further restriction in the form of censorship 
\·vi!l undoubtedly be closely scrutinized prior to ac-
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ceptance by courts. Justifications based on the 
security and good order of the prison should be well 
th6u'ght out and documented: " 

Religious Correspondence 
The traditional h?\nds-off rule still is .given limited 

recognition in the area of religious correspondence. 
One court recently stated that, although restrictions 
on inmate correspondence may not be imposed so 
as to discriminate against a particular religious 
belief, prison administrators have wide discretion in 
restricting and controlling the exercise of that 
belief.43 This view seemingly ignores the free exer
cise of religion clause of the first amendmeht.44 Con
sideration must be given to the fact that not all impor
tant first amendment rights are lost upon incarcera
tion and that the more fundamental the right the less 
likely the possibility that it will be taken.45 

The majority of the courts are beginning to adopt 
this "fundamental right" approach. The new direc
tion of the courts may have been necessitated by, 
and surely was complicated by, the advent of "new" 
religions in prisons. For example, a district court dis
missed a case involving the "Church of the New 
Song," in which an inmate alleged that his com
munications with his church were being interfered 
with by prison officials; but the circuit court re
manded the case for a full evidentiary hearing, stat
ing that the allegation, if proved, stated a claim 
against prison officials.46 A similar result was I 

reached when an inmate alleged that prison officials 
had interfered with communications with his 
"spiritual advisor."47 

Procunier v. Martinez,48 although relying on first 
amendment rights of persons not incarcerated, will 
invalidate restrictions on religious correspondence, 
provided first amerjment rights survive incarcera
tion, unless the state can show that restrictions on 
religious correspondence serve a substantial in
terest in prison security and that such restrictions are 
the minimum necessary to advance that interest.49 

Private and Business Correspondence 
A generally accepted rule states that prison offi

cials may'jmpose control over communications from 
inmates to their families and friends.50 Prior to Mar
tinez, however, the courts had been unable to agree 
on the nature and limits of that control. In no other 
area of the law surrounding prisoner communica
tions was the prison administrator less ably guided 
by the courts. 

Regulations concerning communications to and 
from pre-trial detainees typifies the chaos. For in
stance, severa) courts have held that a pre-trial de
tainee has a fin~t amendment right to communicate 
by letter with his family and friends.51 In Connecticut, 
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however, communication with friends was held to be 
privilege to be granted or withheld at the discretion 
of prison authorities.52 To further confuse matters, 
the District Court for the District of Maryland has 
stated that limitations on the private communications 
of pre-trial detainees should be kept to a bare and 
necessary minimum.53 Finally, yet another district 
court has flatly declared that mail from a pre-trial de
tainee to his family and friends can be censored.54 

These pronouncements may serve to guide prison 
administrators in the particular districts, but the)f pro
vide no guidance to others. 

The situation worsens when one reviews rules 
which apply to convicted inmates. The courts have 
considered controls over the delivery of mail and 
have reached totally contradictory results. For exam
ple, one court has held that allegations that letters to 
an inmate's family were not mailed because they 
contained "begging" stated a civil rights com
plaint.55 A different court, however, has held that 
allegations that letters to an inmate's family were not 
mailed because they referred to unspecified "illegal 
prison treatment and punishment" failed to state a 
civil rights complaint because the allegation was too 
unspecific.56 Courts have held that it is unconstitu
tional to intercept, to fail to deliver, or to photocopy 
without good cause a letter of an inmi?~Er:to his 
family.57 Others have stated that a prisoner's right to 
mail letters to fan:iily and friends is not absolute and, 
in some circumstances, may be denied.58 Still 
another has held that private communications may 
be restricted as a legitimate disciplinarY,device.59 

This entire approach ignores the rule'fhat prison 
officials do not have carte blanche to disregard the 
constitutional rights of inmates in the nar.ne of dis
cipline.6o The other extreme is also well represented: 
one court has held that a restriction on th~ sending 
of Christmas cards may be a violation of the first 
amendment.61 Another has stated that when prison 
authorities prevented an inmate from communicating 
with a minor child who was living with his wifet, they 
violated the inmate's "freedom of expression," since 
prison authorities cannot limit first amendment rights 
unless restrictions are related both reasonably and 
necessarily to advancement of some justifiable pur-
pose of imprisonment.62 . 

Procunier v; Martinez63 provides needed guidance 
in this area. The court there held that censorship of 
an inmate's mail is not permissible unless it furthers 
some substantial governmental interest in prison 
security or order or furthers inmate rehabilitation.64 

In one of the early interpretations of Martinez, a 
district court has upheld censorship of incoming 
publications that contain the following: (1) informa
tion regarding the manufacture of explosives, incen
diaries, weapons or escape devices; (2) instructions 

,L~,~,,~<"",,_,~, .. _~ __ ,"'~ __ w_' _~~_' 
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regarding the ingredients and/or manufacture of II 
poisons or drugs; (3) clearly inflammatory writings II 
advocating violence, etc.; and (4) judicially defined 11 
obscenity.65 These criteria are similar to those cited :11 .... 1 
with apparent approval in Martinez, and such stan- ,t 
dards will likely continue to receive judicial approval •. , 
when combined with a speedy review process. I 1 

The authority of prison officials to limit the general • I 
correspondence of an inmate to persons whose ;11: 
names appear on an approved mailing list has , 
generally been upheld.6? Once it has been deter- f 

mined that the addressee is a proper recipient ! 
however, it is impermissible to withhold delivery of a ,.1,' 

communication.67 ! 

In compiling such a list, prison authorities may '\ 
send questionnaires to prospective correspondents I 
and may make local inquiries as to the criminal I 

record, if any, of such individuals. The authorities ! 
may also request the consent of an adult correspon- ·1 
dent and may require the approval of an adult parent 
or guardian of a minor before the inmate is permitted f 
to correspond.68 I 

Censorship of incoming mail from persons on a i 
"correspondents list" is steadily becoming more \ 
restricted. In 197:':, one court held that such mail can :! 
be read only insofar as it is necessary to determine if ' 
the sender is indeed an approved correspondent.69 .' Jl 

In 1973, a court held that since outgoing mail should 

pondence of inmates on death row violates no first, 
sixth or fourteenth amendment rights of the inmate,75 
Now, however, Procunier v. Martinez76 requires a 
showing that the governmental interest in security or 
order furthered by such censorship can be insured 
only by such action. It will be very difficult for prison 
officials to show how censorship of such letters in a 
way different from that of other mail is essential to 
prison security and order. 

not be censored at all (because of the inability of the'l 
prison to show the, furth~~ance of a substantial :l 
governmental interest in'rmson security), there 'l 
should no longer be any correspondents lists.7o Pro- \ ~)!.is!~,~tion 
cunier v. Martinez71 was limited to direct personal ii "' The heed fo~:prison discipline and security is a 

f recognized justification for the regulation of visita
correspondence between inmates and those who . 1 tion.77 Although conditions of visitation are' fUnda-
Ilave a particularized interest in communicating with i,' 

mental simultaneously to institutional security and 
them. Thus, future mailing list cases will be con- ',? in~ate morale. when the two are in conflict, theneed 
cerned with the questions of who has a particu- ~I;; 

, for security is paramount. The need must, however, 
larized interest and what justification can be '(, be supported by the evidence,78 
marshaled for any restriction. I P: !son visitation rights may be curbed by prison of~ 

Correspondence While in Isolation or on Death ROV\.1 

Prison officials cannot refuse to deliver incomin£1 
or outgoing mail of prisoners in segregation to any 
extent greater than that ordinarily allowed,72 One! 
court reviewed a prison policy in a segregation uni: 
which restricted court correspondence to cases witl, 
prescribed deadlines and allowed the mailing of on I) 1 

one letter per week. The court, finding the procedurn 
clearly unreasonable, held that such a regulation 
completely impedes an inmate's access to the court:i 
and counsel and therefore is illegal.73 The Supremjl 
Court in Procunier v. Martinez, however, reserved tho 
question whether a temporary prohibition against 
personal correspondence as a disciplinary sanction 
would be proper,74 

Earlier cases have held that censoring the corres-

, " ! fic,!s by instituting reasonable regulations over the 
; j pI,. 'ege,79 but due process requires that visitation 
• "1 

'j t~' "~'.!rbed only to the extent necessary to assure in-
l' f..,~ional security and administrative man

i.:" "~bility.80 Restrictions on visitation would not, 
r' ower, be used to punish the inmate. Regulations 
:' ':1, permit visitation by only the immediate family 

:enerally acceptable,81 as are rules requiring the 
r :~nce of prison officials during visitation.82 The 
r:lt may.be unfair to those a long distance from 
h' e or to those with no immediate family, but it is 
dC'·1ful that the courts would find such unfairness 
cc~~mutionally impermissible. Visitation of persons 
in .:;':!gregation may be regulated by any special pre
caudons deemed necessary or appropriate by the 
warc!en.83 

Regulation of prison visitation is, however, 
governed by constitutional principles and is not left 
completely to the discretion of prison authorities. 
Courts have stated that to deny the visitation priv
ileges of an inmate without reasonable justification 
might C!mount to cruel and unusual punishment 
under the eighth amendment.84 However, the courts 
are more likely to decide a case on fourteenth 
anlendment grounds;""hecourts recognize that state 
law may withdraw certain benefits, such as visitation, 
during incarceration. Such a withdrawal may be un
constitutional, however, if the deprivation is a result 
of an arbitrary and capricious action by prison ad
ministrators.85 For example, in Houston Chronicle 
Publishing Co. v. Kleindienst,86 the court reviewed a 
rule which granted unlimited discretion over prison 
visitation to prison officials. The regulation, which 
allowed administrators to deny visits when,"in their 
opinion, such visits would not be in the best interests 
of society or might endanger the security of the in
stitution, was held to be unconstitutional on its 
face,87 This view is supported by dicta in a recent 
Supreme Court case, Pell v. Procunier.88 

Another basis upon which a visitation suit may be 
successful arises when an inmate alleges denial of 
visitation privileges on racial grounds. If proven, 
such an allegation would clearly be a violation of 
equal protection.89 In one case in which racial dis
crimination was alleged, the district court refused to 
consider the merits of the case, stating that the 
hands-off doctrine precluded review. The upper 
court reversed and remanded the case, stating that 
the hands-off doctrine does not apply to equal pro
tection cases.90 
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There has been some recent litigation by inmates 
attempting to establish a constitutional right to con
jugal visits. Such cases are generally brought on 
cruel and unusual punishment gr~unds.91 The c~u.rts 
have refused to recognize the right to SUGIl VISits, 
stating that the entire issue of conjugal. visits is a 
qu?stion of public policy and, therefor~, Isa matter 
for legislative, not judicial, action.92 Until recently, no 
case had dealt with the argument (suggested by 
cases such as Griswold v. Connecticut93 and Loving 
v, Virginia94) that conjugal relationships are vital. to 
the preservation of the marital relatio~ship, the main
tenance of which is a fundamental right. 

In Lyons v. Gifligan,95 however,. plaintiffs, claimed 
that the failure to grant conjugal visits deprived them 
of the right to marital privacy and constituted cruel 
and unusual punishment. The court rejected both 
claims. The right to privacy cases were disti~guis~ed 
on the basis that in them there had been an intrusion 
by the government into a place in which marital pri
vacy already existed. The court refused to extend ~he 
cases to create a duty to provide a place for marital 
privacy. The court examined the claimed depriva
tions from a lack of sexual contact and found them 
not incomparable to other deprivations of prison Jif~. 
Finally, it examined conjugal visiting programs. In 

other states, admitted that the trend toward allow~ng 
such visits is one of the indicators of the "evolVing 
standards of decency" under the eighth amendment, 
but held that withholding conjugal visiting privileges 
is not cruel and unusual punishment. 

More limited tactile stimulation has, however, 
received judicial sanction in an order which requires 
officials of the Tombs in New York City to alloW con
tact visits. The court did approve a limitation on the 
amount and quality of the contact.96 . 

Whether a visitor and the inmate may communi
cate in private or whether prison officials m~y moni
tor such conversations is an unsettled question. The 
general view is that monitoring of. ~n inm~te's con
versations with his non-attorney VISitors Violates no 
right of privacy which he may possess.97 A contrary 
view is, however, beginning to emerge. For ex.ample, 
a recent California case held that a conversation be
tween an inmate and his spouse is carried out under 
a reasonable expectation of privacy and therefore 
cannot be monitored.98 The next few years may see 
additional rulings in this area. 

It is apparent that visitation ma~ be regu~ated, ~ut 
only when the regulations are deSigned to Insure in

stitutional security,-C!nd are applied in an unbiased 
and virtually autbrriatic manner. In other words, con
trol of visiting privileges should not be left to the dis
cretion of. operating personnel. If these guidelines 
are followed, reasonable prison visitation pro
cedures will be upheld by the courts.99 
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47. Neal v. Georgia, 469 F.2d 446 (5th Clr. 1972). 
48. 416 U.S. 396 (1974). . 
49. Id. However. an o~rller ~ase has held that an Incarcerated priest had no right io send 

out his sermons. Berr)gan v. Warden, 322 F. Supp. 46 (D. Conn. 1971).afl'd on olher 
grounds, 451 F.2d 790 (2d Clr. 1971). <I; , 

50. Holt v. Hutto, 363 F. Supp. 194 (1;.0. Ark, 1973); Worley v. Bounds, 355 F. Supp.l is 
(W.O. N.C. 1973); Wells v. McGinnis. 344 F. SuPp. 594 (S.D. N.Y. 1972); Yarish v. 
Nelson. 27 Cal. App~3d 893. 104 Cal. Rplr. 205 (1972) . 

51. Guajardo v. McAdams, 349 F. SupP. 211 {S.D. Tex. 1972), vacared on procedural 
grounds 491 F.2d 417 (51h Clr. 1973): Brenneman V. Madlgan{.343 F. SUpp. 128 (N.D. 
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352 F. SuPp. 882 (E.O. 1/1. 1973), alf'd 488 F.2d 619 (7th Cir. 1973). 
58. Corby v. Conboy, 457 F.2d 251 (2d Clr. 1972). 
59. Gales v. Co/ller, 349 F. Supp. 881 (N.D. Miss. 1972), alrd 501 F.2d 1291 (51h Cir. 1974), 
60. Cf. Procunler v. Martinez. 416 U.S. 396 (1974). 
61. Brown v. Hartness, 485 F.2d 238 (8th Cfr. 1973). 
62. Lemon v. Zelker. 358 F. Supp, 554 (S.D. N.Y. 1972). 
63. 416 U.S. 396. 94 S. Ct. 1800 (1974). 
64. td. One Court has adopted Ihls View; see Morales v. Schmidt, 494 F.2d 65 (5th Cir. 

1974). For rationale behind earlier decisions to thl) conlrary. see, e.g •• Woods v. 
Yeager. 463 F.2d 223 (3rd Clr. 1972): People v. Manganero. 339 N.Y.S2d 196 (1972). 

65. Gray v. Creamer, 376 F.Supp. 675 (W.O. Pa. 1974). 
66. See. e.g .. Holt Y. HuNo. 363 F. Supp. 194 (E.D. Ark, 1973). 
67. Adams v. Carlson. 352 F. SIlPP. 862 (E.D.1I1. 1973). afl'd 488 F.2d 619 (7th Clr. 1973), 
68. Hall v. Hutto, 363 F. Supp. 194 (E.D. Ark. 1973). 
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grounds 491 F.2d 417 (51h Clr. 1973). 
70. Preston v. Cowan.369 F. SuPp. 14 (W.O. Ky. 1973); see teXI accompanying note, Sec-

tion 21 supra. 
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72. Col/Ins V. Schoonl/eld.:.>44 F. Supp. 257 (D. Md. 1972), 
73. Simmons v. Russell, 352 F. Supp. 572 (M.D. Pa. 1972). See also Johnson v. Anderson. 

370 F. Supp. 1373 (D. Del. 1974). 
74. Procunier v. Martinez. supra at tn. 12. 
7.5. See,'i:J.g., Sinclair v. Henderson. 331 F. Supp. 1123 {E.D. La. 1971}. 
76.416 U.S. 396 (1974). 
77. Pinkston v. BenSinger; 359 F. Supp. 95 (S.D. IJI. 1973). 
78. Rhem v. Malcolm. 371 F. Supp. 594 (S.D. N.Y. 1974), afl'd 50H.2d 333 (2d Clr. 1974). 
79. Mathis v. Superior Court. 28 Cal. App.3d 1038. 105 Cal. Rptr. 126 (1972J, 
ao. Rhemv.Malcolm,371 F.Supp. 594 {S.D. N.Y. 1974).alf·d 507 F.2d 333 (2d Cir. 1974): 
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82. Pinkston v. BenSinger. 359 F. Supp. 95 (S.D. III. 1973). 
83. Rhem v. Malcolm, 371 F. SuPp. 594 (S.D. N.Y. 1974), alt'd 507 F,2d 33:! (2d Clr. 1974). 

Cf. Claybrone v. Long, 371 F. supp. 1320 (M.D. Ala. 1974) • 
84. Thomas v. Brierley, 481 F.2d 660 (3d Cfr. 1973). Cf. Almond v. Kent. 459 F.2d 200 (4th 

Clr.1972). 
85. United Sia/es ex rei. Miller v. Twomey. 479 F.2d 701 (7th Cir. 1973). cert. denlad 414 

U.S. 1146; Rowland v. Woltf, 336 F. Supp. 257 (D. Neb. 1971); Landman v. Royster, 
~33 F. SupP. 621 (E.D. Va. 1971) . 

86. 364 F. Supp. 719 (S.D. Tex, 1973). 
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88. 417 U.s. 817 (1974). • 
89. Thomas v. Brierley. 481 F.2d 660 (3d Cit. 1973). 
90. Henry v. Van Cleve, 469 F.2d 687 (5th Clr. 1972). Cf. Brenneman v. Madigan, 343 F. 

Supp. 128 (N.D. Cal. 1972). 
91. E.g., Sluart Y. Heard. 359 F. Supp. 921 (S.D. Tex. 1973) . 
92. Id.: Wilkinson v. McManus. _ Minn. _. 214 N.W.2d 671 (1974). 
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9B. People v. Finchum. 33 Cal. App.3d 787, 109 Cal. Rplr. 319 (1973). 
99. Certain prisoner transfer cases {see Sectlon 17,Jntra.) may be interpreted as Indicat· 

ing thai visitation may be becoming a "rlght." For example, One case held that a 
prisoner to be transferred mOre than 2.000 miles from his family sul/ered a grievous 
loss." Capitan v. Cupp, 356 F. Supp.303 (D. Or. 1972). However,once a Iransfer hear· 
ing was conducted, such a transfer woufd be upheld. Ills there/ore unclear whether 
transler cases support the contention that visitation is a "right." 
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Section 5 

~ccess 
Meoia 
Access to Particular Books, Periodicals, Etc. 

Pre-trial detainees should not be denied the right 
to receive a book through the mail or from any other 
source if such publication is available to the public 
generally.1 Thus, a regulation which prevents receipt 
by a detainee of any publication other than those 
sent directly from the publisher has been held to be 
constitutionally invalid.2 Similarly, restrictions on the 
availability of daily newspapers in any prison, but 
especially in one housing pre-trial detainees, must 
be affirmatively justified or will be held to be invalid.3 
Of course, detainee possession of such reading mat
ter may be preceded by a careful examination for 
contraband.4 . 

Affirmative justification for official action is the key 
to successful regulation of inmate access to reading 
matter. The;.tirst amendment rights to hold and ex
press beliefs'and,ioreceive information is one which 
the courts will protect with·1ispecial solicitude."s In 
fact, the Supreme Court has.'stated that any system of 
prior restraint on expressiO'il" comes to the courts 
bearing a heavy presumption against its constitu
tional validity,6 The lower courts have specifically 
recognized that tHe first amendment freedom to 
receive ideas of every sort extends to an individual 
who has been convicted of a crime and imprisoned.? 
This right of state inmates is protected by the due 
process and equal protection clauses of the four
teenth amendment.8 
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On the other hand, the first amendment righ~s of 
prisoners are by no means a~solute. Prison 
authorities remain free to regulate Inmate access to 
reading matter. Such regulation, however, must not 
be such as to abrogate the inmate's rights, nor more 
restrictive than is justified by the perceived need.9 ~n
stead, prison administrators must realize that the in
mate has a constitutional right to read whatever he 
pleases and that only a compelling state interest cen
tering on prison secur!ty, or. a. cl:-ar and present 
danger of a breach of prison discipline, or ~o.me s~b
stantial interest in orderly institutional admln~str~tlon 
can justify curtailment of such a constitutional 
right.1o Some courts allow limitations on access. to 
reading matter to prevent un~est or :0. punish 
misbehavior.11 Others require prison .adml~lstr~t?rs 
to prove that the interest of the state In maintaining 
order and discipline actually outweighs the interests 
of inmates in freely exercising their first amendment 

rights.12 . .' ". 
The right to receive publications IS constltutlon~I, 

it is not a matter of administrative grace.13 Courts. will 
not be reluctant to strike down prison regulations 
which are found to be unreasonable, arbitrary~ ~r not 
reasonably related to the needs of penal admlnlstra
tion.14 Therefore, convicted criminals cannot c?n
stitutionally be subjected to a regi.me unde~ which 
their rights are dependent upon actions o~ prison o!
ficials wholly unaccountable in the exercise of their 

power.15 .' . . 
Where' broad, ali-inclusive re~t~lctl().ns on first 

amendment rights are placed intd3<Elffect, the state 
must justify such restrictions with solid fact, not sur
mise.16 For example, when a prison attempted t~ sup
press the book Soul on Ice, the alleg.atio~ that, ,:here 
are too many weak-minded people In thiS Unit was 
not adequate to jl)stify suppressi?n.17 In another 
case claims of state prison authorities that free ac
cess' to newspapers had a disruptive effect on 
prisoners and that accumulations of ~ews~apers 
raised serious problems of fire prevention did not 
constitute a basis for a total restriction on inmate ac
cess to news.18 Instead, the state must prove that t~e 
interception of a particular copy of a newspaper ":'111 
promote a compelling stat~, interest,19 .s.uch as in
stitutional security. In addition, authorities are re
quired to show that pris@i') securi~y i~ at stake before 

,. racial minonty and political publications may be ex
cluded from the prison.2o For this reason it has be~~ 
held that a black militant inmate may possess mili
tant publications until such time as the state can ~ro
duce evidence that the inmate causes such matenals 
to be circulated while he avocates overthrow of the 
institution .21 

A non-discriminatory rule cutting off acc~ss to 
books. magazines and periodicals while the Inmate 

0-
j ! 

is in solitary confinement has bee~l held to serve I i would be constitutionally offensive if ordinary 
state interest in the discipline of an Inmate. Delay of i cif.:ens were involved.32 So long as prison officials 
access to reading materials occasioned by such a I do "IOt abuse their authority they may reasonably 
rule involves no compromise of first amen~ment I re~';'ict the number of publications received and re
rights, and enforcement of t~e rule is not conslderod i tei' :3d by an inmate. 
to abridge improperly the rights of persons so con· I, 
fined to free expression under the first amendme~t 22 I p.:edural Safeguards 
The Supreme Court in Procunier v. Martln'~~! 'reservation o(first amendment rights in prison 
reserved a similar question of whether ~ccess to m 111 I d ~:nds upon procedures as well as upon the stan
may be limited as a disciplinary sanctlon.23 . . \ d :ls by which publications ordered by inmates are 

Prisoner access to allegedly obscene materials IS '1 jl .. ,.md.33 Whether procedural protections are due in 
currently an unsettled area?f prison I~W. In a ~ery I.e. I a~; particular instance depends not upon whether 
cent case correctional officers denied .an Inma.e, 1 \1'1', governmental benefit is characterized as a 
without judicial process, the opportunity to re:ld ! "ri'Jht" or a "privilege," but upon whether the in
books which dealt with sexual matters. The ~ollrt 1 div!dual will suffer a grievous loss. The question is 
held that such action denied the inmate rights .1 concerned not only with the weight of the in
secured to him by the first and fourteenth ~me:d. ~ dividual's interest but also with whether the interest 
ments.24 It is therefore apparent that any .deprlva~lon 1 is within the purview of the "liberty" or "property" 
on obscenity grounds requires appropriate r~vlew. , language of the fourteenth amendment.34 Once it is 
There are two traditional grounds up?n which. a: \ determined that due process procedures apply, there 
sanction to deprive an inmate of reading materl~l: [ is flexibility in determining what procedural protec
may be obtained.25 The first of these states that. If, 1, tions are demanded in the making of a given deci
prison officials can convince a court that the matenal. \ sion.35 The Supreme Court has held that the decision 
is obscene under Supt:eme Court standards, then a; I to censor or withhold any material from an inmate 
prohibition of such me,lerials will be upheld. But t~e must be accompanied by minimum procedural 
Supreme Court has recently ruled that obscenity safeguards against arbitrariness or error.36 It is 
questions will be decided on the basis of local com- ! therefore clear that corrections officers cannot deny 
munity standards.26 If the ".loc~1 com~u~i~y" is ad~, I an inmate access to r~a.ding materials. ~~ has or
judged to be the community In the VICinity of the: J dered unless such offiCials promptly initiate pro
prison materials available .in that community ~ust D I ceedings against the material.37 
not be' prohibited, under this test, inside the prtso~. 1 Minimal procedural requirements for censorship 
However it is possible that the .'~Iocal community" In \ I of reading materials are set forth in Sostre v. OtiS.38 

such a ~ase would be held to refer to the pris~n; i The court required the screening of incoming 
population itself. Iron!cally: if this. ~pproach ~s: .I literature by a com~itt.ee. made up of pris~n officials 
adopted it is unlikely that prison administrators WIll. I from a number of diSCiplines. The evaluation was to 
be able to satisfy the Supreme Court's requirements.~! be guided by a presumption that the literature was 

The alternative ground is to show that non-su~-: I accontable. Any rejection had to be based on 
pression of a particular allegedly obscene book wlli I spe~~;ic p~bl~shed c:i.teri~, an~ t~e deci~ion had to 
cause a clear and present danger of homosexual, f be r"je WIthin speCified time limits. The Inmate had 
assault. Again, such an allegation must be prover' by; I to t.·' ~Jiven notice of the reason for any delay and 
fact and not by surmise.27 Otherwise, allegEdly; i W?:,:·.· •. be permitted to present arguments to the com-
obscene materials could be banned arbitrarily and i ~{1 • T~is test has been adopted by most jurisdic-
unconstitutionatly.28 . i t10. which have considered the question.39 It has 

Prison officials may make reasonable reg~latl Jns "t ~lt:8en applied when the right to interview or be 
as to the circulation of magazines, newspaPElrs, 3.~d; I tn',·· . awed is being considered.40 
books and the courts generally will not interfer 3 IO! ! ;;e courts have gone further. For example, the 
such ~dministrative matters.29 Officials have seme,; .1 D(· ·~t Court for the Southern District of Texas has 
but not unlimited, discretion over the amoun; 01; I hf.: \hat, since the inmate is permitted to p~esent 
material which may be kept in a cell30 and.over thei!ar~'1:ents for the acceptance of questioned 
number of publications received by each Inmae:31

\ !mcUlal, due process requires that he be allowed to 
These restrictions are justified on grounds of adrnln·( i:evL :w the material at least once before the hear
istrative convenience as they reduce the burde ~ 0(j! tn9.:; Such a review is necessary if the inmate is to 
examining an unduly large number of incomlngl tpres~nt an informed argument; but the right to 
materials. In addition, consideration~ of ~pace,t~re~eive. a .re~~ew ~opy invalidates the whole ~ro
sanitation safety and orderliness permIt restrtct\ons\l~e~s'7.the Inmate Will have already read the publlca
on an inrr:ate's possession of reading matter Wilicht' ltlon which he is asking that he have access to. Such 
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a procedure does, however, limit distribution to a 
single 'inmate. 

The adoption of sound procedures is wise, for 
once due process is accorded, courts will not insert 
themselves in censorship decisions.42 

Access to the Inmate by tile Media 
Interviews of inmates by media representatives 

has been an area of considerable recent litigation. It 
is generally recognized that access by the news 
media to the inside of a prison is the most effective 
way to give meaning to the rule that the public has a 
right to know what goes on inside prisonwalls.43 . ~~ . 

The first amendment freedom of the press doctrtne 
runs through all press interview cases. While it is 
recognized that the right to pu\jlish does not include 
an unrestricted right to gather information or untram
meled access to inmates,44 the right would be empty 
if restrictions prevented the press from informing the 
public of newsworthy events. 

One of the most consistently litigated questions 
has centered on permissible official action when the 
press requests an interview with a particLJlar inmate. 
The Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit has 
adopted the view that if prison authorities were to 
grant news media extensive access to prison 
facilities 'and personnel and the right to unlimited 
confidential correspondence with inmates, a bar on 
interviews with particular inmates would not unduly 
restrict the flow of information to the public.45 The 
major rationale for this view is the "big wheel" theo
ry. If an inmate were frequently the subject of atten
tion by the press, his stature in the 'eyes of other in
mates would increase. If he then preached against 
prison discipline in the press, he could cause unrest 
in the prison. Hence, the interview with a particular 
inmate may be forbidden.46 

The opposite view has been adopted by the Court . 
of Appeals for the District of Columbia.47 That court 
emphasized that the right of access to newsworthy 
events is a necessary antecedent to the right to 
publish and that any state-imposed restriction on 
that right would be justified only after a showing of 
compelling state interest. The court held free com
munication with inmates by mail to be inadequate 
since such communication lacks the spontaneity and 
flexibility of a personal interview and denies the re
porter the ability to follow a line of questioning 
wherever it may lead. This court stated that the. right 
to interview is necessary to freedom of the press, and 
it expressly rejected the "big wheel" theory. 

Two recent Supreme Court decisions have firmly 
settled the conflict.48 In Pell v. Procunier,49 prison in
mates challenged a California provision which for
bade press interviews with specific inmates. They 
maintained that such a regulation violated their first 
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and fourteenth amendment rights of free speech. The 
Court recognized that inmates retain all first amend~ 
ment rights which are not inconsistent with incar~ 
ceration and that challenges to alleged restrictions 
on such rights must be analyzed by balancing the 
rights against the goals and needs of the corrections 
system. 

In Pell, the Court emphasized that several alterna
tive methods of communications with the press were 
kept open. First, under the Procunler v. Martlnez50 

doctrine the inmate was free to correspond by mail 
with media representatives. Second, the California 
visitation procedures, which allow reasonably open 
visitation by family, friends, clergymen and attorneys, 
allow for further communication from the inmate to 
his visitor and from them to the press. 

In addition, in California newsmen are free to visit 
the prisons, speak briefly with inmates they en
counter, and request an interview with an inmate 
who is then selected at random by prison authorities. 
These procedures permit the press to report on con
ditions within the prisons. 

In considering the "big wheel" theory, the Court 
held that the prison's interest in security, together 
with available alternative methods of communica
tion, outweighs the inmate's interest in individual in
terviews and therefore upheld the California pro
cedure.51 

In the second case, Saxbe v. Washington Post 
CO.,52 media representatives challenged a federal 
regulation which prohibited personal interviews with 
specific inmates. The Court held that the regulation 

I 
J 

I 
did not abridge the freedom of the press since it did Til 

not deny press access to any sources of information 
available to the genera.1 pUbl.ic. Instea~, t~e regLla-j 
tion was merely a partlCulartzed application of "he 
general rule that no one, other than family membHs,j 
friends, clergymen and attorneys, may enter a priwn 1 
and designate a particular inmate whom he WOJldI 
like to meet.53 j 

These two decisions make it extraordinarily e,\sy 
for prison authorities to prohibit press interview~ of! 
specific inmates. Since. P~ocunier v'. Ma:tine·z54 

'I' 

allows inmate communIcatIOn by mall WIth :he 
media, administrators wishing to prohibit specific in-! 
terviews should insure that visitation privileges3re 1 
ample and allow the press to visit the prison freely, to t 
speak briefly with inmates encountered during the I 
visit, and perhaps to interview at greater length. ~n in-! 
mate selected at random by the prison authOrities. r' 

Alternative means of communication between the 
press and the media, such as those suggested, are 
necessary to the decision not to grant specific inter· i 
views. As the Court noted, "So long as reasonable) 

" • ! and effective means of communication remain open I 
and no discrimination in terms of content is involved, 1 
we believe that, in drawing such lines, prison offi· i 
cials must be afforded great latitude."55 I 

If the alternative lines of communication are not I 
available, it is reasonable to expect that the Court 1 
will require prison authorities to honor press re·! 
quests for individual interviews. A short circuit in the~' 
alternate lines of communications could be caused: 
by the inability of an inmate to take advantage of his 
right to communicate because of, for example, his il. 
literacy. But the Court suggested that this difficulty 
could be surmounted by allowing the inmate the 
assistance of others in preparing his correspon· 
dence.56 Another source of difficulty might come 
with overly restrictive visiting privileges. Visitation 
by attorneys57 and ciergymen5B is an establisl1ed 
constitutional right. Thus, the only possible restric· 
tions on visiting greater than were factually pref.ent 
in Pell would be in the area of visits from family and 
friends. No Gound reason can be advanced for ex
cluding visits from close family members, but restric· 
tions of visits by friends would probably not unciuly: 
limit the alternate means of communication. .\ 

The monitoring of inmate-media interviews by 
prison authorities is currently held acceptaJle,! 
However the inmate may not be subjected to reprisal!. 

, • • t 

or retaliation because .of what ~e has saId to. thE: In· V 
terviewer. The correctIonal officer may monitor thel 
conversation only to prevent the discussior Gq 
escape plans or the transfer of contraband and maYf: 
not interrupt or interfere with the conversation in any 
way.59 Corrections authorities may use methods to 
monitor interviews other than the physical presence 

0) an officer, such as the use of a tape recorder; but, 
it :Llch a device is used, the newsman and the inmate 
s~ wid be given prior notice.6o 

: .. n inmate has a limited right to publish his 
t:· ughts and feelings while in prison, but such ac~ 
tity is subject to reasonable regulation by prison 
i·thorities. The .determination of Which prisoner~ 
v" :tten articles would be circulated throughout the 
fj ison population via an inmate periodical has been 
c.ilsidered a matter within the discretion of state 
a:d10rities.61 A regulation allowing an inmate to sub~ 
111:' articles for publication as long as they do not 
d!9al with certain specified subjects, such as criminal 
careers, was held to be constitutional.62 

In another recent case,63 Vermont inmates were 
publishing a prison newspaper and refused to follow 
guidelines set out in an agreement with prison offi~ 
cials. Contrary to the guidelines, they printed articles 
which attacked certain individuals. Officials refused 
distribution outside the prison, attempted to sup~ 
press delivery within the prison, and finally shut 
down the operation of the newspaper. The inmate 
editors and one outside SUbscriber filed suit. The dis
trict court held that the principles of Procunier v. 
Martinez64 regulating the censorship of mail applied 
equally to the censorship of a prison newspaper and 
that no prison newspaper may be censored unless it 
constitutes a threat to security, order, or rehabilita
tion. In examining the articles complained of, the 
court found no such threat. In deciding whether ter
mination of the operation of the paper was proper, 
the court found few prison newspaper cases. It 
looked instead to cases involving school papers. The 
COurt held that although papers may be discontinued 
for reasons wholly unrelated to the first amendment, 
the ;:Japer cannot be terminated because officials ob~ 
jeee ~o editorial comment. Nor does it matter that 
pri::;!l funds are expended when freedom of ex pres
sior is involved. The court found, however, that 
reg .Jation, including prior censorship of issues, is 
prl ,.8r when legitimate governmental interests are 
in'! ),ved.65 It authorized such regulations provided 
th,' inclUde speedy review of submitted material, a 
sft :,rnent of reasons for any rejection, and an oppor
tw·, ;; for rebuttal by the editorial staff before an offi~ 
ck 'lot involved in the original determination. 

)., addition to censoring material, officials can ap
p:n~ntly charge the inmate a portion of royalties and 
prz·'Hs from writings published while in prison, but 
on'! if the charge is reasonably related to costs or 
UrJlOss there is some other valid institutional pur
pOse.65 
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Section 6 

Grievances 
Resolution of inmate grievances in a swift, effec

tive manner is a major goal of both inmates and 
prison officials; but grievance resolution by court 
decision is slow, time-consuming and often, un
satisfactory to both groups. While courts mu~t re
main as final arbiters of matters of constitutional im
portance, alternatives to the lengthy court process 
are desirable since prolonging a controversy is 
beneficial to neither inmates nor prison officials; Ad
ministrators are seeking suitable alternatives and 
courts are providing encouragement. 

!n Procunier v. Martinez the Supreme Court ob
served in a footnote that courts are "ill-suited to act 
as the front-tine agencies for the infinite variety of 
prisoner complaints" and that "the capacity of our 
criminal justice system to deal fairly and fully with 
legitimate claims will be impaired by a burgeoning 
increase of frivolous prisoner complaints."l The 
sheer volume of prisor',,::;[ claims has thus led many to 
the conclusion that alternative means of resolving 
these conflicts must be developed. 

Chief Justice Warren Burger of the Supreme Court 
has used the weight of his office to propose reform in 
processing prisoner complaints.2 He has called for 
creation of a statutory administrative procedure to 
hear complaints of federal prisoners and would re
quire that an inmate resort to those procedures prior 
to filing a complaint in federal court. Second, he has 
called for the establishment of informal grievance 
procedures in state systems. 
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34 
On February 14, 1974, the Bureau of Prisons re

sponded with a policy statement,3 the purpose of 
which is to provide a "viable complaint procedure 
(which) will serve the inmates, the administration, 
and the courts."4 The policy requires that a local 
warden answer prisoner complaints in writing within 
fifteen days. If relief is not granted, appeal may be 
made to the director, who must answer within thirty 
days. The fifth circuit has been sufficiently impressed 
with the procedure to require an inmate to resort to it 
prior to filing a claim in federal court.5 It has done so 
even in a case apparently alleging violations of con
stitutional rights.6 The requirement of exhaustion 
here is not particularly burdensome. The policy sets 
short maximum time limits in which a reply must be 
made, and the entire administrative process would 
take no more than forty-five days. 

_._. _ ._J"L.L .. , .. ' 
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Some states have set up grievance mechanisms.? ' I 
Maryland's statutory procedure was but recently . 
enacted when the fourth circuit refused to require ox-I 
haustion of those remedies prior to t.he filing of an j'.' 

action under the Civil Rights Act.8 The court noed . 
that when the Grievance Commissi()n became flily ! 
operative it might re-examine the question of . 
whether exhaustion of state remedies was requir3d. 1 
The apparent invitation of the fourth circuit was3.c-1 
cepted later by a Maryland district court, which h'3ld ·1 
that resort to the grievance procedures is requirEd.9 t 
The opinion contains no discussion of cases wh,ch ! 
hold that exqaustion is not a prerequisite to federal. ! 
jurisdiction under the Civil Rights Act.1o j \' 

Other grievance procedures are being explored by' . 
administrative officials. The use of ombudsmen to in- f 
vestigate grievances is increaslng.11 Two basic I 
models have emerged. fn the first, the ombudsman .! 
reports directly to someone within the department of 11 
corrections in order to resolve grievances. In the 1 1 
other, the ombudsman has an independent statutory 1'1 
power base. The latter approach, ·of course, opens I 
the correctional process to public scrutiny, while the l' 
former approach depends on the good faith of prison \"" 
officials for its success.12 'ill 
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'lmate councils have been suggested and 
ad, pted as another method of solving inmate griev
ar·es.13 The use of prison newspapers14 and the use 
of· npart!a.1 arbitrators with power to bind officials to 
th,- declslons1:5.))ave also been suggested. Also, re
ce • use of ~ro~e~sional m~diators from the Oepart
mt t of Justice s Community Relations Service has 
pr jed beneficial in solving prison disputes.16 

18 pay scale in prison industries is a source of 
m~;:ly i.nmate grievances. One method being devised 
by prisoners to solve these grievances is the 
org;:lnization of .prison labor unions. Although these 
~nE,;ns are deSigned to solve labor problems, one 
Judge has suggested that the union might be used to 
"see~,more ~eaceful ways of resolving prison prob
lems. 17 The Judge agreed with the authors of an arti
cle in the Indiana Law JournaP8 that prison adminis
trators .s~ould welcome unions. In the unlikely event 
~hat offiCials do so, the expected tide of cases explor
Ing whether there is a right to unionize will be 
stemmed. Otherwise, we may expect to see rapid 
development in this area. In one recent case, the 
court. bala~ced the first amendment rights to 
ass.oclate ~Ith others in a group and to take group 
action against the needs for security and order within 
the prison and held that there was no right to form a 
prisoners' union.19 

FOOTNOTES 
1. 416 U.S. 396, 94 s. ct. 1800 at n. 9 (1974). 
2. 59 A.B.A.J. 1125, 1128 (1973). .' 

3. ~~: ;:;47,pson v. United Siaies Federa' Prison Industries. 492 F.2d· ;082,1085 (5th 

4.ld. , 
5. ~~~~thompson v. United States Federal Prison Induslrles. 492 F.2d 1082 {5th Clr. 

6. Jones v. Carlson. 495 F.2d 209 (5th Clr. 1974); see also Waddell v Alldredge 480 
F.2d 1078 (3d Cir. 1973). . • 

7. See L. Singer and J. Keating. Prison Grievance Mechanisms 19 Crime and Detin 
quency, 367 (1973). " 

8. Hayes v. ~ecretary. Deparlment of Public Safely, 455 F.2d 798 (4th Clr. 1972) 
9. Hyde v. Fltzberger, 365 F. SuPp. 1021 (D. Md, 1973). . 

10. E.g •• Monroe v. Pape, 365 U.S. 167 (1961); Damico v. California 389 U S 416 (1967) 
11. see.'nm~!e Grievance Procedures, South Carolina Departmen; of Co;re'ctlons Col: 

lect.ve ~,olence Research Project (1973); L. Singer and J. Keating. Prison Grle:ance 

;~:~~)~nlSms, 19 Crime and Delfnquency 367. 373·74 (1973); Note. 3 Pac. LJ. 166 

12.ld. 
13. Inmate Grievance Procedures. supra note 11 at 17·18' L SI 371.72. , ., nger supra note 11 at 

14. Inm?!e Grievance Procedures. supra note 11 at 18. 
15. L. Singer. supra note 11 at 376·77. 

16. ~~;/(,~z:=;. v. Donnelon, 381 F. Supp. 911 (E.D. La, 1974); see also 16 Cr. L. Rptr. 

17. Goodwin v. Oswald. 462 F.2d 1237 (2d Clr. 1972) (concurring opinion) 
18. Note. "Unionizing America's Prisons - Arbitration and State Use" 48 'Ind L J 493 
19. Parka v. Manson. _ F. Supp. _ , 16 Cr. L. Rptr. 2257 (D. Conn: 1974). . .. . 
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Section 7 

Grooming 
.. anti 

Attire 
Questions of grooming and attire have received 

limited attention from the courts during the past two 
years. Assertions continue to be made that regula
tions affecting grooming violate the constitutional 
rights of the inmate. The courts have met such claims 
with mixed reactions but are beginhing to become 
more uniform in thei'r approach to the problem. The 
major themes of this area of the law are therefore 
becoming identifiable. but there are signs of major 
dissatisfaction with the rationale for these decisions. 

If an unincarcerated individual has no fundamental 
right to manage his own appearance. then prison 
authorities will have little trouble justifying grooming 
rules for prisoners. If, on the other hand, individuals 
do have such a fundamental right, then prison offi-

. cials must justify any infringement, generally by 
showing a' need based on the security of the institu-
tion.1 . 

.y . 
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The courts haVE! yet to reach a consensus, but the 

weight of authority indicates th~t unin.carcerated 
civilians do have a right to determine theIr own ~~r
sonal appearance.2 The Constitution limits the abll~t" 
of a state to regulate the personal appearance of Itn 
citizens.3 This limitation is the result of the t.heor) 
that a choice of personal appearance is one ingre
dient of an individual's personal liberty. Court; 
therefore hold that any restriction on that righ~ must 
be justified by a legitimate state interest. tha.t .IS r~a
son ably related to the regulation.4 The JustIfIcatIon 
must comply with all due process safeguards.5 On(~ 
court has found a right to regulate one's own per
sonal appearance founded upon the first, the ninth, 
and the fourteenth (the equal protection clause) 
amendments.6 Another has found such a right in the 
"penumbra" of the Bill of Rights} 

This view has not been unanimously adopted. 
Courts occasionally hold that certain specified sec
tlonsaf the Constitution do not protect the "free~om 
of appearance" right.8 The more prevalent VI~W, 
however, recognizes the existence of a constItu
tional right, which may be limited as circumstances 
require,9 to wear one's hair at the length one 

chooses. . 
Regardless of the view adopted towards free In-

dividuals, it is clear that prison officials may regulate 
the hair length of inmates within the.ir care.iO "The 
state must show a rational basis for Its regulatIon, 
reasonably related to a legitimate sta~e i~terest.i1 
The court must then weigh the competJng Interests 
of the inmate against those of the state and dete:
mine whether the restriction on individual freedom IS 
proper.i2 To justify grooming restr.ictions, the needs 
of identification, health and security are usually ad
vanced by prison administrators. These reaso.ns are 
generally sufficient to counterbalance pnsoner 
preferences.i3 For example, one court held t~at 
regulations of a federal c?rrectional. center whIch 
governed the length of haIr were valId and reason
ably supported asserted nee.ds of identification and 
hygiene. Nor was the regulation u~reasonable, t~;e 
court maintained, even when applIed to a scarrEd 
and lame American Indian pri~oner who wished '0 

return to "old Indian traditions and c~stom.s."i4 If tr~ 
regulation applies equally to all conVIcted Inmates, It 
will generally be upheld. Substantial dissatis~actic.n 
with these reasons has been shown by one dlssert-
ing judge, who found them "illusiv~."15 " 

Permissible actions toward pre-tnal detainees ~e 
more(stringently limited. A recent New York case ):'1" 

dicates that justifiable grooming regulations m~y be 
applied equally to pre-trial detainees and c?nv.lcted 
prisoners without transgressing ~onstltutlonal 
limitations.i6 This lower state court VIew, however, 
contradicts the weight of authority. Courts generally 

hold that imposition of normal prison grooming 
regu'dions on pre-trial detainees is a violation of 
due f'ocess.17 Even separate regulations, applicable 
only ;) pre-trial detainees, will not be upheld unless 
far Ir-s severe than those which apply to the general 
prise· population.i8 

Wi "n a prisoner categorizes his right to govern 
his p ;'sonal appearance as he pleases as a religious 
free( 'm, he has no greater chance of success than if 
he rn.i<es a more conventional constitutional claim. 
For (;'",ample, in a recent case prisoners claimed 
mp.mt8rship in a religious organization known as the 
"ChI.L:;h of the New Song." A tenet of that organiza
tion rr<:;ed each man to project his own "natural im
age." The court was unimpressed and rejected a 
claim that a state prison regulation governing hair 
length violated members' freedom of religion.i9 

Punitive action may be taken against inmates who 
refuse to comply with prison grooming regulations. 
Indefinite placement of prisoners in administrative 
segregation for non-compliance with hair length 
regulations has been upheld against a claim of cruel 
and unusual punishment.2o The regulation authoriz
ing certain punishments must sufficiently identify the 
allowable degree of punishment to enable inmates to 
receive advance notice of possible sanctions. For ex
ample, it has been held that failure to have a con
forming haircut would not amount to "flagrant or 
serious misconduct" within the meaning of a 
Nebraska statute which provided that "good time" 
could be withheld in cases of ",assault, escape, at
tempt to escape, or other flagrant or serious miscon-
duct."2·! ' 

Another objection which has been raised against 
'. the validity of grooming regulations has been based 

on the ethnic character of regulations involved;22 
such reyulations are said to be racially discriminato
ry in n::t:ure. When faced with such an argument, the 
courts ',ave routinely rejected it. For example, in a 
North~arolina case, inmates alleged that prison 
regula'ms had theeffsct of prohibiting blacl< in
mates :'?m wearing "Afro" haircuts. The court found 
no di::"'rimination',against Blacks because the 
regulai'~,n on length applied to everyone in the 
system ,n addition, the regulationdid not subject the 

. inmate: to cruelatld unusual punishment or deprive 
them c: property::Withbut due process of law.23 In 
anothH! case it was determined that classifications 

.•. within \;-19 regulations of a federal correctional in
stitutio:. governing hair length were not unreason
able and were not violative of equal protection in 

,spite of the fact that they made no provision for In
. dians While specifically authorizing Blacks to wear 

. ;r~~:;~~: littr~ ~a~e I~~dealing with permissible in-

. i mate attire, but apparently attire is more easi Iy regu
.~""~ 
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lated Man is grooming. The applicable cases have 
generally dealt with the Wearing of medallions. 
Restrictions imposed by prison officials as to 
possession of medals worn around the neck are con
sistently held to be within the discretion of prison of
ficials by reason of the potential danger of such 
medals as weapons.25 However, the exercise of dis
cretion may not be predicated on an administrative 
determination that certain medals are and others are 
not religious in character.26 The determination must 
be concerned with the potential danger of the medal 
as a weapon. Thus, an individual wearing a peace 
medallion may not be punished for his political 
views,27 but probably may be disciplined for posses-
sion of a potential weapon. • 

The trend in this area of the law is readily identifi
able. If a prison regulation restricts an inmate's 
freedom to regulate his personal appearance as he 
pleases, it must be based on a valid state interest. 
Concern with safety, security, identification and hy
giene are valid interests. Courts have accepted these 
justifications without examining their substance, and 
properly phrased grooming and attire regulations 
uniformly applied have beEf\! virtually immune from 
successful attack. . 

I'''' 

fOOTNOTES 
1. See Emerging Rights a198. 
2. See. e.g .• Arnold v. Carpenter. 459 F.2d 939 (7th Cir. 1972). 
3. Owen v. Barry. 483 F.2d 1126 (2nd Cir. 1973). See also Garmon v. Warner. 358 F. 

Supp. 206 (W.D. N.C. 1973); Smith v. Sampson. 349 F. Supp. 286 (D. N.H. 1972). 
4.ld. . '.' 

5. Harris v. Kaine. 352 F. Supp. 769 (S.D. N.Y. 1972); Wallace v. Ford. 346 F. Supp. 156 

(E.D. Ark. 1972). 
6. Howard v. Warden. 348 F. Supp. 1204 (E.D. Va. 1972). aff'd as to one plainriff 474 

F.2d 1342 (4th Gir. 1973). 
7. Breen v. Kahl. 419 F.2d 1034 (7th Cir. 1969), cert. denied 398 U.S. 937. 
8. For example. one court has specllically held Ihat the ninlh amendmenl creates no 

such right. Pendley v. Mingus Union High School District, 109 Az. 18. 504 P.2d 919 
(1972), rev'd on other grounds, 498 P.2d 586. 

9. Brown v. Schlesinger, 365 F. Supp. 1204 (E.D. Va. 1973). 
10. See. e.g., Collins v. Stihoonlleld. 344 F. Supp. 257 (D. Md. 1972). However. allega. 

tlons asserting the uncbnstltulionallty 01 such prison regulalions do state a claim 
which should be heard by;the courts. Howard v. Warden. 348 F. Supp. 1204 (E.D. Va. 

1972). 
11. Rinehart v. Brewer, 360 f. Supp. 105 (S.D. Iowa 1973). a/l'd 491 F.2d 705 (8th Clr. 

1974). . 
12. Brown v, Schlesinge;;'S65 F, Supp. 1204 (E.D. Va. 1973); Rinehart v. Brewer, 360 F. 

Supp.l05 (S.D. Iowa 1973). See also Owen v. Barry. 483 F.2d 1126 (2d Clr 1973). 
13. Collins v. Haga, 373 F. Supp. 923 (W.D. Va. 1974) (sanllalion and identification); 

Rinehart v. Brewer. 360 F. Supp. 105 (S.D. Iowa 1973) (Idenlificalion. hepllh and 
safety); Howard v. Warden, 348 F. Supp. 1204 (E.D. Va. 1972) (Identification and 
security); Williams v. Batton. 342 F. Supp. 1110 (E.D. N.C. 1972) (idenlificatilm. hy
giene and security). 

14. United States ex rei. Goings v. Aaron. 350 F. Supp. 1 (D. Minn. 1972) . 
15. Rinehart v. Brewer, 491 F.2d 705 (8th Cir. 1974) (dissenting opinion). 
16. People v. Von Diezelski, 78 Misc.2d 69. 355 N.Y.S.2d 556 (1974). 
17. See, e.g .. Smith v. Sampson. 349 F. Supp. 268 (D. N.H. 1972). 
18. Collins v. Schoonl/eld. 344 F. Supp. 257 (D. Md. 1972). 
,19. Rinehart v. Brewer, 360 F. SUpp. 105 (S.D. Iowa 1973), alt'd 491 F.2d 705 (8th Clr. 

1974). 
20.ld. 
21. Wollt v. McDonnell. 342 F. Supp. 616 (D. Neb. 1972), a/l'd 483 F.2d 1059 (8th Clr.). 

Aff'd in part, rev'd In part 418 U.S. 539 (1974) with Ihe relevant part not discussed. 

22. See EmergIng Rights a199. 
23. Williams v. Batton, 342 F. Supp. 1110 (E.D. N.C. 1972). 
24. United States ex rei. Goings v. Aaron, 350 F. Supp. 1 (D. Minn. 1972) . 
25. See. e.g .. Rowland v. Jones, 452 F.2d 1005 (8th Cir. 1971). 

2S./d. 
27. Sczerbaty v. Oswald, 341 F. Supp. 571 (S,D. N.Y. 1972) . 
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After incarceration, a prisoner is subject to institu
tional regulations and may be punished for violations 
of those regulations. Limitations on the actions 
Which may be punished, the amount of punishment, 
and the methods by which punishment is determined 
arise from the eighth amendment ban on cruel"and 
unust,;:::! punishment and the fourteenth amendment 
right ;.", due process. . if ,,;.,t f'l Sin. ;\ the constitutional guarantees of the eighth 

j) and L' :ieenth amendments do not apply if action is 
1 i not p, .tive, a distinction must first be made between 
t t punit; "and non-punitive measures. For this reason, 
If admi:\Tators often seek to denominate classifica
I, tion. 1 transfer decisions and decisions to place n perse ,in administrative segregation non-punitive. 
1'1 A tes;;ed to cut through the nomenclature battle is n wheti'" the action causes the inmate a substantial 
it depri·,don.1 A transfer classified as demotional was 
Ij deem ", punitive in United States ex reI. Neal v. 
It Wolfe" Nimmo v. Simpson 3 regarded reclassification 
it as Pll'ltive when the basis for the reclassification 
I. t. ~as tI:e same as the basis for a disciplinary proceedtj' Ing. Administrative segregation does not escape 

I':, being punishment by the placement of talismanic 
~(. labe~s such as-a "threat to security" on the person 
; . detamed there. Some factual ba.sis for the label must 
~ be shown.4 . 

Cruel and Um.lsllIai Punishment 
Once an action is determined to be I?unitive, some 

protection is afforded a prisoner by the ban on cruel 
and unusual punishment. Punishment may be cruel 
and unusual per se, as with the rack and the screw, 
or cruel and unusual as applied, because of the lack 
of relationship between the punishment ad
ministered and the action which precipitated it.s Tra
ditional analysis of cruel and unusual punishment 
had focused upon physical deprivations such as a 
lack of heat6 or hygiene.? More recent cases have 
also considered degrading psychological effects of 
some types of confinement cruel and unusual 
punishment.8 ' 

The use of control chemicals as a means of main
taining or re-establishing security in a prison has 
been much Htigated. The use of these chemicals, 
despite their known capacity for damage to eyes and 
sensitive nasal passages, is not recognized as cruel 
and unusual punishment per se. Instead, courts ex
amine the circumstances of the use of the gas and 
defer heavily to the judgment of the prison guard or 
administrator who must make a rapid decision in an 
emergency. Thus, the use of tear gas was deemed 
proper during a riot when alternative means of con
trol were ineffective;9 and the use of mace to control' 
a screaming, pelHgerent prison is not considered 
cruel and unusual punishment,10 However, the use of 
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these chemicals, while proper in an e~ergency, is 
improper as summary punishment for n:'lnor offen~;s 
or as a tool for the maIntenance of dally contro\., 

The use of drugs for the purpose o~ controlling 
behavior is becoming more and more Widespread, It 
is natural that their use, as well as the, use of, ~sy· 
chological methods of so·ca\led "behavior modlflca· 
tion "will be resented by inmates who h~ve not con· 
sented to such treatment. And they will and have 
sued to enjoin such treatment.1 2 It is a subject bound 
to raise deep emotion, There is, ori'the one h~nd, the 
Orwellian spectre of Big Brother controlling t~e 
minds of human beings and, on the other, the, claim 
that these people need treatment, couple~ with the 
claim that the treatment works: the bellicose are 
made pacific' the naughty, nice, The cases thus far 
have not eli~ited philosophical debat~, but rather 
have proceeded on a traditional analysl,s of whether 
the use of the drug is treatment or punishment. Not 
surprisingly the use of a vomit.induc!ng drug as 
"aversive stimuli" was classified. as punishment, and 
Its use on non·co~sent;:<q juveni!e~ forbid~en.1~ Its 
use on consenting juveniles was Ilmlted,to slt,uatlons 
In which a doctor individually authOrized Its use. 
Similarly the use of tranquilizing ?ru~s for :he pU,r· 
pose of controlling excited behaVior IS forbidden, In 

Nelson v, Heyne,14 The court did, however, r~cognlze 
the use of such drugs in a properly supervised psy· 

chotherapeutic program, , , 
For those wishing to institute drug therapy, It IS 

clear that adequate and proper medical staffing and 
attention are minImum prerequisites, BeY,ond that ~he 
power of an administrator to interfere w,lth the mind 
of his charge, even in his own interest, Wit! ~ave to ~e 
decided. Increasing litigation in this senSitive area IS 

inevitable. 
The use of physical force as a disciplinary tool is 

permitted only in limited circumstances, In proper 
cases and in proper proportions, co~poral pUnish. 
ment may be administered to Incarcerated 

juveniles.15 
Isolation is not itself cruel and unusua! p~nish. 

ment, but when conditions of filth and deprlvatl~n of 
basic necessities reach such a level that th~y aflfo~t 
the basic concepts of the dignity of man, Its use IS 

'h t 16 considered cruel and unusual PUntS men. 
The physical condition of an inmate may make an 

otherwise permissible punishm~nt cruel an,d 
unusual. For example, an inmate with tUb~;cUIOSIS 
may not be forced to work in a drafty ~rea, . 

An inmate may be punished for a Wide variety of 
activities which would not be p~1flishablew,er~ he not 
incarcerated, He may, for example, be ~Isclplln,e?for 
meeting and kissing his wife in vi~latlon of VISiting 
regulations.lIl He may also be punished for consen· 

sual homosexual acts, even if those. ~~ts are not 
punishable outside prison,19 Other actlvl:les may n'Jt 
be punished. A prisoner may not be punished solely 
for seeking access to the courts to challenge the 
legality or the conditions of his co~finement,20 n~r 
may he be punished because of hl~ race21 o~ ,hiS 

I" 22 The mere holding of SOCial or politiC al re Iglon. , I ' 
beliefs is not punishable. Thus, prolonge~, ISO atlon 
of a Black militant with a demonstrated ability to ledd 
others has been declared improper in the absence.of 
an emergency or overt conduct,23 When the bel ef 
translates itself into action, as a refusal to wcrk 
based on the political belief that pri~oners sh~U Id rot 
work in businesses making a profit, the action m 3.y 
be punished,24 

Oi\cials wishing to avoid future lawsuits would be 
wel'J.dvised to write regulations permitting the pres· 
encr of a full defense but preserving discretion in 
cas' ;,. in which SUbstantial disruptions are likely to 
occ ;. Similarly, regulations should probably in· 
clu; " except in certain circumstances, the right to 
cor)nt and cross·examine witnesses, even though 
the' ourt has held that "the Constitution should not 
be ,ad to impose the procedure at the present 
time 12 (emphasis added), The most obvious circum· 
stan ":s in which these procedures should not be ac· 
cord"d is when the witness is an unknown inmate, 
Fear :)f retaliation could dry up that source of infor· 
mation if confrontation were allowed, The empha· 
sized language may well mean that prisons have 
only a little time in which to develop procedures 

ProcedulI'al Due Process which adequately protect legitimate institutional in
terests while insuring the inmate of a fair hearing. 

In addition to the limited protection afforded by the Two proposed procedural protections were flatly (e-
ban against cruel and unusual punishme~t, in,mat~s jected, The right to counsel was rejected for logisti. 
are entitled to certain procedural protectl?ns In dls- cal reasons and for the reason that counsel would 
ciplinary hearings, The Supreme Court In Wolff v, give a more adversary cast to the proceedings.33 
McDonnell25 has spelled out what processes are ?ue Some sort of help for illiterate inmates was sug-
in hearings that may result in the loss of ~ood ~Ime gested. Finally, the prison was allowed to use prison 
and possibly in those that might result In S,olltary employees who did not participate in the investiga-
confinement,26 As in Morrissey v. Brewer,21 which set lion on the Adjustment Committee,34 It should be 
out procedures for a parole revocation hearing, ,the noted also that the decision was made non.retroac. 
Court was concerned with the nature of the hearing, tive,35 
The disciplinary hearing was characterized as a p~o-
cedure which itself might threaten important state In- Although Wolff now dominates the field for pro· 
terests.28 Thus, the concern over, t~e "more cedural requirements at disciplinary hearings, it may 
than, , . theoretical possibility" of retaliation ted to be well to examine some lower court opinions which 
rejection of some safeguards and a reliance upon the fill interstices in Wolff or which suggest how pro-
expertise of prison officials, Three proc~d~r~1 re- cedures recommended but not required there may be 
quirements must be met in this kind of diSCiplinary implemented. 
hearing. First, there must be written .notice of the OnE! such gap in Wolff is whether a hearing is re· 
charges at least twenty·four hours prior to a hear- quire(i Nhen the possible punishment does not in· 
ing,29 This first requirement ass~mes the, second,- clude ,'mfinement in solitary or loss of good time, 
namely that there will be a hearing at which the m- Footn ::; 19 in Wolff suggests that the imposition of 
mate m'ay present a defense, Third, there must be ~ lesser '~nalties may require fewer procedural pro-
" 'written statement by the fact finders as :0 ~h~3VI- tectio. Although the decision on similar facts 
dence relied upon and reasons' for the dlsclpllr ar~ would '? invalid under Wolff, Lathrop v, Brewer36 

action ,"30 .' SUggf ; a procedure which might arguably be valid 
One more procedure was placed in a "reasonnbly .. ' for iE' ')sition of minor penalties. There an in· 

good idea" category, The Court thought it wis'l to vestig .1g officer made an investigation and pre· 
allow the inmate to call witnesses and to pre ;e~t senteC;'Jhat was to be an unbiased account of the 
documentary evidence, The Court fell short of recUlr- event. :') hearing was required in such a case. 
ing these procedures, which ordinarily are "bas c to The ',)ht to notice of what actions will constitute a 
a fair hearing," because of prison needs t? ~,eep violatV', is an aspect of due process not addressed 
hearings within reasonable limits and to aV,old nsks by WOii;'. Although the Court mentions the Nebraska 
of reprisals and the undermining ~f author,lty.31 ,The.. Inmate Manual, it is not clear that the manual was 

Court obviously envisions regulations which a,lo~. made available to inmates. But the courts are agreed 
t Y eVI that rules must be set out and made available to in· for presentation of witnesses and documen ar . mates.:>l 

dence but would like for prison officials not to have 
to justify those cases in which, perhaps, for good . Notification twenty.four hours prior to the hearing 
reason, such presentation is deemed unWise, is required in Wolff, and one other court has put a 

. ~. 

43 . 
limit on delay from the time of the infraction.38 Inmate 
29394 v, Schoen 39 also sets out details Which must be 
put in the notice: the rule violated, the factual basis 
for the charge, the time and date of the hearing, the 
possible punishment, and the consequences of a 
guilty plea, 

The presence of the accused was assumed in 
Wolff. Although the requirement seems axiomatic, 
one court has upheld the forfeiture of good time 
credit of escapees in their absence,40 Such a pro· 
cedure precludes the possibility of questioning 
whether an escape is voluntary and whether a sen· 
tence is proportionate,41 

The right to call witnesses and present documen· 
tary evidence thought advisable'in Wolff had been 
required by lower courts,42 Limitation on the number 
of witnesses has been approved for administrative 
convenience and in the interest of a speedy proceed· 
ing.43 

While lower courts have been split on whether 
cross·examination and confrontation are required, 
the better reasoned cases struck a balance between 
the rights of the accused and the need to protect in· 
formers, When an informer needs to be protected, the 
discipline committee has the responsibility to inter· 
view and examine the witness,44 

Another question left unanswered by Wolff is that 
of what safeguards are appropriate for inmates 
charged with disciplinary offenses which are also 
crimes, The first circuit, prior to Wolff, had required 
counsel in these situations to protect. the right 
against self-incrimination,45 The court had also ruled 
that the disciplinary board has the right to compel 
testimony under the grant of use immunity in subse· 
quent criminal trials, These conclusions were 
reversed by the court46on reconsideration after 
Wolff. Instead, the court suggested that Miranda pro· 
tections are the relevant considerations, It also sug· 
gested that it would take a long hard look at confes· 
sions taken in prison without counsel ·present. The 
tenth circuit, on the other hand, stated that use im· 
munity in subsequent criminal proceedings is the ap· 
propriate safeguard.47 

Wolff clearly allows prison employees to serve as 
members of the disciplinary board. Beyond that, little 
guidance is given on the composition of the board, In 
Steele v. Gray48 the court held that there must be "a 
neutral hearing officer or tribunal which will be likely 
to arrive at a decision without the likelihood of arbi· 
trary or capricious action." 

The Wolff requirement of written statement insures 
that there can be a review to determine if the deci· 
sion is arbitrary or capricious. Once procedural due 
process has been granted, courts limit review to that 
standard,49 

, , , 
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Section 9 

an 
Administrative 

Segregation 
PUnitive isolation is separation for punitive rea

sons from the general inmate population; administra
tive segregation is separation from the general 
population as a custodial classification and security 
device, The result is the same regardless of the no
menclature, so it is not surprising that some cases 
refer to both as solitary confinement. This confine
ment in solitary is a commonly used disciplinary 
technique and its validity is repeatedly upheld,1 It 
has also been upheld as a Valid administrative tech
nique to allow time for classification of new inmates,2 
to maintain order in the prison,S or to protect the in
mate,4 
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Prisoners have challenged placement in solitary 
confinement as cruel and unusual punishment. The 
deprivation of outside contacts and other psy
chological damages together with the physical 
deprivations attributable to isolation have not caused 
courts to call isolation cruel and unusual punishment 
per se. S Instead, courts have examined the duration 
of confinement, the extent of deprivations, and any 
special characteristics of the inmate which place him 
In a group entitled to special protection to determine 
whether a particular confinement in isolation is cruel 
and unusual punishment.6 For adults, however, the 
conditions must be barbarous or the punishment dis
proportionate to the offense7 for the proscription 
against cruel and unusual punishment to apply, 

Confinement for five days in a cold, dark, filthy 
strip cell has been found barbarous.6 For less severe 
deprivations the length of confinement becomes im
portant. A period of eighty-three days isolation is 
long enough to tip the scales against conditions 
someWhat less secure than those already con
demned,9 In Poindexter v. Woodson 1o emphasis was 
placed on physical deprivations, lack of food, hy
giene, clothing and bedding. In Berch v. Stah/,11 
however, the court concerned itself not only with 
physical deprivations but also with the psychological 
deprivations associateq with a lack of privacy and 
sensory deprivations, The order is noteworthy 
because it sets precise limits on each of three types 
of solitary and rules that confinement beyond such a 
period is cruel and unusual punishm!;!nt. Confine
ment in the "box," a 5x7 foot metal cell, has been 
limited to twenty-four hours. Confinement in a solid
door cell with a steel bunk, a toilet and a basin for fif
teen days has been allowed; and confinement in a 
4x10 foot barred-door cell with a bunk, toilet and a 
basin hal? been allowed for thirty days. In Finney v. 
Arkansas12. the circuit court required that prisoners 
placed in punitive isolation not be "deprived of basic 
necessities including light, heat, ventilation, sanita
tion, clothing and a proper diet." 

While pUnishment in solitary confinement may be 
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cruel and unusual if it is disproportionate to the 
offense, courts have beer: reluctant to interfere with 
the legitimate purpose of rehabilitation served bY. a :·'.fl 
system of rewards and punishments. Solitary con· " 
finement has been upheld for partici',Jation in a ' . 
general work stoppage,13 for refusal to work,14 and,'! proceedings.20 Crisis conditions may justifiably lead 
until a proper hearing, for suspicion of participation! even to ~onvertin~. an ,entire section of a prison to 
in an assault upon a guard.iS d se.gregatl~~ classlflcatlon.21 Wide latitude is given 

In Wolff v. McDonnelf16 the Supreme Court re.] pn,son offiCials in determining when an emergency 
qui red the procedural safeguards of notice of the j eXlsts.22 

charges, a written record of the evidence, and the I jnma~es who have been sexually assaulted may be 
reasons for the decision whenever good time is 1"1 placed Involuntarily in segregation for treatment and 
taken from an inmate. Although not reqUiring it. the 'f proteC!io~.23 Persons who have had attempts made 
Court noted that the use of the same procedures I! ?n their lives may also be confined there.24 But there 
when solitary confinement is a possibility is a f IS t~i~o) contention that such a course of action 
realistic approach and that "minimal procedural II P~nI~hes a person for being in danger and excuses 
safeguards as a hedge against arbitrary determi~,?'" Prise-I officials for failing to provide safety in a less 
lion of the factual predicate for imposition 6t';the I restr:tive atmosphere.25 
sanction."17 It is likely that the safeguards reqL ired, AC':I~nistr8.tive segregation of new prisoners to 
in solitary confinement cases will be identichl to allov, time for their classification is also appropri-
those required in loss of good time.cases and, :;on·.l ate,2! 
versely, that the right to counsel, the rights to CtOss'~r Wt 'ther procedural due process is required for 
examine and confront witnesses, the rights to call :~'f non->'le~gency consignment to administrative seg
witnesses and present documentary evidence, and ,'i,J reg~t m IS debated. Some courts have held that no 
the right to have wholly impartial finders of fac are if parll~.jlar procedUres are required.27 Clearly the bet
not required,18 It is still barely possible that ilcar.! f ter VieW was followed in Cousins v. O/iver.28 That 
ceration in punitive iSOlatio.,n for brief periods COUld.'!}! cou~t emphasi.zed the difficl,Jlty of distinguishing 
be attended by fewer procedural safeguards,l' but.. punl~::.e Isolation and administrative segregation. 
the amoun. t of time, saved bY. tr~ncated_ proceec ingsrl Unle".~ the two are SUbstantially different in the num
could well be lost In one laWSUIt. .~.\\ ,:",beS and kinds of privileges allowed, the procedural 

Administrative segregatitm is a useful admin;stra·3i :;g~fegl1a!ds attached ought to be identical.29 
tive tool. Inmates understandably view segregation;l .. :O~?~i;';~,dnmate requests30 or is assigned31 to ad
as punishment and often protest its impOSition, 1 ~nl~trat'.v~ segregation, he is subject to the reduc
Nevertheless, in periods of high tension, suspected p ,n In Privileges attendant to the confinement there 
or potential troublemakers may be confined in ad· ,. t:lson administ~ators need not make distinctions be~ 
ministrative segregation. When the crisis is over, the, 1 een the vanous categories of prisoners in 
inmate must be released or put through disQi?linaI'Y . segregation. 
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21. Johnson v. Anderson,370 F. Supp. 1373 (D. Del. 1974). 
22. Hiott v. Vitek, 497 F.2d 598 (lSI Clr. 1974). 
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29. See texl accompanying In, 16-19 supra. 
30. Rook v. Cupp, _ Or. App. ~ 521 P.2d 1Q (1974). 
31. Breeden v. Jackson, 457 F.2d 578 (41h crr. 1972). 
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Section 10 

Administrative 
. Investigations 

I 
anti. 

nterrogatlons 
To some extent the fourth amendment prohibition 

against unreasonable search and seizure and the 
fifth amendment prohibition against compulsory self-

. incrimination survive incarceration. Recent Supreme 
Court cases have narrowed the scope of protection 
from searches afforded prisoners. Additionally, the, 
retreat from the full impact of the exclusionary rule is 
feading to the use of more evidence and statements 
that have been taken in violation of constitutional 
rights. 
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Search and Seizure 
In Robinson v. United states' and Gustafson v. 

F/orjda2 the Supreme Court held that the fact of 
custodial arrest gives rise to the authority to search 
the person under arrest, and in United States v. Ed
wards3 the Court allowed a seizure of an arrestee's 
clothes "with or without probable cause."4 These 
cases are significant in analyzing any search of a 
convicted prisoner as well because they establish 
that a search can be reasonable even if there is no 
probable cause to believe the search will reveal evI
dence of a crime. Since the warrant requirement is 
also eliminated by these cases, all custodial 
searches will presumably be declared reasonable 
except those which" 'violate the dictates of reason 
either because of their number or their manner of 
perpetration;' "5 

The lower courts have been converging on this 
position In a number of different ways. A survey of 
these cases may be helpful because courts are likely 
to continue analyzing Cases in these ways and 
because the. cases access the criticaJ question of 
what seatches are reasonable under the circum~ 
stances of Incarceration. 

The tenth circuit has upheld extensive searches, 
including body cavity searches prior to transporta~ 
Han to a court hearing, as a reasonable incident of 
incarceration provided the search is not used for the 
purpose of humiliating, the person se'::in::hed.6 
Another court allowed the seizure of a shoe from a 
jail cell for the purpose of matching it with footprints 
at the scene of acrime.7 others have held that the 
need for security and discipline justify warrantless 
searches of prison cellsB and.that emergency condi-

1 
Hons during a general prison lock-up may also justify J 
searches without a warrant.9 While seizures of evi· 
dence of a crime or contraband have been uphelc, a 
cause of action under the Civil Rights Act has been 
maintained when a guard seized oigarettes from an 
inmate's cell.10 

1,1 

The state courts have generally reached the c(:n· 
clusion that searches incident to arrest are reason· f 
able. Thus, codeine found in the pocket of a man ar· I 
rested for reckless driving11 and LSD found in 'he tl wallet of a man arrested for being intoxicated12 w'~re 
admitted into evidence. Hawaii, however, actng oj 
under its state constitutional provision, found thC't a ! 
matron, although having the authority to excll de I 
harmful materials from the prison, had no authority to ! 
sf,)arch inside a tissue handed her by the defendant j i 
for the seconals contained in it.13 r [: 

Recent cases have similar application to parolees. J 
The parolee may be less protected than the ordinary • 
citizen in one of three ways. First, as a condition of ! 
parole, he may be required to sign a waiver permit- . 
ting a search by parole officers at any time. If he does '1 
so, evidence found in such a search may be used ...... 
against him.14 Second, the search of a parolee may 
be reasonable when, under the same circumstances, j 
the search of a citizen would be unreasonable. The I 
parole officer, in the exercise of his superviSOry .. , 
powers, IS allowed to act on less information than a I 
neutral and detached magist~ate would fbe. Buththe .. ,i 
officer must have some valid reason or suc a t 
search.i5 Third, evidence of a crime seized from a .' ..••• jl ... 
parolee might be used, not as part of a criminal trial, 
but rather in a parole revocation hearing. In such a 
setti,ng, some couri.s.'()ave ruled that the exclusionary I 
rule has no application and that evidence obtained in I 
violation of the constitution may be introduced.16 'I' 
While such an approach leaves no effective deterrent ....• 
to harassment of parolees, recent actions of the 
Burger Court reinforce those decisions. Morriss6Y v. It 
Brewer17 characterized the parole revocation h-33r- ! ! 
ing as something less than a criminal trial. --his q 
characterization, when coupled with the statement in 'I ... : 
United States Y. Ca/andra1B that the need for the ex- < 
clusionary rule is strongest "where the Gov?rn- .:. 
ment's unlawful conduct would result in impos'tion .. 
of a criminal sanction," will lead many courts tc the II 
conclusion that evidence obtained by an unlaNful ,! 
search may be used in a parole revocation hearing,. Ii 

Other rehabilitative programs, such as v ork jl! 
release and narcotics treatment programs, cr 3ate ·1 
persons with a status similar to that of parolees. ,I 
Some protection is afforded un.der the fourth aml1Od- ~:l.· •. 
ment,19 but what is reasonable is determined by the!, 

'I 
circumstances. A person in a halfway house2D or a ,. 
drug rehabilitation program,21 for example, may be 
searched with less than probable cause. 

The rehabilitative nature of these programs, with 
the l' need for constant and detailed supervision, are 
citt: j to show that particular searches are· reason
abf :. However, military necessity for control of drug 
abl ~e has been held not to justify searches on less 
Iha . probable cause absent a showing that drug use 
by 3.I.'s is significantly ... different from that of 
civ· ians.22 '/'." .. 

f. lministrative searches of employees and visitors 
rna; also be justified on less than probable cause. In 
onE:JElse a strip search of a prison employee without 
a W'lrrant was justified by a reasonable suspicion 
that the employee was carrying contraband.23 But 
anO;her court barred a strip search of a former in
mate who was visiting the prison to prepare for an 
upcoming trial absent a "real suspicion" that he was 
carrying contraband.24 

Interrogations 
The privilege against self-incrimination survives 

incarceration. Indeed, the privilege flourishes in 
prison because of the recognition that the conditions 
of confinement25 or the actions of prison guards26 
may well coerce confessions. It is now well settled 
that Miranda27 warnings must be given prior to in
custody interrogation when the focus of an investiga
tion is on the person being investigated. Recent 
problems have centered around the questions of who 
must give these warnings and of whether statements 
made at disciplinary hearings may be used against 
an inmate in a criminal trial. . 

First, it should be noted that the erosion of the ex
clusionary rule's fifth amendment branch is as 
severe as that of the fourth amendment. Michigan v. 
Tuoker2B is merely the latest of those Supreme Court 
cases increasing the utility of illegally obtained con
fessh.ms. The lesson has not been lost on lower 
coun~. The Texas Court of Criminal Appeals has 
alloV>,;-'ld the use' of illegally gained confessions at 
paro ~ revocation hearings.29 Other courts may be 
expe' ted to adopt similar reasoning to .allow such 
state lents at disciplinary hearings. Such a step 
does tot appear unlikely since the Supreme Court in 
Wolf.' I. McDannel/3D accorded fewer procedural pro
tectkls to persons at a disciplinary hearing than to' 
perSilS at a parole revocation hearing. 

Mhmda may be avoided in otherways as well. 
Statt:"nents made to probation or parole officers have 
beef' admitted into evidence, despite the lack of 
?rop.::-r warnings, on the basis that the parolee is not 
In Cl>stodY,31 and conversations with government in
form:::rs in the prison have not 'been declared ex
cludable when the defendant could not show that the 
government initiated the contact and affirmatively 
sought out the' information.32 

The prisoner accused of a disciplinary infraction 

:1' 
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which ls alsoacrimfnal offense faces a dilemma. He 
must eit~er fall to ciefend himself in the disciplinary 
proceeding or he must run the risk of having state~ 
ments made at the hearing used against him at a 
later criminal trial. COl,lnsel, while not offering a solu~ 
tion to the dilemma, should at least make the 
prisoner aware of the risk. The first circuit, prior to 
Wolff, had required counsel at disciplinary hear
ings.33 Although Wolff held there was no right to 
counsel at a disciplinary hearing, another safeguard 
mandated by the first circuit protects accused 
prisoners. The court required use immunity for any 
statement made at the disciplinary hearing.34 On re~ 
mand for reconsideration in light of Wolff, the court 
reversed its ruling that counsel was required and that 
use immunity was required, but'suggested that, in 
light of Miranda, appointment of counsel would best 
protect the inmates' rights.35 Appointment of 
counsel, coupled with use immunity, would relieve 
administrators of the responsibility of explaining the 
consequences of testifying at the disciplinary hear
ing while allowing the inmate to defend himself in 
the hearing without jeopardizing his chances for 
success at the more serious trial on the criminal 
charge. 

FOOTNOTES 
1. 414 U.S. 218 (1973), 
2. 414 U.S. 260 (1973). 
3, 415 U.S, 800 (1974). 
4. Id .. at 804, 

5. Id .. at fn. 9, quoting Irom Charles v. United States, 278 F.2d 386,.389 (9th Clr.1960). 
cert. denIed 364 U.S. 831. 

6. Daughlery v, Harris, 476 F.2d 292 (10th Olr. 1973), cort. denied 414 U.S. 872 (1973), 
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Section 11 

Inmate 
A prisoner has a right to b~fenf~~y 

vironment. The constitutional prohibition against 
cruel and unusual punishment and the law of 
negligence are the fourde.tions for the litigation in 
this area. The cases have approached the problem of 
inmate safety from several perspectives. The 
prisoner has a right to a facility which meets 
minimum safety standards; and ifhe has a prison job, 
he must be given safe and proper tools and must not 
be exposed to unreasonable risk of harm. He also 
has a right to be frge from assault by guards-unless 
it is necessary, because of his own conduct, to 
punish or to restrain-and free from assault by other 
inmates . 
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Unsafe Living or Working Conditions 

The recent cases which require the facility to meet 
a certain level of safety are mostly suits brought by 
pre-trial detainees in city and county jails. But Holt v. 
Sotver1 established that a/l are entitled to live In an 
environment which is not grossly unsafe. HamiJIon v. 
LandrTeu2 illustrates tlie extent to which courts are 
willing to go once unsafe facilities are found. The 
prison in question was unsafe because of unsanitary 
condltlons, overcrowding, the constant threat of fire, 
the lack of classiHcation, and the lack I:>f medical 
screening to prevent the spread of disease. The 
detailed order which provided that that jail be phased 
out by March 1,1975/ except as an orientation facility 
with a limit of two weeks conflnementl required the 
prison to lnsur'e as much safety as possible. A 
renovation of the plumbing, installation of a fire 
detection system, institution of a classification 
system, and a medical examination upon entry were 
required. 

Other cases have also included very specific or
ders to promote safety, with emphasis on requiring 
early security classification when confinement under 
maximum security conditions do not allow healthful 
exercise and visiting opportunities and the hiring of 
an adequate and trained staff.3 

A prisoner confined to a prison and given a job can 
be required to work but he must be given the tools 
that he needs and he must not be exposed to undue 
danger.4 The general law of negligence prevails; 
when the lnmeta has knowledge of a risk and is pro
vided with tools to avoid the risk, the prison can be 
relieved of responsibility for accidents.5 The prison 
can also require hard labor; even on a chain-gang;6 
hl'lwever, the Inmate's medical condition can prevent 
his being assigned to hard labor.? 

Abuse by Supervisory Personnel 
The prisoner, regardless of the type of facility, has 

a right to be free from mistreatment by his custo
dians. Because brutality, if it exists, is likely to be 
surreptitious. the most dIfficult task facing the inmate 
plaintiff Is actual proof of mistreatment. Regardless 
of the difficulty of proof, however, the prison does 
have a duty to control the guards who are employed.6 

Holt v, Hutto9 emphasized that the court will not 
allow the abuse of prisoners by guards and ordered 
an Investigation of the .inmates' charges, But even if 
an attack can be proven, three other problems are 
often faced by the prisoners who seek redress for 
abuse by guards~ justification of the conduct as 
punishment or restraint may be pleaded, establish
ment of the identity of the particular guard who per
petrated the abuse may prove a. substantial 
roadblock, and the Inmate is unable to force the 
crlmlnal prosecution of a guard. 

'I' 

\1 
The first of these problems exists because physi- :r 

cal restraints are often used and are recognized as 'f 

valid disciplinary tools when rationally used by a ' ... : .•. 1' 
prison.10 The use of the billy or of mace involves an 
individual officer's judgment ih what is deemed bYl. 
him to be an emergency. Thus, although cou -ts \! 
speak in terms of requiring minimum force, they :[ 
regularly defer to the officer's assessment of t 1e :f 
need for the use of force.11 The courts have, howev3r, j 
begun to take a closer look at the use of physf;:al J 
punishment of juveniles. Morales v. Turman 12 illus- , 
trates the trend. Guards attempted to justify he ·1 
widespread use of physical beatings as a necessary 
disciplinary tool. The court recognized that physlr:al .1 
pUnishment can serve corrective purposes t. ut r 

carefully circumscribed its use to situations in which I 
life or property is in imminent and substantial 1 
danger. Only the amount of punishment reasonablYf 
necessary to control the situation is permissible. I 

The second problem is evident in United States ex '.1 ... 
reI. Bracey V. Grenoble.13 In this case a district court 
found that excessive force had been used by guards 
in subduing a prisoner with a nightstick and pushing 
him downstairs. The defendant, who had been in .. ~ 
charge of the guards, was held liable for the injuries. ! 
On appeal, the circuit court reversed14 and held that f 
the s'.Jpl,rlor officer was not responsible when there If 
was no '~vidence that he had been present, that he ), ... ·t! .. 
had seen the beating, nor that he had had knowledge 
of it. In Howell v. Cataldi15 a diabetic plaintiff, who 
had been involved in a traffic accident and had ap- 1 .... 

1
' 

peared intoxicated because of a diabetic coma, I 
claimed that he had been beaten at the station- ·.,1. 

house. His claim was defeated since neither he nor 
the other party to the wreck, who had allegedly wit- ! 
nessed the beating, was able to state with certainty! 
which officer was involved. One prospective solution J 
to the problem is found in Diamond v. Thompson,16 1 
which requires guards to wear name tags. ..1 it 

The prisoner who is unable to bring action against 1 .• ,1 
a particular guard is also unableto force a prose'Ju- , 
tor to bring a criminal case. inmates of Attica Corr~c- H 
tional Facility v. Rockefeller17 enjoined the extent ed I··.i 
and surreptitious brutality practiced by the guarJs as ·1 
retaliation for the riots. A later suit was brou lht 

d . 1.1' because, esplte the fact that forty inrnatesw lre 
killed and four hundred wounded, no one had b(en Ll 
prosecuted.16 The court held that the decision to I.'! 
prosecute was totally within the discretion of the ~t- i f 
torney General. Vf 

Abuse by Inmate-Guards 
An area of litigation which lies between the prot-:1c

t;on from inmates and the protection from guardE. is 
the protection from inmate-guards or trustees. The 
practice has often been condemned and ordered 

t
"l 

! 

i ;~ 

elirrinated,'9 but this condemnation is not universal. 
In Oeorg8:",Sowers2v the court allowed the con
tinu~d use of arrned inmate-guards. In the absence of 
evicence of widespread brutality, evidence of ex
trefl e animosity, and the likelihood of personal 
gru' ges, the use of inmate-guards was considered 
insL :ficient to support an injunction. 

Ass ~ult by Fellow Inmates 
T!.e inmate who is subjected to an assault by an in

mat has the difficult problern of finding a duty on the 
part 1f prison officials. Without this duty his action 
will:e solely against the assaulting inmate, who will 
norr:,ally have no money to satisfy a judgment. The 
righ~ of the prisoner to be free from assault is recog
nized, as in Woodl70US v. Virginia,21 in which the 
court held that a hearing was needed on cruel and 
unusual punishment when a prisoner alleged that he 
was not sate from viofent attack and sexual assault. 
The court saw as crucial to his claim the pervasive 
risk of harm and the lack of reasonable care by offi
cials, 

The problems faced by the prisoner are illustrated 
by the litigation surrounding the assault of Parker by 
Edmondson in a Louisiana prison.22 One week prior 
to his release, Parker was knifed by Edmondson 
when Edmondson came through an unlocked door. 
The two were housed in the same unit even though 
the prison officials were aware that the breakup of a 
homosexual relationship had created friction be
tween the two. Officials had had a conference with 
the two and allegedly thought that the two left as 
friends. The Supreme Court of Louisiana held that 
adequate steps had been taken to protect Park'er. 
Parker then sued in federal court, alleging a violation 
of his civil rights. The circuit court reversed a dis
miss<!1 of the suit, but held that Parker was col
laterully estopped from the relitigation of the 
neglkence issue and entered a summary judgment 
for th· defendants, Prison officials were also held not 
to ha· ;) 'sufficient notice of the likelihood of harm in 
Nedd v. State Department of Inst;tutions23 even 
thou£- . they knew of a prior attack by the same in
mate 'n the plaintiff. The dissent argued that a duty 
arose when the prison exposed the plaintiff to a 
know risk from which he could flee. 

In <. ~mes v. Wal/ace,24 Alabama prisoners alleged 
that k 1dequate screening of persons with emotional 
~nd b.'havioral disabilities led to inadequate protec
tIon t:Jainst physical assault. The court held that 
proof)f such circumstances might give rise to a 
claim under the eighth amendment. The fact that the 
prisoner faced with threats from other inmates can 
tell guards and hope for protection may not be suffi
Cient to establish a duty on the part of officials to pro
tect him. The only other alternative generally open is 

to request a transfer to asegregated unit. In Schyska 
v. Shifffet25 an inmate alleged that the prison had a 
duty to keep him safe; the court, however, denied his 
claim because he could have requested a transfer to 
isolation, although such a transfer normally entails a 
vast reduction in privneges~ Nor is the reduction in 
privileges cruel and unusual punishment if the trans
fer is requested.26 Thus, a threatened inmate has the 
choice of facing danger on one hand or a reduction 
in privileges on the other. This dilemma is illustrated 
in Breeden v. Jackson.27 The prisoner who requested 
a transfer was placed in segregation where mail was 
limited, exercise was severely restricted, and the 
menu was reduced. The court found no constitu
tional infringement. A dissenting opinion recognized 
that the inmate was being punlshed for being in 
danger and declared the restrictions cruel and 
unusual punishment. A district court in the same cir
cuit has held that when the confinement is not puni
tive the inmate shOUld not be deprived of his priv
ileges.28 

In addition to the right of the prisoner to request a 
transfer, the prison may also put an inmate into 
segregation if he is in danger.29 Such a transfer must, 
however, meet the due process standards for solitary 
confinement. 
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Section 12 

Facilities 
Antiquated and poorly planned facilities are the 

bane of existence for progressive prison administrCi.
tors. Several converging trends may require that the 
funds for new facilities be obtained. There is a 
developing belief in the right to a decent prison en
vironmeht. Most of the cases in this area look to the 
physical safety, comfort and health of the inmate. 
Cell size. the adequacy of lighting and heating. hy
giene and exercise facilities are examined. In addi
tion to requiring bare creature comforts, some courts 
are increasingly emphasizing psychological well
being. These concerns may require such new 
facilities as new or different kinds of visiting rooms 

. or cells Which allow for privacy. As the rights to 
rehabilitation and treatment become increasingly 
recognized, a concomitant demand for more, newer 
or different facilities will be heard. 

Holt v. Sarver1 is the landmark case establishing 
the right to a minimal level of decency in the prison 
environment. That case found that confinement in 
the Arkansas prison system was .cruel and unusual 
punishment. Indeed, Finney v. Arkansas,2 a sequel to 
Holt, has found that conditions, although improved, 
are still unconstitutional. Cases subsequent to Holt 
requiring decent facilities have used the due process 
and equal protection clauses as well as the eighth 
amendment ban on cruel and unusual punishment as 
constitutional linchpins. 
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58 
In spite of the growing trend, several factors urge 

judicial restraint. The difficulty In fashioning a 
. remedy is one such restraint. EVen when unconstitu

tional conditIons are found. courts are reluctant to 
award money damages against administrators 
whose requests for funds to Improve conditions have 
gone unanswered.3 When equitable relief is sought, 
courts are reluctant to involve themselves in the 
business of running a prison. It is much easier, for 
example. to allow prison administrators to decide 
how many prisoners may be assigned to a cellar 
how much exercise must be allowed.4 Courts are 
also aware that while they may enjoin the use of an 
old facllily, they have not the authority to require the 
building of a new one.5 With that realization and the 
additional unusual fact that no alternatives are avail
able, finding a facility constitutionally unsuitable is a 
difficult task. 

The reluctance to condemn facilities is most often 
overcome when the facility is used to house those 
entitled to special protection: the young, the mentally 
incompetent, and the unconvicted. 

Juveniles are theoretically incarcerated only in 
their best interests. and the courts. have not been 
reluctant to protect children's rights to adequate 
facilities. The comprehensive opinion in Inmates of 
Boys' Training Sohool v. Affleck6 illustrates the 
depth to which courts are inclined to look. The isola
tion facIlity for juveniles had boys in 6x8 foot cells 
with three solid walls and one wall of bars; the boys 
never went outside and never left the cell except to 
take showers, to get meal trays, and occasionally to 
watch television or go to school. Among other 
things, the court ordered sufficient room lighting, 

daily showers, and access to medical services. in
cluding a twenty-four-hour nursing service. The con
cern over the right to treatment in these juveni'e 
cases will undoubtedly require. among other thing3, 
additional facilities. For example, the right to trert
ment has been said to be the right to "individualiZf d 
care and treatment."7 This individualized treatme)t 
is necessarily going to place demands on facHitieE.8 

The state also has a special protective interest 11 

confined mentally ill persons. The Supreme Court n 
Jackson v. Indiana9 established that "at the ve y 
least due process requires that the nature and dur 1-

tion of commitment bear some reasonable relatio 1-

ship to the purpose for which the individual is cor 1-

mitted." Thus, an unconvicted but dangerous i J

dividual has no place in a prison When his mentll 
disorder is not susceptible to treatment there.1o In ad
dition, the facilities must be physically adequate. 
Good faith efforts by administrative personnel dld 
not prevent the court in Rozecki v. Gaughan11 from 
holding that being housed in the Massachusetts Cor
rectional Institution Treatment Center with its 
grossly inadequate heating system was cruel and 
unusual punishment. 

Pre-trial detainees also have some claim to special 
protection by the state, They are considered inno
cent under the law, and the sole reason for their con·· 
finement is to insure their presence at trial. Except 
for mobility, these detainees retain all rights of per
sons admitted to bail.12 Confinement in facilities 
more restrictive than those occupied by convicts has 
been viewed as violative of the equal protection 
clause13 and of the proscription against cruel and 
unusual punishment.14 Pre-trial detainees are often 
confined in antiquated and overcrowded detention 
centers and city and county jails.15 

Rhem v. Malcolm16 is representative of the grow
ing number of cases being brought by pre-trial de
tainees. In that case, detainees challenged confine
ment in the "Tombs," the Manhattan House of Oete'1-
tion. A consent decree was entered on the issues of 
overcrowding, unsanitary conditions and inadequcte 
medical care. Additional claims of those confin·)d 
were upheld at trial. Visiting facilities were found l:"l

adequate. Non-functional phones, a high noise lev ~I, 
and lack of opportunity for contact visits w th 
famil1es were among the 1I1s cited. Excessive he It, 
excessive noise, and a lack of ventilation drew t 1e 
court's opprobrium. The court even ordered the 1-

stallation of clear glass to prevent psychological d 5-

orientation. 
A like concern for the details of the prison envirc:1-

ment was shown in Inmates of Suffolk County Jaif v. 
Eisenstadt,17 The court established a time table for 
the temporary improvement and the eventual phas
ing out by June 3D, 1.976, of the facility. Within thirty 

dal's officials were ordered to give phYSicals to all 
persons detained more than seven days and to all 
foe·j handlers, to provide laundry service and 
clo'hing, to allow four hours out-of-cell time, and to 
ex~ and opportunities for attorney's visits. Five 
mo ths were allowed in which to eliminate double 

;1 oce Jpancy, provide for visits from children and 
:.·.:fl.. frie ds, and provide daily access to unmonitored 

phc 1es.18 

A tacks by inmates on general confinement are 
I nor Jally brought on eighth amendment cruel and I unu 'ual punishment grounds. These cases al'e 
I bec •. ming increasingly successful. For example, 
i con:mement at the MiSSissippi State Penitentiary at 
I Parchman with its segregated, dilapidated housing 
! unlL. was declared cruel and unusual punishment,19 

'II. and the sewage system was found to be inadequate 
I and rat-infested. Among the relief ordered was 

:1 emergency upgrading of water, electrical and 
I sewage systems and long-range programs to reno

i. I vate and reconstruct the physical plant. Similar at
t tention to detail is shown in the court's order in 
: I Hamilton v, Landrieu.2o The court required, among I other things, repair of plumbing fixtures, installation 

'I. of fire detection devices, installation of clear win
, dows, and periodic safety inspections. In still another 
I case, Battle v, Anderson ,21 abandonment of subterra-

.'j1 nean isolation facilities was ordered. Challenges to 
the power of the court to enter such detailed orders 
have been rebuffed.22 

.

·.tl.... Confinement at county work farms, even ones with 
facilities inferior to those found elsewhere, is not it
self cruel and unusual punishment.23 However, cQn

I ditions at a camp can be deplorable enough to con-
I slitute cruel and unusual punishment.24 
I Administrators fortunate enough to obtain money 
~ from federal sourGes to build new facilities will have 
I to take care to observe the National Environmental 
t Protetion Act. A detailed formal environmental im-

.J

1rl
... pact :.atement must be made unless it is determined 

by th· appropriate federal agency that the new 
faciJi! is not one "significantly affecting the quality 
of thE; 1uman environment." In determining whether 

.. ' a pris ,n substantially affects the environment, the 
1 ~egaje psychological effects of a prison as well as 
fit lis ph ':I;cal effect on the environment shOUld be con
f sidert~. For example, the impaot of programs, such 
J as dn ,1 maintenance centers or work release pro
f gram:: on crime rates in the nearby community must 

·1 be co :3idered.25 

I 
i ·r .<.j. 

q 
q 
H 
"'1 
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Section 13 

. " 
'\ ~ 

Medical, 
Treatment 

an~1 
Practices 

Prisoners have a right to reasonable medical 
care.1 This right has been protected by the common 
law duty of care and by statute, particularly § 1983.2 

The lack of medical care, both preventive and 
remedial, has been an important factor in the find
Jngs that incarceration in certain facilities con
stitutes cruel and unusual punishment. In holding 
that incarceration under the conditions at Ule 
Mississippi State Penitentiary constituted cruel and 
unusual punishment, the district court pointed out 
the inadequacy of staff medical personnel, the failure 
to isolate inmates with contagious diseases and the 
general filthy conditions of the facilities.3 Among the 
relief ordered was the employment of medical per
sonnel and the upgrading of the hospital and its 
equipment. In Rhem v. Ma/colm4 the court concerned 
itself greatly with the mental health of pre-trial de
tainees at the "Tombs" in Manhattan. Excessive 
noise and heat, the lack of clear windows, inade
quate periods for exercise, and the disallowance of 
contact visits were all found to be detrimental to the 
mental health of the d.etainees.ln another case, a dis
trict court ordered daily access by incarcerated 
juveniles to medical facilities, including a twenty
four-hour nursing service.s Medical care at the 
Oklahoma State Penitentiary was found inadequate 
to meet the predictable health care needs because of 
deficiencies in professional staff, equipment and 
facilities.6 

... " 
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In Newman v, A/abama7 only the adequacy of 
medioal oare was in issue. The court held that the 
deprivation of proper medioal treatment constituted 
cruel and unusual punishment. Understaffing, poor 
administration. poor equipment and facilities, and 
the use of unqualified personnel all drew the court's 
condemnation. The oost of providing adequate care 
was considered no defense to the failure to provide 
it. 

Not only do orisoners as a class have the right to 
adequate medfcal oare but each individual prisoner 
also has such a rigrlt. The enforcement of this right, 
however, is difficult. Mere negligence in treatment of 
medical problems is insufficient to stalA a cause of 
action under § 1983. The inmate must si,ow that the 
treatment is so shocking as to constitute cruel and 
unusual punishment or a violation of due process8 or 
a deliberate indifference by prison authorities to a re
quest for essential medicai treatment.9 Once an in
mate has been treated by a doctor, the courts do not 
generally consider whether different or further treat
ment is indlcated.1o Dispute over proper treatment is 
denominated a "difference' of opinion over matters of 
medical judgment,"11 and the claim dismissed. In 
one case,12 for example, an inmate requested a 
specialist to examine whether he had cancer after 
the return of warts treated by the prison doctors. In 
spite of the fact that one doctor "appeared mystified 
by the post-treatment proliferation of the warts," the 
cour~ found only a cifference of opinion over matters 
of medioatjudgment. Similarly, a request for a 
specialist to examine a stab wound in Santiagov. 
Sowers 13 was denied as merely a difference in opin
Ion as to the competence of the treating physicians. 
But a prisoner was allowed a furlough to be treated 
by his own dentist in a case brought under the 
Prisoner' Rehabilitation Act14 

Denial of requests for different kinds of treatment 
does not rise tOa 01alm.15 Nor does theJailure to cure 
acomplatnt-e.g" ohronic headaches-state a 
cause. of aotion.16 Only suoh oare as is essential 
need be given. Thus, testing blaoks for sickle-oell 

anemia is not required according to one dist-ict 
oourt.17 

Two reoent cases reached different results on the 
question of whether an inoorreot diagnosis by a 
physician gives rise to a oonstitutional claim under 
§1983. In one,18 an inmate lost a testicle when the 
treating physician treated his testicUlar swelling as 
an infection and prescribed penicillin. It was later 
discovered, during an operation which saved his 
right testicle, that the inmate had lost his left testicle 
due to a condition known as tortion. The court held 
that no action under § 1983 was stated absent evi
denoe of abuse, mistreatment or denial of essential 
medical treatment. In the other case,19 a reotal 
cancer was. erroneously diagnosed as hemorrhoids. 
After a later correct diagnosis, a portion of the oolon 
was removed. The inmate alleged that he was 
refused X-rays and other clinical tests after he ';1 
declined a digital examination. The court of appeals ,~.'.'. 
reversed a lower oourt deoision dismissing the § 1983 ~ 

action, holding that a claim of df.nial of essential' .::.:.l.' 

treatment was stated. 't 
Once a diagnosis is made, prison officials may not >

prevent the indicated treatment. If, for example, a ~ 
certain diet is prescribed, prison officials must proof 
vide a nutritionally sufficient diet which does not :.~. 
harm the inmate.20 In Campbel; v. 8et021 the cir'Juil i 
oourt reversed the dismissal of a complaint w~ ich i 
alleged that prescribed medicine had not been g "en iI 

and that the doctor's order forbidding hard labor 1ad l: .•.. :f. 

been ignored. 
North Carolina denies elective, non-essertial 

medical care to "safekeepers" within the Departn enll 
of Corrections but allows such care for prisor ers :1 
whose terms are fixed. Safekeepers include pen,Jns 1 
awaiting trial and persons with pending appeals. fhe I 
fourth circuit22 found no denial of equal protecion .' 
since the oounty pays for safekeepers. This was ·,aid ; 

to provide the rational distinction for the diffe:ent '.l"~,.:., treatment. Judge Butzner, in dissent, pointed out that 
this regulation penalizes an individual wishing to ap
peal a case, 

'il. 

I 
,~ 

The use of unwanted drugs to control behavior is 
in~reasing, and oourts are beginning to require con
sent to a prescribed course of medical treatment. In 
Knecht v. Gillman23 inmates were given a drug which 
induced vomiting as an "aversive stimulus" after vio
lations of behavioral protocol. The court required 
that the drug be administered by a dootor or a nurse 
that it be used only when individually authorized by ~ 
doctor, and that it be used only upon written oonsent 
of the inmate. An opinion by a Michigan cirouit judge 
held that an 'inmate of a mental institution can not 
give an informed consent to experimental psy
chosurgery.24 Although the case involved a mental 
patient, many of the faotors which led the court to 
hold that a voluntary informed consent is not possi
ble would be equally applicable to prisoners. Among 
the factors considered were the effects of institu
tionalization and the inherently unequal bargaining 
power of the keeper and kept. 

An allegedly unwt?nted hemorrhoidectomy was the 
subject of litigatiorin Runnels v. Rosendale.25 The 
court held that the right tobe secure in the privacy of 
ann's own bQdy forbids nonoonsensual operations 
ab'ent ov~niding reasons of prison seourity. South 
Ca olina;on the other hand, permitted doctors to am
pullt>.} '{he leg of a mental patient over his protests. 
Thr court found that the inmate did not understand 
the nature of the threat to his life.26 

F atient-inmates at Matteawan State Hospital 
brolght suit complaining of treatment and condi
tior 3 in isolation cells. Decisions on whether to 
plae persons in isolation were made on a deter
mir ation' of "dangerousness." The doctors, of 
COL 'se, oalled this isolation treatment. On motion for 
a Pl91iminary injunction,27 the court ordered that ex
!en: ive records be kept in every instance in which an 
Isol1tion cell is used. The stated purpose is to insure 
that the decision to use the isolation oells is based 
on t'xplicit criteria, is routinely reviewed, and is sup
plemented'with tr:.eatment. The oourt declined, at this 
stage of the proceedings, to require Wolff-type 
safeguards because the state might, although it had 

not yet, persuade it that there is suffioient medioal 
justification for failing to grant these safeguards, 

In Romero v. Schauer28 the court required the due 
process prooedure outlined in Wolff prior to the 
transfer of dangerous mental patients to the state 
prisons. In addition, counsel, provided at no oost if 
necessary, must be allowed the patient. Sinoe Col
orado by statute guarantees psychiatrio treatment to 
all mental patients, equal prote'ction was denied pa
tients housed in the prison when they were provided 
substantially inferior treatment. The court found not 
even a rational relationship between dangerousness 
and "treatability." 
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Section 14 

Lia ility 
Actions by prisoners against prison administrators 

seek a variety of remedies including injunctive relief, 
declaratory relief, or release from confinement. The 
three most common vehicles for seeking monetary 
damages are Title 42 U.S.C. §1983, the Federal Tort 
Olaim Act, and state tort law. These avenues are not 
mutually exclusive; the same incident may give rise 
to an action under §1983 and under state tort law,1 

Prisoners in large numbers have sought recovery 
of damages under §1983. Although the recovery of 
substantial monetary damages is possible,2 substan
tial requirements must first be met. A state prisoner 
must be able to show a deprivation of a constitutional 
right under the color of state law. The litigation has 
largely focused on which constitutional rights sur
vive incarceration so that their deprivation states a 
cause of action. The right to be free from unreElson
able searches and seizures, for example, survives in 
a much more limited way in light of the recent deci
sions by the Supreme Oourt.3 These cases establish 
the principle that the search of a pre-trial detainee is 
reasonable when there is a custodial-arrest based 
cause. The evidence seized need not relate to the 
crime for which the detainee was arrested. For con
victed persons, incarceration is unquestionably rea
sonable. The Court indicated that it did "not include 
that the warrant clause of the fourth amendment is 
never applicable to post-arrest seizures of the effects 
of an arrestee"4 and reserved the question of 
custodial searches "which might 'violate the dictates 
of reason either because of their number or their 
manner of perpetration.'''5 Thus, searches of con-
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vfoted inmates are likely to be held reasonable ab
sent extraordinary circumstances. 

In contrast to the right to be free from searches and 
seizures, the prohibition against cruel and unusual 
punishment does survive inoaroeration. A variety of 
circumstances have been found to be cruel a~d 
unusual punishment. In Deweu v. La~son6 ~he plain
tiff was a diabetic undergoing a reaction, HIs Wife :e
ported his condition and continued to call the poll~e 
to check on him. Plaintiff was arrested for publiC 
drunkenness and spent fOllr days in jail before he 
was found In a diabetic coma. The court found that 
this constituted cruel and unusual punishment 
despite the argument that It was only actiona~le o~ a 
state level as negligence, (n Howell v. CataldI the In~ 
tentional beattng of the plaintiff by a guard was held 
to be cruel and unusual punIshment. In Landman v. 
Aoyster6 the oondltions of confinement were held to 
be cruel and unusual punishment. These cases 
represent extreme factual abuses; with lesser 
abuses the boundaries of the cruel and unusual 
clause 'have yet to be clearly defined.9 • 

Another constitutiona,l vehicle more appropriate 
for a single isolated incident resulting in harm than 
the cruel and unusual punishment ban 1s the con
stitutional guaranty of due process. For example, an 
aotion under § 1983 Is said to lie fo~ a ch.alfenge to a 
olassiflcation as a maximum secunty prisoner when 
there are prooedural irreguiarWes10 or when the rea
sons for the classification given are utterly b~y~nd 
the scope of the authority of the clasSI~yrng 
authority.l1 Conduct which shocks the conscIence 
violates due process,12 This standard was .used t? 
hold that a cause of action was stated agamst offI
cials by an inmate who had been stabbed by a fellow 
inmate with whom he had previously had a confron
tation.1:! In Johnson v. Glick14 the court found that a 
sudden and unprovoked attack by a guard would .not 
lie comfortably within the cruel and unusual punIsh
ment clause, but was violation of due process w~en 
the force was applied for the SDJe purpose of causmg 
harm. The COUl't did refuse to hold the admi~ist.rator 
liable In the absence of allegations that the inCident 
was other than a single spontaneous event. 

Even so, many assaults on Inmates are found not:o 
M a constitutional deprivation because the assault IS 
considered reasonable under the ciroumstances. In 
an explosive situation, use of force and strong pre
cautionary measures have been uphetd,15 Moreover, 
fallure to request a. transfer to isolation may defeat a 
claim based on a beating by a fellow inmate,16 In an 
isolated incident \n which an inmate gained, a~cess 
to a glass container alld used it to ~ut.th~ pl.alntlff, no 
federal rIght was lnvaded,17 Also. JUrisdictIOn under 
§ 1983 was dented for laak of a constitutional cl,alm in 
a oase in which relatives of a deceased pnsoner 

alleged the negligent supervision and lac.k of p:otec
tion of the inmate while he performed hiS aSSigned 
task of cleaning the boiler with gasoline.18 

Recent litigation has established that a §1983 ac. 
tlon can be maintained where a prisoner has t sen 
deprived of his personal property while incarcerc:ed, 
Earlier cases had held that a deprivation of prof, arty 
does not present a claim under § 1983.19 The d~ci .ion 
of the Supreme Court in Lynch v. Household Fin. I')ce 
Corp.20 undercut the distinction between pro~ arty 
rights and constitutional rights, however. There" :1er, 
courts have been allowing recovery for theft and 
confiscation of personal property by guards. The 
amount of property need not be large, nor neec the 
property be valuable. In Russell v. Bodner21 the I.on
fiscation of seven packs of cigarettes was held to 
state a cause of action. The fact pattern in Schur')ate 
v. people of the State of New York22 is a comm?o 
one. The plaintiff was transferred between two .In
stitutions and his personal property, mostly clothing 
and cigarettes, was never transferred to him. The 
court held that a cause of action was stated under 
§ 1983.23 

Once a constitutional basis for a claim under 
§ 1983 is determined, the question of who IS responsi
ble for recovery must be answered. Two additional 
limitations on recovery remain: the party sued must 
be a "person" within the definition of the statute; 
and unless respondeat superior applies, he must 
hav~ some degree of personal involvement. T~e 
courts are divided as to whether respondeat supenor 
applies. This doctrine would require that the master 
(the administrator) pay for the damages caused by 
his servant (guard or other prison employee). Some 
courts have explicitly rejected its application,24 one 
has stated that its applicability is controlled by state 
law,25 and another has held that the doctrine ~o.es 
apply.26 The issue is not reache? when the ~equlslt.e 
degree of personal involvement IS found, as In Cartls 
v. Everette,27 in which the prison commissioner a~d 
superintendent would have been held liable if th 3 In

mate had shown they had reason to know an a\,ack 
would be made on him. In Roberts v. Wi/liams2 the 
court did not have to consider the plaintiff's cor te~
tion that respondeat superior applied beca~: e It 
found that the evidence showed that the supertr ten
dent of prisons was negligent in his failure to SL per· 
vise and train a trusty whose gun discharged ir the· 
inmate's face. 

Even so, a wide range of defenses are availat Ie to 
the prison administrator. Procedurally. he fornerly 
had been allowed to challenge the validity o.f :.ourt 
action if an inmate had failed to exhaust admlnlstra· 
tive remedies.29 But the Supreme Court in Walt'v, 
McDannel/3D held that exhaustion was not req\llred 

fat § 1983 when money damages are claimed, even 
th0ugh exhaustion is required for habeas corpus. 

A defense often used against inmates who are 
aEsaulted by fellow inmates or guards is the lack of 
pror warning to the administrator, This has 
ra )eatedly been held a valid defense to an action 
ur jer § 1983.31 However, the defense was considered 
VC d in Parker v. State,32 in which the guards knew of 
th eats on Parker's life and had talked to the inmates 
at :lut the situation, an explosive one involving the 
br ·ak-up of a homosexual affair. The defense was 
br ladly interpreted in Bracey v. Grenoble,33 The 
pl,intiff had proved that the supervisor had been pre
selt five seconds prior to a beating administered ~,~'J 
gU':lrds. The court found no evidentiary basis for a 
finjing of knowledge or acquiescence on the part of 
the supervisor and reversed a $2500 judgment of the 
lower court. 

The administrator is also protected if he, in reason
able good faith, follows procedures which are cur
rently valid.34 A recent first circuit case underscored 
the necessity of keeping current on developments in 
prison law,35 The complaint had alleged that a post
emergency lock-up deprived inmates of basic con
stitutional rights for an unreasonable length of time. 
The court agreed that an emergency does not con
tinue indefinitely and that at some point continued 
lock-up might be a subterfuge for the denial of pro
cedural rights. Nevertheless, the defense of good 
faith in continUing the lock-up was found valid upon 
a motion for summary judgment because the courts 
had not yet set standards of conduct. The court 
warned, however, that "we view this as an ex
ceedingly rare kind of disposition, applicable only in 
an exceptional situation where, as here, a broad field 
of conduct has been singularly bereft of standards, 
some of which we hope we have now supplied," 
Clesrly. the court believes that bad faith may be infer
red from dj!'lregard of its guidelines. 

Tele doc;~dile of sovereign immunity may also serve 
as & defense in a § 1983 action. This defense adds lit
tle 1) those above, for immunity fails for an admlnis
trait r in the absence of another valid defense, When 
the '1ction is taken in good faith, or is within the 
sco~e of the administrator's authority or is 0~l-::wwise 

Jf:la~:>nable, immunity serves as a bar to the action.36 

''-.)/f he incident fails to fall. within the § 1983 require
mer .5, a federal tort claim action or a state tort law 
actiln may exist. The foundations ot both are the law 
of n"gligence and they stand largely unchanged by 
reC~J1t litigation. 
ne recent Supreme Court cases of Logue v. 

Unitt;d States37 and the decision of the eighth circuit 
in Brown v. United States38 attempt to clarify the 
question of who can be sued. In Logue, the plaintiff's 
son killed himself while in the county jail awaiting 

transfer to a mental hospital because of a prior at
tempted suicide. The parents sued the county, the 
county jail personnel, and the federal deputy marshal 
in that area. Because contractors are excepted from 
Federal Tort Claim Act liability, the action against 
the county and the county personnel was dismissed. 
On remand from the Supreme Court, the court of ap
peals remanded to the district court for a further fac
tuai hearing as to the federal marshal's negligence,39 
In Brown, a federal prisoner was assaulted in a coun
ty jail while detained for trial. The court, on the basis 
of Logue, ruled that there could be no recovery 
against the jailer and the sheriff and none against the 
United States on imputed negligence, but that there 
could be a recovery if the federal government knew 
or should have known of the conditions of the jail. 
Thus, there is a duty on the part of federal officials to 
house its prisoners in safe facilities. 
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Section 15 

Rehabilitation 
The Right to Treatment 

In 1972, the United States Supreme Court stated 
that "due process requires that the nature and dura
tion of commitment bear some reasonable relation to 
the purpose for which the individual is committed."1 
And in 1974, the Supreme Court enumerated 
"rehabilitating, to the extent that hUman nature and 
inadequate resources allow, the inmates placed in 
their custody" as one of the fundamental respon
sibilities of prison administrators.2 ' Thus, one would 
expect that a constitutional right to rehabilitation, at 
least for those prisoners who will return to society, 
would emerge. Prisoners, however, are still finding 
the right to treatment elusive.3 Mental patients and 
juveniles, exceptions to the rule, are winning the 
right to freatment in a growing number of cases. 

Judicial support for a right to treatment for crimi
nally committed but unconvicted mental patients 
started as recently as 1966.4 The recent case of 
Donaldson v. Q'Connor5 sets out one major rattonale 
supporting the right to treatment. An un convicted 
person is said to be confined because he isin need 
of treatment. The state, having assumed the role of 
parens patriae and having eliminated the procedural 
safeguards attending a criminal trial, must then pro-
vide that needed treatment. The .second major theory" 
is that untreated patients are being cruelly and 
unusually punished for their' status If they are subject 
to "detention for mere illness-without a curative 
program."6 The statutory provisions setting up men-
tal hospitals may also give rise to a duty to treat.? The 
Minnesota Hospitalization and Commitment Act pro-
vided that "every person hospitalized ... under this 
section shall be entitled to rece'ive proper care and 
treatment. "8 A district court .held that this statute cre-
ated a statutory right to treatment. In [)onaldson, a 
substantial monetaryjudgmentwas affirmed not only 
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ft)( fallum to prowde treatment but also because the 
patfOot war; not allowed to enter available treatment 
progfam;t} 

J(wemlct}, flke mentally ill unconvicted persons. 
tuwo .an emerging right to treatment. This right to 
trClllrnt1i1l is snidto follow from the nature of juvenile 
pmc~edingo.. The state claims the right to use pro
ccduwr,; fess prot~ctlve f)f juvenile rights than those 
(oq!;med to an adult criminal tri.al. As a quid pro quo 
111 O~(JtCI{ilt19 this parons patriae control. the state 
muot offer effective treatment to the juvenile it seeks 
to hctp)J The absonce of a substantial program of 
mhat)llltaw:m has beonr.t strong faClor in many of the 
cn:io!dawolvmg juvenile institutions and has resulted 
Hl detailed orders r.equlring extensive changes. For 
oXllmple. 10 Inmates of Boys' Training School v. 
Aft/ock"l me absence of vocational and educational 
trmnmg contributed to findings that incarceration in 
Rhode Island Juvelitle institutions constituted cruel 
and unusual pUnishment 

On eo thO thooretical base for a right to treatment is 
101d. the questIOn then becomes. "What is treat
mont?" Noting that there are at least forty methods of 
psychothompy.one district court fouM the word 
"tfontmcnf' incapable of judicial :definition and 
donlOd mIlO! partin!!y on that basis.t1 Other courts 
havo not beon so timid A distr40t eourt. in Wyatt v. 
SUCkflOy.l" issued a detailed order defining minimum 
commtuhonal standards in terms of such things as 
mHllfnum stalf, mtnlmum privileges, minimum 
(OCtlttmn, ood individual treatment plans. Still other 
courts. whllo perhaps unable to define what ade
quate treatment might be. are nevertheless able to 
dlOcom madequato trMtment. Thus. a claim that a ' 
prltl(m~ warehOused in a mental institution was being 
gIven roHglOus. recroational and milieu therapy was 
tOjOctod by 1M filth circutt.lt3 This meant nothing 
moro Ulan that tho patient was allowed to attend 
ehlH'tlh Jmd have recreation periods and was instltu
tim'l{\IIl{)(i. Similarly, the seventh circuit has recog
rntt~d· that 1./',eatmont of juveniles is inadequate with
out un jndlvlduolized program of treatment.14 The 
tlehm'i~~n or "lldequaletreatment" wttl vary with the 
lfHhvtduat in question 

Ad~An§, unllko JuvenIles. have made HUle progress 
towmda right to treatment. Tlu~re have been indica
tIOns, how~)vol'. 111a\ Um absence of programs of 
tCnabihtnti(;)o t3r& contribute to a finding that incar
eorGt~~'n' 11'\ !.1l pl.'lrticulul'instltuUon is cruel and 
1\illlutlual f,mnushmenV~Never\heless. courts are con .. 
tlnumg to hOld \liot Ihe demal ot opportunities In and 
Q{ Hsett dons not constitute cruel and unusual 
put'llstunent, 

Alo.t;H~rtHlprlst)nor$ tn the HOlman Maximum 
SecurIty UnIt tloJmed that\he failure to provide 
'ncditIOs,pmgwms ,Qnd personnel for treatment and 

rehabilitation constituted cruel and unusual punish
ment,1G The court was unpersuaded that past oaS3S 
denying such a constitutional right ought control 
since the eighth amendment reflects evolving stc n
dards of decency. The court recognized it at 
rehabilitation is one of the primary purposes of inc It
ceration. but held that since free citizens have no -< b
solute right to rehabilitation services, surely Ct n
vtcted felons do not. 

While the court found no absolute positive duty to 
provide rehabilitation services. it found a consU u
tional right to undertake such services absent a a
tional justification for curtailing the activity. Ad ii
tionally. if the inmates are able to prove allegatic 1S 
that conditions in prison are so bad that they \ ill 
become less able to adapt to society, then incarce. a
tion can amount to cruel and unusual punishmf·nt 
and relief might well include compelling provision of 
basic rehabilitative services and facilities, The court 
also held that if a state provides rehabilitative ser
vices to seme Inmates, It must justify the reasonable
ness of any denial to others. Among proper justifica
tions would be the likelihoed that an inmate might 
not benefit from the program. 

Other recent cases have rejected claims of a 
general right to rehabilitation17 and of the specific 
right to the rehabilitation opportunities provided by 
furloughs.18 

Statutory Right to Treatment 
Many cases finding a right to treatment for mental 

patients and juveniles are based at least in part on 
statutory provisions requiring care and treatment of 
such persons. One writer has suggested that the 
statutes creating and defining the duties of adult cor
rectional institutions provide a similar basis for a 
right to treatment for adults.19 If this view is to 
emerge, It will have to take Into account two rec,mt 
Supreme Court cases Which indicate that speC'fic 
programs of rehabilitation need not be open to all in
mates and that inmates less likely te receive ben 1fit 
may be wholly excluded from the programs. 

The Federal Youth Corrections Act20 and state a Jts 
patterned after it adopt for eligible youths "the C'1O

cept of rehabilitation as opposed to retribUtion in he 
handling of youth offenders."21 The act set up 
special institutions for youthful offenders to wI'"· ch 
they must. be sentenced. 18 U,S.C. §5010(d) aile NS 

sentencing under adult penalty provisions only "if 
the court shall find that the youth offender will 10t 
benefit from treatment" Substantial litigation ias 
been engendered ov~r whether the statute lea 'es 
unbridled discretion to the sentencing judge or 
whether he must make an explicit finding that 'he 
youth will not derive benefit from treatment and ex
plain his reasons. The Supreme Court in Dorszynskl 

v. United States22 decided that compliance with th 
Ac' was satis.fied by any expression Which mad: 
cle:lr that the Judge had considered the act and had 
fou 1d that no benefit would be derived from treat
me 't. No. re,ason for the finding had to be given. The 
Co.;rt said 10 effect that the Act created not a man
dat ~ from the Congress to treat youth offenders but 
anc~her sentencing option for the judge. 

I: the other Supreme Court case, Marshall v. 
Un! ed States j

23 the legislative prerogative to select 
on 1e basis of the number of prior convictions the 
per; onsentitled to rehabilitative drug treatment was 
uph ~Id. The Ceurt found the exclusion frem treat
mer t under the Narcotics Addicts Rehabilitation Act 
~f r:ersons having twe prior felony convictions ra
tlOn3.1 Iy based on the legislative judgment that those 
pers.ons are less likely to be rehabilitated, 
. Thes~ cases can be reconciled with a constitu
\lonal right te treatment by recognizing that such 
tr~~tme~t, as in the juvenile cases, needs to be in
diVidualized, 

Unwanted Treatment 
Many of the cases involving the right to treatment 

al~o involve the right not to be treated, at least in cer
lain ways. In Inmates of Boys' Training School v. 
Affleck,24 the court found that the school's "carrot
~nd-stick program" could not reduce a boy's "priv
Ileges" to sub-minimal standards for living. Daily 
~howers, bedding, clothing changes. and other such 
rights could not be considered a "privilege" to be 
bought with acceptable behavior, 
. The use of drugs to control behavior is increas-. 
Ing,2SIn Knecht v. Gillman26 the court forbids the use 
of a vomit-~nduc~ng drug as a method of punishing 
bad ~ehavl?r Without propl3r medical supervision 
~nd Without Informed censent by juveniles volunteer
Ing kJr the treatment. 
Re~ent assaults on the so-called "behavior 

modfication" programs have been mounted. 
Perh IpS the biggest blow has been dealt by the Law 
E~fo'~ement Assistance Administration. A recent 
dlrec Iveof that organization bans funding of pro-
9ra~ s. which "i~~olv~ any aspect of psychosurgery, 
behd II or modification (e.g., aversion therapy), 
cherr Jtherapy, except as part of routine clinical care 
an~ ~ .ysical therapy of mental disorders."27 Thus, ~ 
maJo' source of funds for these experimental pro
gr~m , has dried up. Courts, too, have closely ex
aml~(d behavioral modification programs. In Glonce 
v .• RIL hardson28 the court looked at the Bureau of 
Pnso;;'s project START (Special Treatment and 
fleha,)ilitation Training). Inmates who were discipli
~ary :rob.lems were involuntarily placed in the pro
Ject. ,he mmates were allowed or denied privileges 
In accordance with the leve! which they achieved. 

71 
T~e. initial or orientation level afforded few, if any, 
pnvlleges. The district court held that an involuntary 
~ransfer to the program must be preceded by a hear-
109 at which minimal due process is afforded. The 
court stated that the procedures mandated by Wolff 
v. McDonnell29 were required whenever a major ad
verse change in conditions of a prisoner's confine
ment occurred. 

,In Bell v. W.~/ff,30 a pre-trial detainee challenged a 
milder rehabilitative effort, namely the requirement 
that he work. The court found that the detainee had 
been subjected to involuntary servitude but denied 
a~ awar~ of damages since the warden had in good 
faith believed that the plaintiff would rather work 
than remain idle. Convicted persons, on the other 
hand, may be forced to work.31 \ 

An illiterate inmate of the Arkansas Department of 
Corrections was unsuccessful in attacking anether 
form of rehabilitation. Claiming the right to be ig
norant, he pretested compulsory school attendance, 
The court denied his claim on the grounds that a 
state may undertake to rehabilitate its convicts,32 
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Section 16 

Classificatioljl 
an~1 

Worl< AssIgnment 
The courts state that they are generally reluctant to 

interfere in prison classification decisions. These im
portant decisions determine the place of confine
ment, job assignment, custody, and privileges of an 

. inmate. This hands-off policy is based on the bellet 
that institutional placement in the nature of 
classification IS peculiarly within the competence of 
prison officials, and courts therefore will not, in the 
absence of unusual circumstances, interfere.l This 
view is reinforced by recognition of the fact that not 
every error in the classifioation of state, prisoners by 
a prison classification board gives rise to.infrlnge
ment'bf a constjtutionallyprotected right. There Is no 
federally protected right to a particular classification 
or to an error-free decision by state authoritles.2 In 
additiOri, not every adverse change in a prisoner's 
status is sufficiently grievous to amount to a con
stitutional deprivation.3 It Is readily apparent that the 
courts see themselves as permitting prison adminis
trators a free hand inlhe classiHcation of inmates. 
There have been, however, a number of recent cases 
investigating the fairness of the procedures for 
classitication.4 
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ClasslfloaUon 
The courts have recently ruled that the due ~ro-

coss clauSe of the fourteenth amendment reqLUreS 
that stoHl prison classification committees act. With; 
out punlUva jl~tent and within their own r~gulallons. 
Procoedingsbefore a prison clas~j~lcatlOn com~it
tee for the purpose of determInmg a p.o.sslb!e 
sceunty reclassification must be .non~'punitlVe In 
nntuf\11f such proceedings are pUnitive In fact, they 
wIll be testod ngalnst the sl.lm~ due. procesS stan
dmds which afe applicable to dtsclphna~ proceed
jogS,fl 

prisoners are also protected in classification deer
sions by the equal protection clause ~f the fourte.enth 
amendment. Equal protection In the prtson 
classification context generally requires th.at. thos~ 
similarly situated be classified and treated similarly. 
Of course, constitutional principles of equal p.ro!ec
tion do not preclude the state from.dr~~tng dl;t~c. 
tions between different groups of mdlvlduals: ; he 
state must show the reason for a ~art~crlar 
classification9 and show that the classlflcatlot Is 
necessary to further a legitimate state interest.lo:=~r 
example. the Supreme Court has he!d that ~. few 
York statute denying certain state prisoners . g )od 
time" credit for parole eligibility for the penol of 
their city jail incarceration. whereas those reJez sed 
on bail prior to sentence receive t~e full ~J1owanc ~ ~f 
"good time" credit for the entire penod o.f. t 1elr 
prison confinement, rationally promotes a legltltate 
state poltcy.11 It offers prison officials an adeq ,a~e 
opportunity to evaluate an inmates's conduct ant his 
rehabilitative progress before he is eligible for 
parole. The classification does notvio~~te ~qua.1 Jro· 
tection even if the fostering of rehabilitation IS not 
necessarily the prImary legislative objective.12 

Due process of law, in the form of procedural 
safeguards, also limits the discretion of prison offi
cials in the classification of inmates. A minimal level 
of due process is required for any decision which 
may result in a marked changed in the status of an in
mate's confinement and in his being deprived of 
amenities on which he has come to rely. This loss of 
amenities becomes a grievous loss for prisoners 
because of the restrictions over so many of their ac~ 
tivities.13 Whenever such a loss may result, a hearing 
is required.1 4 It is clear that placement in administra~ 
live segregation15 or the 'loss of good time16 are 
grievous losses which require due process, 

Once a classification which will have adverse con· 
sequences on the inmate is contemplated, one court 
has required the following procedures prior to such 
classification: (1) ten days notice with reasons for the 
proposed designation and a brief description of the 
evldei1ce supporting the classification; (2) a per~ 
sana! appearance; (3) the right within reasonable 
limits to call witnesses and present documents; (4) 
the rght to confrontation and cross-examination 
only 1n unusual circumstances; (5) counselor 
coum el substitute if the issues are complex' or the 
gathe ing of evidence is difficult: (6) a written state
ment ;f flndirigs; and (7) a review at several leveJs.17 

Whn a recfassification hearing is mandated by 
the dl e process clause, different requirements have 
been aid down by the various courts which have 
consi, ered the problem. Many requirements are, 
howe\et\, the salTJ~ in all jurisdictions. InitiallYl it 
must te noted that a reclassification hearing is not a 
crimf!al trial;18 therefore, many procedural 
safeglards are not required.19 The court will inquire 
only as to whether. minimal due process standards 
applicable under the circumstances of this kind of 
nOH-criminai proceedings have been met.20 At such 

7$ 

hearings, deference is paid to the expertise of the 
prison officials on substantive matters; nevertheless, 
certain procedural requirements tend to protect the 
inmate':!l 

The first of these procedures Which assist the In~ 
mate is the requirement that he be giv'en reasonable 
notice of the pendency of the reclassification pro
ceeding. One court has required that the notice give 
some indication of the stimuli which prompted the 
action and a general indication of any adverse re
ports which are likely to be considered by prison offi~ 
cials;22 

The inmate should be informed of the evidence 
against him and be offered a reasonable opportunity 
to explain his actions.23 He should be al/owed to pre
sent any additional facts and arguments which he 
considers relevant to the questions presented.24 
Some courts have also required that he be permitted 
to confront and cross-examine witnesses against 
him,25 especially when the witnesses in question are 
subject to control by the prison authorities.26 This re
quirement is unlikely to stand in view of Wolff v. 
McDonnell,27 Which holds that confrontation and 
cross-examination are not constitutionally required 
at a disciplinary hearing. The decision of the Court 
apparently did not come easily. The decision was 
hedged about with language implying that at a later 
date confrontation and cross:examination might 
become required. This language can probably' be 
taken as a warning to develop procedures Which 
allow for cross~examinatfon except when some valid 
institutional policy militates against its use in a par~ 
Hcular hearing. One such policy obviously would be 
the protection of informants. There is a very real 
need to keep the identity of an informant secret from 
the rest of the prison population; hence, the right of 
an inmate to deal with an informant at a classIfication 
hearing could be severely curtailed. The procedures 
outlined by one court could be followed. Neither the 
informants themselves nor their written statements 
need be produced at the hearing; instead, prison oW· 
cials may act as "relays" of the information given 
them. However, to further insure the accuracy of the 
"ralayed" information, the prison officials can be re· 
qUiredto be sworn.28 
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Finally, one federal district court has held that a 
reclassification action taken by the committee with
oui supporting facts which rationally lead to the new 
classificatioM violates substantive due process.29 

Whp.n there is reason to believe that ('in inmate has 
engaged in criminal conduct, a temporary change in 
security status pending disposition of the criminal 
matter is justified.30 Inmate behavior which has 
already been the subject of criminal prosecution or 
institutional disciplinary action may also serve as a 
basis for independent security reclassification of the 
inmate.31 Such proceedings involve no double 
Jeopardy problems since reclassification proceed
ings involve. an intra-prison security determination 
which is not penal in nature; it is not imposed by 
judicial sentence aftet trial and conviction in a court 
of law.32 

A temporary security reclassification based on the 
pendency of criminal charges against a prison in
mate must terminate when such charges are finally 
disposed of; the period of temporary reclassification 
must not be excessive. However, when an inmate ini
tiates the delay, further temp~rary reclassification 
will tV)t be considered excessive.33 Reclassification 
action during the pendency of crirl'linal action may be 
taken by prison officials without the necessity of the 
u3ual due process hearing; it is sufficient if prison of
ficials determine, on the basis of investigative re
ports, that probable cause exists to suspect the in
mate of criminal corduct.34 

Reclassification is an improper cure for an inmate 
whose only malady is that he is a prolifk: writ
writer,35 Nor may a person be permanently con
signed to a segregation facility by the simple expe
dient of not reconsidering his classification. In such 
a case, if tlle adverse classifiC'ation continues 
beyond a reasonable time, thE. inmate is entitled to a 
normal reclassification procee:iing.36 

When confinement is imposed on a particular in
mate because of his own I,)ast conduct and the re
lated activity of others, such confinement must be 
terminated when the causal activity has ended. For 
exampl.e, prison officials had confined in maximum 
security a prisoner who had demonstrated an ability 
to lead other inmates and who was filled with 
hostility and rese~tment toward the "white power 
structure" in the maximum security section of the 
prison. This confinement was held to be proper, even 
in the absence of overt misconduct, because of the 
tension ""hich had been generated in the prison by 
the death of another inmate. However, continued 
confinement in the maximum security section 
beyond the period of tension was held to be im
proper.37 

Prison officials may impose administrative 
segregation on an inmate wh~}jjever they determine 

that such an action would be in the inmate's own 
best interests. Even' the inmate's desire to face the 
threatened harm rather than suffer the deprivatbns 
of segregation fails to stay the court's deferral to the 
good faith and experience of the administrator.3 

Certain procedural barriers to attacking classi1 ca
tion have been raised. Some courts have heU tha if a 
state prisoner feels that he has been wrong. Jlly 
classified, he must first exhaust any and all aver Jes 
of administrative appeal which may be availab -3.39 

Only then may he go forward with a judicial ap~ -aal, 
at which time the specific issues raised are tc be 
resolved by a balancing of the conflicting inter )sts 
involved.4o This procedural dodge may be cire Jm
vented in a federal suit under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 L.y a 
simultaneous claim for money damages.41 

The inmate then has the burden of showing, with 
convincing particularity, a constitut.ional cepriva'(ion 
caused by the determination of the classification 
'Committee. He can do so by showing that the deter
mination was so arbitrary or capricious as to be 
devoid of due process, that the classification com.
mittee ignored its own regulations, or ·that <..1fficials 
reclassified a prisoner for reasons utterly beyond the 
scope of any legitimate authority granted to them. In 
order to then recover damages, the inmate must also 
show such a degree of neglect or malice or deliber
ate discrimination that the board members would be 
deprived of official immunity, wi·dch is granted for 
merely erroneous action.42 Conversely, to establish r 
that particular institutional classification committee 
actions are not arbitrary or capricious, it is sufficient 
that the prison officials present a record which 
shows that the actions taken are such as would rea
sonably be calculated to remedy the action in
volved.43 

One court has faced the issue of what to do witll an 
inmate's record which includes references to several 
administrative "convictions" which have been 
voided for lack' of due process. If allowed to reFlain 
on the record, such actions would be reviewabl~ by 
subsequent reclassification committees and the 
parole board. The court determined that expurg~ tion 
of such entries would not be required, bu~ tl"'it a 
statement that such Gonvictions have been vo ded 
under a decision of a federal district court woul i be 
placed in the margin of the record.44 

Wor[(' Assignm~n. 
The work cla~~ification of an inmate ordir 3rily 

does not present a justiciable federal quest :m45 

because it is generally recognized that assignment 
of an inmate to a particular job,46 to trustee statJs,47 
or to work release4B is a decision which is left to the 
discretion of prison oTficials. 

A prison inmate may be required to work; such a 

J 

requirement does not constitute "involuntary ser
vi ude" within the meaning of the thirteenth amend
m mt.49 In one case, an inmate who, because of 
d!:sply held conscientious beliefs, refused to work in 
pr )fit-making prison industries but who was willing 
to Nork in any other job capacity so long as the work 
di,: not involve a profit-making shop was permissibly 
phced in isolation for· refusal to work.50 Another 
co Jrt has found that there is no federally protected 
ri!;llt not to work while a conviction is being ap
pe lled.51 On the other hand, a prisoner does not 
ha 'e a right to work while in prison 52 or, if given 
work, to hold a particular job.53 An inmate is entitled 
to relief if, but only if, his work assignment at the 
prison is decided arbitrarily or capriciously.54 

When a classification committee contemplates a 
change of job assignments which presents no 
security classification ~hange, no hearing is re
quired, mainly because a prisoner subject to a lateral 
job transfer suffers no loss of rights, privileges or 
parole eligibility. However, the fact that a hearing is 
not required does not obviate the requirement that 
the class.ificati·on committee act without arbitrariness 
or punitive intent.55 

. A poor institutional record during any 'previous 
period of incarceration justifies prison authorities in 
assigning an inmate to a work position which does 
not provide for the accrual of "good time.".56 This 
differentiation, which allows different amounts of 
"good time" to depend upon the type of work done, is 
a matter of prison administration which will be dis
tufbed only if clearly arbitrary or capricious.57 Thus, 
in a recent case, differentiation in "good time;' 
allowances for farm labor and kitchen labor was not 
declared improper; and the prisoner, who worked on 
the prison farm, was not entitled to the more 
generous provision for "good time" allowed kitchen 
wor><ers.5B 

E 3sentially, the same rules apply to pre-trial de
tain 3es, but there are a few sig n ificant differences. 
For 3xample, a pre-trial detainee cannot be fC'rced to 
Wor :.59 It is also unreasonable fo classify pre-trial de
tain!es with persons sentenced to jail following con
vict )n.60 Jail pe(sonnel may, of course, segregate 
det~ mees who cause disciplinary problems, but they 
mUE. establish and apply appropriate (higher) stan
dare s for doing SO.61 In general, the' pre~trial de
tain 'e's rights must be more fully respected th.an 
tho~ 3 of the convicted inmate. . 
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Section 17 

Transfers 
One should observe at the outset of any discussion 

of transfers that an inmate is not entitled to accom
modation in anyone prison institution as opposed to 
another,1 Courts are becoming increasingly active in 
supervis:ng transfers of inmates, but it is still univer
sal.y recognized that confinement in one prison, 
ratler than another, does not violate an inmate's con
stitdtional rights.2 The authority of prison officials to 
trar sfer an inmate is fully accepted by the courts, 
wh!)h do not recognize the existence of a "vested" 
rig! t of a prisoner to rernain in the same institution to 
whi ~h he was originally committed;3 

T 1e traditional hands-off doctrine which' courts 
hav J long applied to the discretionary actions of 
pri~Jn administrators is still being utilized in the 
revi:;w of inmate transfers. One court has held that 
the state prisoners' rights, guaranteed by,the due 
process clause of the fourteenth amendme"t, are not 
Violated by transfer to other prisons without hearings 
or notices of the charges against them; the court 
stated that a state prisoner has no constitutional 
right to remairi in any particular priso'n.4 

The traditional approach 'is, however, corning 
under increasingly severe attack, perhaps because 
of the widespread use of "bus therapy"-i.e., the 
transfer of "troublemakers." The recent Supreme 
Court decision in Wolff v. McDonnel/5 strongly indi
cates that, in the future; the court will require that 
certain minimal procedures be followed in most 
transfer decisions. While substantive decisions will 
continue to be reversed only when arbitrary and 
capricious, the Wolff case lends support to a pre
viously discernible trend toward applying procedural 
due proc~ss safeguards to intrastate transfers of 
prisoners. 

The recognition of due process procedures in the 
interstate transfer of inmates is even more pro
nounced. As an illustration of the trend, a New York 
court has held that any change in the place of im
prisonment which serves to deprive a prisoner of his 
right to that type of incarceration which is deemed to 
be appropriate by the sentencing judge is void and 
that enforcement of such a void administrative act is 
a deprivation of due process.6 The fourteenth amend
ment due process clause is the vehicle most fre-
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quently utllized by the courts in assuring that transfer 
decisions are being made in accordance with the law. 

It Is generally agreed that the commissioner of cor
rections of any state has discretion in housing and 
transferring inmates) However, courts are beginning 
to interfere in the exercise of thLs administrative dis
cretion and are ordering the transfer of inmates. In {of 

recent case, the Court of Appeals for the First Circuit 
held that a federal district court, which had deter
mined that the quality of incarceration at a particular 
jail was so foul that it denied due process, had the 
authority to order the Massachusetts Commissioner 
of CorreQtion-s to transfer" inmates to otherinstitu
tions.8 In so holding, the court rejected the conten
non that the Commissioner could not be ordered to 

. make such tran.sfers without a f,,-nowirig of un
constitutional conduct on his part.9 

Evell departmental regulations controlling trans
fers are being closely scrutinized. For example, one 
court has held that a comprehensive administrative 
program adopted by correction~ ~fficials should be 
given a reasonable opportunity to evolve procedures 
which would meet the needs of the prison system. 
However, the court required inclusion of some provi
sion for adequate internal review of any denial of a 
transfer request.10 

The constitutionality of a particular transfer is fre
quently challenged on eighth amendment cruel and 
unusual punishment grounds. Such attacks are 
generally unsuccessful. For example, one court has 
held that the transfer of an inmate from one prison to 
another was not cruel and unusual punishment even 
though the transfer prevented the inmate from seeing 
his family, who lived near the first prison.11 Noncon
sensual intrastate12 and interstate13 transfers do not 
violate the cruel and unusual punishment clause. 

Transfers made for religious reasons are generally 
said to violate the first amendment freedom of 
religion clause. If the sole purpose of a transfer is to 
penalize state prisoners for certain unorthodox 
religious beliefs, the transfer is unconstitutiona\.14 

Transfers are frequently challenged on the 
grounds that the gaining institution does not provide 
as comprehensive a rehabilitation program as does 
the transferring institution. It is well settled that the 
transferring prison authorities are under no obliga
tion to inquire Into the rehabilitative and treatment 
facilities of the gaining institution.15 One court has 
ruled that the transfer of a reformatory inmate to an 
adult facility violates no rights to rehabilitative treat
ment if similar treCltment is available,16 but the "simi
lar treatment" provision apparently does not apply to 
transfers from one adult fac.ility to another. In a re
cent case .. an inmate complained, after an interstate 
transfer, that the' gaining institution did not provide 
for rehabilitative treatment; but the allegation, ac-

cording to the court, did not state an actionable 
claim.17 This holding was apparently based on the 
belief that rehabilitative treatment is not required by 
federallaw.1B It therefore seems clear that, unless ·.he 
inmate is a juvenile being transferred to an adult c)r
rectional institution, the inmate need not be guar ~n
teed rehabilitative treatment at the gaining institut )n 
for the transfer to be allowable.19 

Transfers are most frequently, and most s c
cessfully, challenged on fourteenth amendment t ue 
process grounds. The interpretation which COl -ts 
give the due process clause varies according to ·1e 
facts of the case. Intrastate, interstate, federal-sil ~e, 
and emergency transfers have developed their C 'in 

procedures. 

Interstate Transfers 
Whether any rights should be invoked when a 

prisoner is given an interstate transfer is said to de~ 
pend upon whether the treatment inherent in the 
transfer process constitutes a "grievous loss."20 The 
traditional view, still adhered to by some courts, is 
that a nonconsensual interstate transfer of a state 
prisoner presents no issue related to a federally pro
tected right;21 but the emerging view is that interstate 
transfers of prisoners without due process pro
cedural protections are constitutionally invalid.22 

With respect to interstate transfers, the req,uisite 
procedural safeguards must be afforded the inmate 
before transfer. An exception is made in those ex
traordinary situations in which a valid governmental 
interest is at stake and in which that interest justifies 
postponing the hearing until" after the transfer.23 

Such transfers are not part of any criminal prosecu
tion; it is therefore erroneous to believe that the full 
panoply of rights due a defendant in such a prosecu
tion applies.24 But most agree on a basic core of pro
cedures for nonconsensual, non-emergency trans
fers, although some grant more procedural 
safeguards than others. 

Most courts require that the inmate be provLled 
with written notice of the reasons for the transf€'~, a 
personal hearing, a reasonable opportunity to CJn
trovert the factual assertions in support of the tr~ rlS

fer, and a decision by an unbiased fact~findE r.25 . 
Some allow counsel 01 counsel substitute to re 're
sent the inmate and allow him to call and cross ex
amine witnesses,26 One court even permits the in
mate to require the presence of certain witness€s.27 
Other procedural rights occasionally granted in
clude a requirement that the decision be in writ ng, 
that a record of the hearing be made, and that ad! lin
istrative review be automatically provided.2B Cor ea
tional staffs in jurisdictions which do not bave 8 re
cent decision guiding their interstate transfer pro
cedures would probably be wise to adopt the (ore 
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p~oced~r.es listed; their good faith effort to comply 
v..lth minimal due process re'quirements should in
S'Jre that any review of their interstate transfer deci
sons will bring favorable results. 

An~ interstate transfer must serve a legitimate 
s at~ Interest. For example, a transfer made solely as 
pJnlshment for the valid exercise of a constitutional 
o· statutory right is forbidden.29 In addition mere 
I~ ck of ~ ~ertain type of state facility, such as ~ long
te rm facility for women, may not justify a transfer out 
o state.30 

The reason for a transfer to an out-of-state prison 
mJst be noted on an inmate's record so -that unwar
rE-llted, inference~ will not unfairly diminish his op
portunity for parole.31 In addition, in order to mini-

. mlze the detrimenta'l effects of the transfer courts are 
be~lnningto require the retu"rn of the in~ate to the 
s'ending institution for his parole hearing.32 The 
return requirement is based on the belief that the 
presence of the inmate at his parole hearing is im
portant to his chances for re.lease. Therefore, a trans
ferr,ed inmate should not be deprived of his oppor
tunity to appear and speak in his own behalf.33 

Intrastate Transfers 

Similar developments are occurring in the con
sideration of intrastate transfers, The tradil.ional 
hands-off approach, whIch holds that the intr"astate 
transfer of an inmate without a hearir:lg violates none 
of the inmate's constitutional rights, is still of con
siderable influence.34 Under this same reasoning, 
th~ transfer of a pre-trial detainee from a county 
prtson to a state prison for security reasons is ac
ceptable.35 This view maintains that it,is not neces
sary to accord due process safeguards prior to intra
state transfers.36 While courts holding this view fre
qurmtly admit that a due process deprivatkm may 
ref-ult from an intrastate transfer, the magnitude of 
SUi~h deprivation is generally insufficient to warrant 
~ec eral due process protection.37 For example, the 
mc.dental deprivation of privileges, such as the loss 
of )rison wages, has generally been held to violate 
no constitutionally protected rights of an inmate.38 

. 'he contrary view is, however, rapidly developing. 
So ne ~our.t~ question how a denial of due process 
ca, be Justified on the ground that an inmate's trans
fer was intrastate rather than interstate.39 Those who 
po·:e this question feel that whenever a prisoner 
SUlers a substantial loss as a result of a transfer he is 
entitled to the basic elements of rudimentary due 
pr~cess.40 Accordingly, procedural due pr,ocess is 
said to come into play whenever a privilege 
theretofore· granted to a prison inmate is to be 
revoked.41 This view still requires specificity in the 
9ymplaint, however, and a conclusory allegation that 
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~ transfer was harassing fails to state a cause of ac
tlon.42 

Wh~n ?n .intrastate transfer is used and perceived 
~s a dlsclp~tnary device" the courts are more uniform 
In demanding that due process procedures be ob
s~rve~; such t~ansfers are frequently said to be con
stitutionally Invalid.43 Minimal due process is 
gen~ra,lly. said to require that a prisoner subjected to 
a ~Isclpltnary transfer be given a Written notice 
~hlch sets forth the reasons for the transfer, a hear
tng before an impa.rtial tribunal, and the opportunity 
to call defense Witnesses and cross-examine ad
vers~ witnesses.44 Some courts also require til~t the 
~ea~lng board give the inmate a written copy of the 

. findings. of the board.45 One court !;Jas even required 
that the tn,mate b; allowed the assistance of a lay ad
v~c?te, With t~e Itndings of the board subject to ad
~Irilstrative, review.46 When the procedures resulting 
In any detrimental transfer fail to meet these stan
dards, cou rts· have held that the disciplinary de(;ision 
of the ,board will be invalidated an~'! the prisoner's 
record will be expunged of the adverse findings 47 
The decision of the Supreme Court in Wolff'v 
McDonnell will undoubtedly enforce the view that 
certain minim~1 procedures are required in this type 
of transfer. It IS equally clear that requirements of 
c~oss-~xamination and assistance of counsel sub
stitute In the proceedings will be eliminated.48 

The Constitution reqUires due process safeguards 
~hen~ver ther~ is an intrastate transfer Which results" 
In an Increase In the severity of the conditions of in
carceration. Thus, it has been held that a transfer 
from a minimal security situation, such as a prison 
farm, to a maximum security installation requires full 
due process procedures regardless of the reason for 
the tr.ansfe:.49 ,The s.a.me rationale applies to any 
transfer which IS punitive in intent.50 

Juvenile Transfers 
An intrastate transfer of a juvenile from a refor

mat?ry to an adult correctional facility is generally 
subject to full due process protection. It is well 
recognized that a transfer ,from a reformatory to an 
adult facility without a due process hearing states a 
c.ause of actio~.51 A prior hearing is generally cor.
sldered essential before an inmate may be trans
ferred from a reformatory to a prison52 bec~use tt\'e 
transferred inmate is sure to suffer a subst"l.ntia~ 
loss,53 For example, the administrative transfer of a 
juvenile to an adult correctional institution with no 
control over the discretionary authority of the trans
~erring officer violates the due process clause. Even 
If it can be determined that such' a transfer is con
ducive to the welfare of the other inmates at the 
juvenile corrections institution, a hearing is still re
quired.54 This view is reinforced when a reformatory 
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inmate is subjected to a disciplinary transfer to an 
adult segregation facility.55 

Whenever a federal youthful offender is transferred 
from a reformatory to a general prison, his case 
should be reviewed within two weeks after the trans
fer. A second evaluation should occur thirty days 
later, with subsequent evaluations at ninety-day in
tervals,56 

On the other hand, if the transfer of a juvenile is 
made pursuant to a waiver, a hearing is not generally 
required. However, if the hearing waiver is subse
quently revoked, at least one state requires that the 

, Inmate be returned to the reformatory for a hearing or 
for further juvenile incarceration.57 
, The Missouri courts have established a unique 
system to control the transfer of juveniles to adult 
correctional instltutions.58 A juvenile who is so trans
ferred Is not to be handled on the same basis as are 
the other inmates • .Instead, he is permitted to be 
housed in the adult facility while receiving the 
benefits of a special program constructed around the 
particuiar needs of the juvenile. This special pro
gram is devised by representatives from both institu
tions and is subject to review before implementation 
by the juvenile and higher courts of the state, The 
program requires the furnishing of a special staff, a 
high ratio of staff to juvenile inmates, and a high 
degree of separation of the juvenile transferees from 
the g~neral prison population. Such a program has 
been held to comply with all constitutional 
safeguards, so long as a hearing is still given prior to 
the transfer.59 , 

State-Federal Transfers 
Transfers from state to federal penal institutions 

present many of the same problems that are impor
tant in the evaluation of interstate transfers. Some 
courts utilize the hands-off approach by holding that 
transfer from a state to a federal penal institutio\i 
without a hearing does not deprive the inmate of due 
process of law.6o Other courts, recognizing that such 
a transfer radically transforms an inmate's life and 
subjects him to severe deprivations, state that the 
due process hearing must be held before the trans
fer.61 If an Individual has been transferred to a federal 
prison, some courts require that he be returned to the 
state prison for all parole hearings and any other 
legal proceedings which may affect his incarcera
tion.62 

When an individual is serving concurrent federal 
and state sentences in a federal prison, he may be 
transferred to a state institution without the federal 
government's losing jurisdiction over him. One court 
has held that even if the government had lost juris
diction over the prisoner upon transfer, the prisoner 
could not complain about being returned to the 

federal prison once the state released him on parole, 
because the question was one of comity between 
governments and not a personal right of the 
prisoner.63 This case demonstrates that when€'ver 
due process safeguards are met, the prisone is 
firmly under the control of the federal-state pE'1al 
system and a transfer between governments is t ;\Iy 
permissible, 

Emergency Transfers 
The strong tendency to defer to officials in the ( ea 

of prison security comes to the fore in emergenc 9S, 

A transfer made in response to an emergency sl Ja
tion within the prison can be carried out without 'iv
ing prior due process safeguards to the transfere ).64 

An "emergency condition" justifying a transfer wth
out a hearing has been defined as a condition wb~ch 
indicates a present or impending disturbance whrch 
might overtax the control capacity of the prison. 
Such a situation is said to create an overriding in
terest in prison authorities to act without delay in 
transferring the prisoner if in their judgment delay 
would endanger the inmate or others.65 

As soon as possible after the transfer, the inmate is 
entitled to a due process hearing.66 The inmate may 
be kept in isolation until the hearing if the situation 
which has led to the transfer so warrants,67 but, in 
any case, the due process hearing must be held with
in five days after his arrival.68 If an inmate has been 
given an emergency transfer without a hearing and 
then is returned to the transferring institution, he 
must be treated by prison authorities as if the transfer 
had not occurred,69 If a permanent transfer is still 
contemplated after his return, a normal and complete 
due process hearing must be given'?o All emergency 
transfers of whatever nature must, until finally set
tled, be frequently reviewed by officials of the trans
ferring institution,?1 

Finally, transfers are occasionally challenged on 
medical and mental grounds. Whenever an inmate is 
transferred under a court order for medical or psy
chological reasons, there is no violation of 11is 
rights}2 In addition, transfers directed toward m
proving medical treatment for one frequently in n"ed 
of such treatment is constitutionally permissible} Of 
course, the arbitrary and capricious standard app les 
to medical transfers. In one recent case it was de er
mined that the. most suitable medical treatment fa. an 
ill federal prisoner was to transfer him to a clirr 3.te 
with low humidity, and a federal prison was availE Jle 
in such a climate. Therefore, a decision to tram fer 
the inmate to a prison located in a climate of h gh 
humidity was held to be arbitrary and unreasoneJle 
and, therefore, invalid,74 

Transfer OT mental patients involves similar c:Jn
siderations. A recent Pennsylvania case illustr2tes 

~e general approach taken toward such inmates, 
'he court held that, if it is recommended by the direc
tor ,OT the state mental illness treatment facility that 
t n ~~mate be transferred from one minimum security 
f'lcillty to another or from a maximum to a minimum 
~ecuf'ity facility, the "corr;mitting court" must ap
r rove the transfer, Under such cirCUmstances no 
rearing is necessary, However, if the recommenda-

i.

:.. t on is that the inmate be transferred from a minimum 
tl) a ma~imum security institution, the state must 
S10W, at a full judicial hearing, the absolute neces

! 5 ty of such a transfer.75 
.t It is readily apparent that the transfer of an inmate 
f i~ ~n action wtlich virtually all courts are willing to 
l mVlew. Several require quite comprehensive pro-

ce.duraldue proce$S in a tr;:msfer decision. This area 
~. of the law is evolving so rapidly that corrections off f!c~rs, unless they have received recent judicial 
I ,g~ldance, should review their transfer procedures 
t~ldt~ ,~nl deye,t~ward updatin,g them in light.of recent 

JU ICla eClslons. Documentation of sound reasons 
f for the transfer wi II do much to prevent successfu I 
~ actions by disgruntled transferees. 
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Section 18 

Detainers 
The adverse effects of detalners have long been 

noted.1 Article I of the Interstate Agreement on De
tainers notes that detainers on untried indictments 
"produce uncertainties which obstruct programs of 
prisoner treatment and rehabilitation."2 Prisoners 
suffering under ihe effects of detainers issued pur
suant to outstanding warrants or indictments are 
becoming increasingly able to force either trial or 
dismissal of the underlying c,harge. 

Statutory relief is by far the surest and most effec
tive means for a person confined by a party to the In
terstate Agreement when the detainer is from 
another party jurisdiction. The institution simply files 
at the inmate's request what has come to be known 
as a 180-day letter. This letter contains a request for 
trial on the charge and gives the place of confine
ment of the inmate. In addition, the custodian sends a 
certificate stating the term of confinement, the 
amount of time served and remaining, parole 
eligibility date, amount of earned good time, and any 
decision of the parole authority relating to the in
mate.3 By sending the request, the inmate waives ex
tradition.4 Within 180 days after the request is sent, 
the inmate must be brought to trial on'the charges 
unless a continuance is granted in open court with 
either the prisoner Or his counsel present.5 Failure to 
try the case either within the initial 180 days or within 
the authorized period of extension results in dis
missal of the charge with prejudice and removal of 
the detainer.6 While the removal of the detainer is 
easily accomplished, the dismissal with prejudice 
will usually require fUrther action on the inmate's 
part. While the appropriate court receives a copy of 
the 180-day letter, many do not automatically issue 
dismissal orders after the expiration of the allotted 
time. A follow-up request for an order of dismissal 
with prejudice by the inmate or an official helping 
him may well save difficulties caused by a new de
tainer on U-Ie same charges. 

One South Carolina prisoner has tried without suc-
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cess to argue that the Interstate Agreement applies 
to his intrastate detainer, He sent a 180-day letter on 
an escape charge and was tried more than '180 daIs 
after that request. The court held that the Int~rsh::;e 
Agreement did not apply. No consideration ,)f 
whether such an application of the statute WOL d 
amount to a denial of equal proteotion was undt r
taken.7 The prisoner's only recourse was the I€s 
protective right to a speedy trial. 

The Supreme Court has recently further explain d 
the right to a speedy trial applicable to st, e 
prisoners. In Barker v. Wingo 8 the Court employee a 
four-factor test to balance the conduct of the gover 1-

ment aqalnst that of the defendant. The length of t e 
delay i; the first factor. The Court recognized t~ 1t 
delay tolerable for some crimes and under som~ c ~
cumstances would be intolerable for other crlm's 
and under other circumstances. The second factors 
the reasons assigned by the government for the 
delay. A delay to gain tactical advantage over the d,;,
fend ant is weighed more heavily against the govern
ment. Whether and how a defendant asserts his right 
to a speedy trial is the third facto;. Th~ Court 
emphasized "that failure to assert the right Will m~ke 
it difficult for a defendant to prove that he was denied 
a speedy trial,"9 but rejected an absolute require
ment of a demand. The final factor is prejudice to .t~e 
defendant. While possible impairment of the ability 
to proceed at trial is the most important element of 

PreJ'udice the lack of such prejudice is not con-
, , 10 

cluslve. The Supreme Court, In Moore v. Arizona, 
held that an. affirmative demonstration of prejudice at 
trial is not essential to a speedy trial claim; the court 
also has to consider the prejudicial effect of a de
tainer on prospects for parole and meaningful 
rehabilitation. . 

There are scores of lower court cases employmg 
the Ba.rker balancing test. These cases emphasi7,e 
one factor or another in accordance with the court s 
view of the particular facts. For eKample, one coud 
found that a fourteen-month delay in the cas~ of a 
Pennsylvania murder defendant did not constitute a 
denial of the right to a speedy triaL11 The court re l

soned that the case was complex, that the docke s 
were crowded, and that everything did move at a 
deliberate pace. In another,12 a twenty-eight-mon h 
delay between ?rrest and indictment was deem( d 
"extraordinary" and heavily weighed because of ' s 
inextricable relationship to prejudice to the defe 1-

dant. Failure to employ the balancing test leads 0 

reversal. The second circuit, while "entirely syr 1-

pathetic with the purposes the district jud~~ SOUg.lt 
to accomplish," reversed his order requIring th),! 
pre-trial detainees wh~ h~d been ~etalned more ~h~ n 
six months be tried Within forty-five days of wnttE n 
demand for triaL13 The court rejected the attempt ~o 

d 

alleviate calendar congestion with a single order and 
required resort, at least in cases involving state de
tainees, to a case-by-case analysis of the Barker fac-f; 

l': tC~~e case, Holt v. Moore,14 has attacked the de-

i
· ta ner system frontally. The state of North Carolina 

Ct nceded the adverse effects of the inmate's federal 
d( tainer. The court held that the detainer was imI pr Jper on two grounds. ThEt first somewhat tenuous 
gDund was that the increase in punishment occa
sic :ned by the detainer violated the constitutional ban 
or double jeopardy. The more convincing ground 

1\..... w~ 1> that procedural due process was not afforded 
tht~ inmate. Harsher conditi()ns of confinement were 
imJosed on the presumptiVEtly innocent inmate with
out notice or opportunity to be heard. The court 

I we.uld require a procedurally adequate fact-finding 
I process to discover the undElrlying factual basis for a 
I· detainer. 

1
;. A detainer may be lodged pursuant to a parole vio

lation warrant. The failure to proceed on these war
r rants causes inmates the same problems as the 

~
'.' failure to proceed on untried charges. These de

tainers, too, are often used as the basis for denial of 
privileges and opportunities within the prison. 
Prompt disposal of these warrants are often to the 
distinct advantage of an inmate. The constitutional 
right to a speedy and public trial, because of its con
finement to "criminal prosecutions," is probably in
applicable to parole revocation hearings,15 The 
Supreme Court, however, in Morrissey v. Brewer,16 
requires a prompt preliminary hearing and a revoca-

i, 
.. ~.: !lon hearing conducted reasonably soon after the. 

parolee's arrest. 
~. Problems arise, however, when the alleged parole 
'; violation stems from conviction in another state. It is 

often not convenient for the paroling state to conduct 
: hearings on a violation which occurs in another 
.' sta'e, For this reason some courts try to avoid the re
~ qui,'ement of a prompt hearing. A Missouri court of 
~ !ip~eals held that Morrissey procedures are inap-

plk able when there is an admitted parole violation. 
Hen, the admission came in the form of a guilty 
plen.17 In Cook v. United States Attorney Genera/18 

Ihe ~ourt said that a prompt revocation hearing was 
req lired but that it must be promptly held only after 
exe)ution of the warrant and return to custody in the 
par. ,ling state.1 9 The service of an 'intervenlng sen
tem e In no way encroaches upon due process 
rigr ts. These arguments are rejected in Cooper v. 
LOQ~hart,20 In a well-reasoned opinion the court 
polt ts out that the real effect of the detainers 
ame unts to custody. Moreover, not every violation of 
par{lle leads to a revocation and not every revocation 

, WOuld result in a consecutive sentence. Thus, sub
i stantial advantages in securing prompt disposition 
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remain. The court suggested that prompt hearings 
could promote rehabilitative behavior and that states 
would be able to furnish each other with sufficient in
formation to insure the protection of parolee's rights 
without Incurring substantial expenses. The matter 
now stands with divided circuit courts and is ripe.and 
important enough for determination by the Supreme 
Court. 

Detainers which have as their underlying basis an 
unsatisfied sentence also cause prisoners substan
tial difficulties. A person who has a six-year sentence 
and a detainer from another Jurisdiction based on a 
two-year sentence is often ineligible for programs 
open to inmates with sentences longer than eight 
years. One possible theoretical attack Is suggested 
by a footnote in Cooper. The court notes: "The exact 
purpose of the detainer escapes us, Removing the 
prisoner from the opportunity of r~habilltatlon during 
the remainder of his sentence because he must 
ultimately serve out a sentence in another jurisdic
tion, makes little sense. The action must rest partially 
on the irrational premise that by the commission of 
another crime he is in less need of vocational 
rehabilitation [than] the felon who is serving time for 
his first offense."21 

Since clas~ification decisions must be based on 
supporting facts which rationally lead to the 
classiflcation,22 perhaps detainers which inhibit 
rehabilitation may be attacked on this basis. 

One possible remedy is statutory. The Interstate 
Corrections Compact provides that a party state may 
assume custody of an Inmate for another party state. 
The Compact could be used to have an inmate's total 
sentence served in one state and could thus elimi
nate detainer problems. 

FOOTNOTES 
1. See Emerging Rights 194·95. 
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6. Id., Article Vee). 
7. Stato v. Monroo. _ S.O. _,204 S.E!.2d 433 (1974). 
8. 407 U.S. 514 (1972). 
9. Id" at 532. 
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11. United States oX rol. Stuhos V. Shovlin. 464 F.2d 1211 (3d 0Ir.1972) 
12. United Stilles v. Mac/no. 466 F.2d 1S0 (7th Clr. 1973). 
13. Wallace v, Korn. 499 F.2d 1345 (2d Olr. 1974) 
14. 357 F. Supp. 1102 (W,O. N.O. 19,3). 
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21. Cooper v. Lockhart, 489 F,~d 308 at n. 14 (8th Cir. 1973) (dictum) 
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P I; 
II Parole 
11 
t, 

l~ As in many other areas, the Supreme Court parole 
1~ decisions are the most important recent develop
It ments in this area. Morrissey v. Brewer1 sets out 
~' I; minimal procedures at two critical stages of the 

~.' fa~~I~~e~~I~:t~~n~~~~7~gi~h~s~~~::~ ~~~Cc~~~~~~ 
~ at parole revocation hearings. Although these cases 
i: deal only with parole revocation proceedings, they 
f may have substantial impact on decisions in other 
{courts which fail to accord even minimal due pro-

,
..... cessIo procedures in parole release hearings and in 

decisions evaluating parole conditions. 

Release Decision 
!..Jear the date th'at an inmate becomes eligible for 

rel3ase on parole, most parole boards grant a hear
in~ , at which the board decides whether he should 
be released. The eligibility date is usually set by 
stc-tute; however, the decision to release is widely 
re~ arded 'as within the parole board's sole discre-

~ tio L Unless the board abuses its discretion, most 
~ COtJrts will not interfere with the board's decision to 

de.lY parole.3 

:, r'Aany inmates have challenged board decisions 
! dellying parole release, claiming that various due 
~ pre·cess procedures attach to the parole board's dis
, cretionary release powers. Most of these cases have t involved questiQn$ .Qf procedural regularity and the 
t.'.,·,, evidentiary basIs for denial. Among the claims have 
~ been the right to reasons for denial, the right to con-

~ 
i, :, 

frontation and cross-examination, the right to com
pulsory process, and assistance of counsel at the 
release hearing. 

Although some jurisdictions have recognized 
limited fourteenth amendment due process rights at 
parole release hearings, these courts are in a sub
stantial minority. Most courts have held that due pro
cess does not apply to these proceedings.4 In a re
cent Colorado case, inmates eligible for release on 
parole appeared before the parole board for con
sideration and in each case parole was denied. The 
inmates requested written reasons for the denial. The 
board, following its policy at the time, disclosed no 
reasons. Subsequently, the district court invalidated 
the board's policy and held that due process in some 
form attaches when an administrative body has dis
cretionary power over an individual's liberty, The 
court reasoned that an inmate has a substantial in
terest in knowing the reason or reasons for denial of 
parole. The inmate's interest parallels that of the 
state. The board has an interest in assuring itself and 
society that the inmate can be rehabilitated and that 
the inmate's conduct conforms to the standards es
tablished by the board. An inmate has a right to know 
why his parole was denied so that he can attempt to 
conform his conduct in a proper and successful man
ner. Further, the administrative processes must con
form to some orderly and fair scheme, however infor
mal.5 
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The majority of courts, however, limit judicial 
review of parole board release decisions to a deter
mination of whether the parole board has abused its 

. discretion when denying parole, This view, which 
holds that due process does not apply at parole 
release proceedings, was recently set forth in a 
North Carolina court decision, The court held that 
disclosure of the board's reasons for denial are not 
constitutionally mandated and that a prisoner seek
ing release on parole possesses no right to confront 
and cross-examine his "accusers" or to have com
pulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor 
or to the assistance of counsel at parole release pro
ceedings,6 

'The question of whether due process applies to a 
proceeding revolves around the type of interest 
sought to be protected. On the basis that "potential" 
as distinct from "existing" liberty is involved, courts 
have withheld due process, protections from parole 
release proceedings. A recent comment approached 
the fourteenth amendment liberty concept in a 
different way and arrived at a different result: the 
eligibility hearing is viewed as more than a mere 
hope of freedom; it is a type of deferred sentencing. 
The decision to deny parole means that the prisoner 
will continue to serve his sentence until the next 
parole hearing, while the granting of parole sets a 
more concrete. date, barring violations, for the 
prisoner's complete freedom, Since sentencing hCis 
been deemed to be part of the criminal proceeding.to 
which due process rights are applied, itis logical to 
extend these rights to ah analogous proceeding, the 
eligibility hearing.7 

The Supreme Court, as yet, has not ruled on 
whether due process applies at parole release hear
ings, although the Court did grant certiorari in a case 
in which the question was presented. However, the 
Court remanded the case to the fifth circuit without 
deciding the due process question.8 

Interpreting New York statutory law,9 a New York 
district court found that a prisoner's parole interest 
implies procedural rigQ.t,~"that are real, and at a 
minimum entitle the prisoner to relief against 
demonstrable discrimination, or abuses of discre
tion, or the intro~duction into parole decision-making 
on illicit consid~rations." The court held that "the 
board must, hoWever briefly, state the ultimate' 
ground of its detision denying parole with sufficient 
particularity to enable the prisoner'to understan:8 
how he is to regulate his; conduct and to enable/a: 
reviewing court to deteti]ihe whether inadmissibf~ 
'factors have influenced Hi'e. decision and to deJe:r
mine whether discretion has been abused."10 ; 

Under New Jersey .law, the Supi'~il1~,;Court of New 
Jersey invalidated a parole board rule which forbade 
the board to give reasons for its parole denials. The 

... -... ~ --- -~-... -.-----.--- --, .............. __ ... _------

court reasoned that "fairness and rightness clearly 
dictate the granting of the prisoner's request for a 
statement of reasons. That course as a general m"lt
ter would serve the acknowledged interests of p'o
cedural fairnsss and would also serve as a sUltar Ie 
and significant discipline on the Board's exercise ')f 
its wide powers. It would in no wise curb the Boar's 
discretion on the grant or denial of parole, nor wOl·ld 
it impair the scope and effect of its expertise."ll 

There is little doubt that a court would invalid; te 
what it perceives as arbitrary and capricious actie 1S 
of a parole board. However, where parole board de~i
sions are concerned, this terminology is primally 
used as a device to avoid the merits of the decisf'ln 
not to parole; therefore, the "arbitrary a.,d 
capricious" language regularly appears in case d.:::
ta-i.e., language not necessary to the decision In 

the case-without full discussion and offers lit:le 
guidance as to what kind of parole board actions 
should be considered arbitrary and capricious. 

An example of parole board action found pro
cedurally arbitrary and capricious is found in an 
eighth cirtuit case in which an inmate alleged that 
the United States Board of Parole failed to follow its 
normal procedure while considering his parole. The 
court found that when considering the prisoner's 
parole release the board fai led to have before it all 
the information required by applicable rules which 
~ad been promulgated by them. The court invali
dated. the order denying parole as arb'itrary and or
dered the board to grant a new hearing in accor
dance with the applicable rUles.12 

Courts only occasionally reach the merits and find 
actions substantially arbitrary and capricious. The 
decision of the parole board has to be clearly out
rageous. In one such case, the seventh circuit was 
called upon to decide and did decide that a prisoner 
may not be denied parole on account of r"eligious 
prejudice.13 

Arbitrary and capricious actions are sometimes 
considered a violation of due process; howev'~r, 
most courts consider such actions an "abuse of 0 s
cretion." The vagueness and the unsettled state of 
these concepts, when used in relation to par.,le 
board release decisions, is fully demonstrated in 
Scarpa v. United States Board of Paro/e,14 in whic a 
federal prisoner rais~d the question of abuse of c's
cretion and denial of due process. The case ill' s
trates the tension between the desire to have jU('g
ments of the parole board insulated from judie al 

. scrutiny and the desire to avoid a decision wh(:::h 
basically informs an inmate that he could never grin 
release on parole. Scarpa's attack was basically po
cedural, but a successful attack would have necessi
tated an investigation into the merits. He alleged that 
the United States Board of Parole, through its inter~ 

nal procedures ~nd practices, denied him due pro
cess of I~w at hiS release proceedings and that the 
Board did not follow the applicable regulations 
wtJich govern its internal procedures because it did 
net fully investigate all the information he submitted 
in his application for parole. Presumably when con
si(iering, his parole, the Board placed 'contrOlling 
enphasls on Scarpa's past criminal record. 

V~ile recognizing the importance of a full, fair 
he'lrl~g .and consideration prior to a parole decision, 
thE district court denied relief Without an9videntiary 
helring, stating that Scarpa's complaint did not 

t •
....... · ~lIe~5eAadsd~bt·stanltlial deprivation of a full and fair hear

mg. Ilona y, the district court held that it was 
nol im~roper for the Board to place controlling 
emp~asls on Scarpa's previous criminal record in 
denYing parole.16 

,~he d.istric,t c~urt decision was reversed by a 
diVided fifth circUit panel. A sixteen-member en bane 
court reversed the panel order and reinstated the 
decision of the district court, with four judges dis~ 

I 
senting. The majority found that the procedures 

· .•. adopted by the parole board for determining whether 
to gran~ o,r deny parole .were not manifestly unfair. 

j. The majority stated that the "Board's final determina
tion may be ba.sed on any or all of the following: (1) 
len~th ~nd seriousness of prior criminal r,ecord; (2) 
family history; (3) marital status; (4) vocational and 
~rofessional skills; (5) education; (6) physical condi-

.' tlon; ~7) living habits in a free community; (8) 
· behaVior and progress It hile incarcerated."l7 
· The court held that "the weight to be given Scar-
· pa's criminal history is solely within the province of 
· th,e. ~~a~,d's discretion in determining parole 
~119lblhty and that the parole board is not required 

, ".to make a full-scale investigation of all the suppor
tive facts used by the prisoner in applying for 
parole."l8 Also, the majority held that "it was not 
unrt<asonable for the Board to base their ultimate 
decision denying Scarpa's parole on his extensive 

! past criminal record."19 
1 0, t~e. constitutional question raised by Scarpa, 

the Inajorlty stated that due process does not attach 
at pr )ceedings in which the parole board must evalu
ate he prisoner's record as a whole to determine ... 

t whe her he is a good risk for parole. The court stated 
that 'in the absence of evidence of flagrant, unwar
rank'd, or unauthorized action by the Board it is not 

; !he 'unction of the courts to review such ~roceed
" lOgs "20 

I
I: ,Judge Tuttle, dissenting, felt that the majority 
:. failed t~ meet the issues actually raised by Scarpa's 
; Complaint. He felt that "Scarpa's whole case ... was * bas~d on his contenticm that the Board did not lD
F V9stlgate any of the information submitted by hirc ';it 
I; al/'" [emphasis supplied]. Also, according to the com-' 
f 
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plaint, the 13o~rd did not consider several factors but 
~ave controlhng emphasis,Jo his criminal record. 
T~ t~e contra;y, ... 'the consideration afforded the 

plaintiff f.or, P~ssible relepse was predicated solely 
upon plaintiff s past criminal record."'2l 
" The dissent perceived the issue as being 
whether, when a defendant is given a maximum 

~entence coupled with the right to have considera
~Ion for parole at any time .. ,and he is given a hear
Ing before a parole examiner, the courts have any 
pow~r to hear ~ complaint that he has been denied a 
he~rlng and .wllI c~ntinue to be denied a hearing at 
which anything Will be considered other than his 
past criminal record. "22 

Judge Tuttle felt that Scarpa's allegation that he 
ha~ ~~en d~~ied due process would fit within the 
definition of unlawful" and that the clear statement 
that the board failed to carry out its own prescribed 
procedures would be a SUfficient allegation of arbi-
trary action. . 

. Th~s,. at . the present, while most courts, dis
tingUishing the type of interest involved, hold that 
procedural due process does not apply at parole 
re.le.ase proceedings, many courts consider that 
~TlInlma! dU(3 process does attach to such proceed
Ings, If In the future courts adopt the view that parole 
;ele,ase has become an "integral part':. ofthe criminal 
Justice system, t.hen the proceduresr~R.y~rE3,d,\q:y..:fhe 
Supre~e Court In Morrissey v. Brewer'~3.\rWiH'W~i:,re_ 
qUI red In parole release hearings. Moreover, Wolff v. 
MeDonnel/24 suggests that procedural due process 
must be accorded whenever a grievous loss is con-
templated. : 

Conditions of Parole': 
Before his release:';a parolee is normally required 

to ~gr~e to variou~' conditions which are broadly 
~eflned by statute or set by the parole board. Viola
tion o! these condfVons can and frequently does 
result In the parolee's return to prison to serve out 
the remainder of his sentence. 

M?st conditions are' imposed to protect the com
munity or.to promote the rehabilitation of the parolee. 
Others, such as thOse requiring SUbmission to 
s~arc~es by parole officers, are designei:J~t6'detect 
Violations and to facilitate undisputed. return of a 
parol~~ to prison should a violation occur.25 Though 
conditIOns vary, they may include compulsory 
church attendance; abstinence from:drugs, alcohol 
or extra-marital sexual relations; remaining within a 
given jurisdiction; and not associating with known 
convicts. A more recent Widely adopted condition re
quires the frequent giving of urine samples to enable 
detection of narcotic use.26 

,It is uniikely thatphallenges to specific conditions 
Will have great success. Because a state is not re-
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qulred to grant parole, it is said that it may impose 
any conditions it wishes upon the granting of 
parole.27 Further, the parolee "accepts" the condi
tions by signing the parole instrument or by entering 
upon parole.28 In additiqn, the parolee, because of 
his status as convict on the streets, does not have the 
iull measure of constitutional rights.29 Nevertheless, 
challenges to specific conditions of parole are occa
sionally successful. When funcfamental rights are im
pinged or when the conditions bear no reasonable 
relation to any purpose of parole, challenges have 
met with some success. 

The question of a condition restricting a proba- .. 
tioner's3o freedom of expression was recently before 
the tenth circuit. A. probationer sought relief from 
conditions of his probation under which the trial 
judge had forbidden him to speak, write, or circulate 
materials questioning the constitutionality of the tax 
laws or the Federal Reserve System with which the 
probationer had had a long history of personal dis
agreement. The court upheld the condition in part 
andvoided it in part. The decision stated: "When the 
condition is examined in the abstract, namely speak
ing or writing about the constitutionality of the laws 
in question, it appears to prohibit conduct which is 
not per se harmful. To muzzle the appellant to this 
ext,ent is on its face a violation of his first amendment 
freedom of expression. This is not to say that one on 
probation has all the rights of a citizen not on proba
tion. He forfeits much of his freedom of action and 
even freedom of expression to the extent necessary 
to successful rehabilitation and protection of the 
public programs. We see no basis for criticizing a 
condition Which prohibits the inducing of others to 
violate the law, and we hold the instant condition in-

1 
1 

.,J 
I 

~ 
r 
t 

valid only. to the extent that it prohibits the expres- 1.·.'.'. !~tion to justif~ an arrest warrant, the Court stated: 
sion of opinions as to invalidity or unconstitutionality We do not believe that the parole condition restrict
of the laws in question. Insofar as it prohibits public /. ing association was intended to apply to incidental 
speeches designated to urge or encourage other,S to"f c t t b t 

vj~~at=nth~nl~:~1 t~~~i~~0~ti~nf~~~~~:9~~~rt gm~:~:~:· I,., O~n~~I~'~iti~::ej%'~~Jro~v~~~~~no~h:~~~~;:r ~~~~~~ 
t su~h occupational association, standing alone, 

summary judgment to a parolee who was a convicted I;, satisfactory evidence of non-business association vi
atomic spy and an acknowledged Communist sym- 1 olative of the parole restriction. To so assume would 
pathizer, invalidating the/refusal of the United States be to render a parolee vulnerabte to imprisonment 
Board of Parole to permit him to participate in peace Whenever his employer, willing t8 hire ex-c;nvicts 
demonstrations and to address meetings of an hires more than one,"34 ' ' ., 
alleged Communist organization. The board had 
justified its refusal to grant permission on the basis The right to travel is sometimes cal~ed a funda-' 
that these activities woUld not be in the public in- mental right which is frequenfly sought to be 
terest or be conducive to the parolee's rehabilitation, restricted by conditions of parole or PI'obation. As 
considering his offense. The court rejected these I with conditions seeking to re~trict 'a parolee's 
justifications and forbade the parole board to inter- .. freedom of expression or associcition,some courts 
fere with the parolee's exercise of first amendment ~ave required that the state Show~:comlPelling state 
rights except where ne·qessary to safeguard against Intmest in maintaining the restriction and that the 
"specific, concretely d~.scribed and highly l'kely cor.dition be narrowly designed to serve that in

ternst.35 
dangers of misconduct by plaintiff himself."32 

A similar decision invalidated the condition t1';at a i hus, it is apparent that the par61e board or iJdge 
California parolee obtain permission, from his pl.;role mU3tavoid conditions Which are unduly restrictiveof 
officer prior to giving any 'public speech. The c~n~\i-' the,,:i~~rplee's fu~~~mental rights. However due to 
tion was disapproved on the dual basis thaUFI/~1l'n- th~"bor1'tractual ri'citUre of the release'agree~ent and 
evitable scrutiny of the proposed content 0' the the general recognition that a parolee, regardless of 
speeches abridged first amendment rights and that agreement, ~as only restricted constitutional rights, 
the condition was unrelated to any valid rehaHita- I !he parolee IS generally unsuccessful when attempt
tive end.33 1 Ing to enjoy the protection and related benefits of the 

In 1971, the Supreme Court reversed a decis! m of I, cor-stitutional prohibition against unreason~ble 
the United States Board of Parole to revoke p,role " search and seiZUre. 

because of the parolee's association with othe'( ex-! The generally accepted vl'e t t d b C I'f . 
. f h' IB··t d i.' w, sa e y a I ornla convicts as parto IS emp oyment. aSlng IS ec - "'Courts in 1974 isthat·stand rd I t' t b 

sion on the board's failure to follow its ownre:Jula- ;-,cause for sea~ch' or arrest ~h s rel~t:ng ~ pro able 
tion requiring "satisfactory evidence" of a parole vio": correctional authorities .. and p. ave

l 
Id e;e evance to 

> , .. , . aro e prisoners. The 

J 

~1 

parolee, although phYSically outside the walls is still . , 
~ prisoner; his apprehension, although outwardly 
resembling arrest, is' simply a return to physical 
custody .... For the purpose of maintaining the 
restrain:s and'social safeguaros accompanying the 
parolee s status,. the authorities may subject him his 
home and his effects to such constant or occasi~nal 
inspectioll or search as may seem' advisable to 
them."36. ' . 

In a recent opiniona court of appeals rUled that the 
fourth amendment exclusionary rule does not apply 
to parole revocationhearings; con~equently, parole 
can be revoked on the basis of evidence that a 
parolee had been carrying a pistolobtained from him 
as a result of an illegal search b)lpolicemen. The 
court state,d: "A parole revocation proceeding is not 
anadversarial proceeding .... A parole revocation 
pro~eeding is concerned not only with protecting 
socle~~; ?ut also,·' and most importantly, with 
rehabilitating and restoring to useful lives those 
placed in~he custody, Of the Parole Board. Teapply 
~he exclUSionary rule to parole revocation proceed
Ings would.tend to obstruct the parole system in ac-
complishing its remedial purposes."37 " 
~ccording .to onei appellate court, "a pal(ol$e is 

said to be entitled t080me quantum of fourth amend-
, ment pr.otection against 'unreasonable searches and 
seizures.' ... However, a search which would be 
'unreasonable' if an ordinary citizen were invblved 
might be reasonable ifdirected against a parol~e. It 
would be unrealistic to ignore the fact that parolees, 
as a class, pose a greater threat of criininal activity 
than do ordinary citizens."38 

In view of the Supreme Court's recent decisions 39 
'it seems likely that more courts will allow evidence 'in 
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parole revocation hearings that might not be allowed 
in ordinary trials. , , . 

In Jennings v. Staie40 the defendantl an admitted 
. narcotics addict convicted of robbery, was .9.ranted 

probation by the trial judge. Among the conditions of 
probation was the condition thaUhe defe~dant obey 
all laws, and not use or possess any narcotics or. dan
gerous drugs unless p.rescribe~. ~he probationer 
again came before the Judge, this tlme.on drug~re
lated charges. The trial judge revoked hiS probatlo~ 
and the defendant appealed, urging that the impOSI
tion of an unreasonable condition followed by. a 
revocation for a predictable 'failure to comply with 
such a condition was cruel and unusual punishment. 
Rejecting the appellant's cOl1tentions, the Supre~e 
Court of Nevada stated: "The,condition of probation 
which the appellant contends to be cruel ~nd 
unusual punishment is nothing ~ore than a reqUlr.e
ment that he obey the laws off this State .... Req~lr
ing a convicted felon as a condition of his probation 
to obey the existing law is not cr.usl a~d unusual 
punishment proscribe~ b~ ttle United ,?ta:es Co~
stitution and the ConstItutIOn of Nevada {cites omit
ted]. Balancing the interest of the state and t~e ap
pellant, the court held that. the totality of circum
stances required that probation be revoked. 

In Mansell v. Turner41 a concurring judge argued 
that there should be a relation between the condition 
(banishment) and the parolee's rehabilitati?n or 
society's protection. The majority, however,. reJ.ected 
such a "bold View," since a prisoner not Wishing to 
comply with a condition need only reject parole. 

This bold view was adopted recently in a case rest
ing perhaps on its unusual facts. A p~rolee ~ad act~d 
as "informer" for the police and had associated With 
persons engaged in criminal acti~ity:: both in viola~. 
tion of his parole. The Seventh CirCUit Court of Ap- " 
peals reversed the parole board's order to revoke 
parole. The court reasoned that "breach of parole 
conditions is a necessary but not sufficient grou~d,,~ 
for revocation, for the board is required to. determine 
whether the violator is still a good parole risk, and he 
may bring extenuating factors to the board's a.tte~
tion." Such extenuating factors were found to eXist In 

that police officers had repeatedly told p~titio~er that 
acting as an informer was not a par?le v.lolatlon and 
that everything had been cleared With hiS parole of
ficer. The appeals court held that Congress did not' 
intend parole revocation for offenses induced by the 
government.42 .. . 

In Berrigan v. Sigler,43 Fathers Damel and Philip 
Berrigan sought application of the fund~ment~1 
rights doctrine and of the reasonable relatlons~lp 
test tn their challenge to a condition of parole forbld-

' .. ding them to travel to North v~e;tnain. !,he ri~ht to 
travel, while part of a scheme 01 liberty, IS not, 10 the 

court's view, a fundamental first amen~ment. right. 
The court accepted the r.easonable relationship test 
but found that the trave,l restriction was reason,;bly 
related to the ability of parole personnel to cor:rol 
and supervise p~rolees. A general ban ~?rflall 
parolees was conslderedacc.eptable ?~cause o. ,.he 
time and expense involved 10 examlnJng eacr in-
dividual case. ' 

Presently the majority of courts do ,not require nat 
conditions of parole or probation relate to c )m
munity protection or the rehabilitation of the offel der 

Paroie Revocation ' 
Until recently courts have maintained a hands-off 

attitude toward parole and probation revocation pro
ceedings. However, two recent Supreme Court deci
sions revolutionized this approach by bringing 
limited due process protections to these proceed
ings.46 

or even that they be reasonable. Therefore, u.n :'lSS 
they are clearly violative ~f fund~me~tal r\~ 1tS, f 
challenged conditions Will ordlnarl.ly stend. I' 
However, the theoretical bases u~on which pa: ole " 
and probation c?nditions are .. bullt have rece:tlY 
been eroded.44 With the recognition that due pro(.:..ss 
has a place in the parole process, the day is not far 
away when courts will either choose or be forced to 
apply a standard of reasonableness to conditions of 

The repudiation of due process rights at parole 
revocation proceedings had been justified under a 
right-privi lege distinction Which assumed that proba
tion and parole are acts of grace whereby the state 
bestows a privilege, not a right which is subject to 
due process protections.47 

Before Morrissey v. Brewer48 extended due pro
cess to parole revocation proceedings, there were a 
host of Supreme Court decisions requiring four
teenth amendment due process protections in a 
variety of civil proceedings and there was Mempa v. 
Rhay,49 which applied due process to a combined 
probation revocation and deferred sentencing. 
These protections were held applicable to prejudg-parole. , 

Proposed bills45 in the House and Senate prOVide 
that the conditions of federal parole be reasonably 
related to the prisoner's previous criminal conduct 
and present situation, that liberty be. deprived on.IY 
where "necessary for the protectIOn of public 
welfare" and that -the conditions be sufficiently 
specifi~to serve as a guide to supervision and con
duct. 

ment garnishments,50 termination of welfare pay-
'"" ments,51 and divorce proceedings.52 With the demise 

of the theoretical bases upon which due process 
rights had originally been denied, together with the 
application of due process to civil proceedings and a 
recognition that due process is not limited to vested 

" property interests alone, the extension of procedural 
" regularity to post-conviction proceedings was vir
:~ tually undeniable. The final step was to provide the 
.~ protection afforded general property interest to one 
~l whose interest is in maintaining his conditionalliber;
;1 ty.53 

. This transition came in Morrissey v. Brewer,54 in 
• Which the Supreme Court announced minimal due 

/process protections for defendants in revocation 
7' proceedings. The decision employs a balancing-of

interest test to determine what procedural protec
t,ons should be given an accused parole violator 
without imposing undue administrative burdens on 
1:1e governmental body granting the hearing on the 
accusations. 

Petitioner Morrissey had served one year on a 
charge of drawing false checks and had been 
~·aroled. Seven months later, authorities arrested and 
j;lIled petitioner for parole violations. The Iowa 
parole board revoketihis parole on the basis of the 
prole officer's writteri report. The petitioner alleged 

" that he received no hearing prior to the revocation. 
1he issue raised in the case was whether the due 

" process clause "requires that a State afford an in
~ , d1vidual some opportunity to be heard priodo revok

ing his parole."55 
DiSCUSsing the rore'of parole in the penological 

" system, the Court noted that parole had become an 
"integral part" of the system. The Court rejected the 
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idea that constitutional rights turn on whether the 
government benefit involved is either a right or a 
privilege. Although it determined that parole revoca
tion is not a part of the criminal prosecution and 
therefore a state need not provide the full panoply of 
rights due a criminal defendant, the Court did hold 
that termination of a parolee's conditioned liberty 
results in a "grievous loss" and falls under the pro
tection of the due process clause. Chief Justice 
BUrger, writing fot the majority, stated that the 
revocation process must be orderly even though it 
might be considered informal when compared with a 
criminal prosecution. 

The Morrissey opinion perceives two critical 
stages in the revocation process wHich require some 
procedUral guarantees. The first stage is the arrest 
and preliminary hearing (hereafter referred to as a 
"preliminary") to determine whether probable cause 
exists to believe that there is a parole violation. The 
second stage is the final revocation proceedings. 
The preliminary does not have to be conducted by a 
judicial offiCial, but it must be condUcted by some
one other than a parole off!cer who is personally in
volved with the parolee. Excluding the personally in
volved parol,e officer serves the dual purpose of 
avoiding both the potential prejudice and the con
flicts of interest which might arise. Because there 
might be a significant time lapse between arrest and 
a final revocation decision and because the parolee 
may be arrested at a place distant from a state institu
tion, due process requires the preliminary be con
ducted as soon after arrest as possible, while evi
dence and sources are readily available. 

Certain procedural protections are afforded the 
parolee at the preliminary hearing stage. The parolee 
must receive notice of the hearing and the reasons 
for it. The notice must allege acts Which constitute 
parole violations. At the preliminary, the parolee 
must have the opportunity to appear and speak in his 
defense; "he may bring letters, documents, or in
dividuals who can give relevant information to the 
hearing officer."56 The parolee may alsore9,uest that 
persons who have provided information wh ieb sup
ports the revocation action be questioned in his pres
ence. This request should be granted unless the 
hearing officer determines that it would endanger the 
witness to have his identity exposed. The hearing of
ficer has the duty to make a summary of the docu
ments and responses Which emerge at the prelimi
nary. Based on the summary, the officer should 
determine whether there is probable cause to send 

'the parolee before the Parole Board for a final 
revocation decision. Although the findings need not 
be formal, the officer must "state the reasons for his 
determination and indicate the evidence he relied 
on."57 

- i ... -.....:_~~·---'~----------___________ '-"' _____ Q""Wll_""_ .... 
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If the parolee desjres a final revocation hearing, 
the Court requires many of the same procedural pro

,teotions at this hearing as are required at the 
preliminary stage. The revocation hearing, the sec
ond critical stage, during which contested facts are 
considered, results in a revocation determination. 
The parolee must be provided an opportunity to dem
onstrate, if he can, that he has not violated parole 
conditions, .or, if he has violated his parole, that 
mitigating circumstances exist which suggest that 
the violation does not warrant revocation. 

Noting that each state must write its own code of 
procedure, the Court set forth the minimum require
ments of due process to be afforded the parolee: "(a) 
a written notice of the claimed violations .of parole; 
(b) disclosure to the parolee of the evidence against 
him; (c) opportunity to be heard in persan and to pre
sent witnesses and documentary evidence; (d) the 
right to confront and cross-examine adverse wit
nesses (unless the hearing officer specifically finds 
good cause for not allowing confrontatian); (e) a 
'neutral and detached' hearing body such as a tradi
tional parole board, the members of which need not 
be judicial officers or lawyers; and (f) a written state
ment by the fact-finders as to the evidence relied on 
and the reasons for revoking parole."58 

In setting forth the minimum procedural require
ments for the revocation process, the Supreme Court 
cautioned that it had no intention of equating the pro
ceeding with a criminal prosecutian. The Court 
viewed. the revocation process as "a narrow inquiry" 
and stated that "the pracess should be flexible 
enough to consider evidence including letters, 
affidavits, and other materials that would not be ad
missible in an adversary criminal trial."59 

The procedure to be followed at the Morrissey 
preliminary is apparently clear enough that it does 
not require argument. No case has been found in 
which there is a dispute aver whether proper pra
cedures have been followed. What is disputed is the 
necessity in a/l instances of revocation of an inde
pendent preliminary proceeding. Put differently, the 
question raised by subsequent interpretations is 
whe't\'ler Morrissey mandates a preliminary proceed
ing: 

In Richardsan v. New York State Board of Paro/e60 
the New Yark Supreme Court, interpreting Morrissey, 
held that a subsequent final revocation in accord 
with due process obviates the need for a preliminary, 
while the dissent argued that the preliminary was 
basic to the Morriss'ey decision. A New Yark paralee 
was arrested by his parole officer far violating the 
terms of his parole. He was sent ta a state prison 
where a revacation hearing was ta be held. Priar to 
the revacatian hearing the parolee petitianed the 
New York Special Term Court, urging that he was 

due a preliminary hearing before final revocation. 
While the action was still pending and prior to a 
preliminary, the parole board revoked the petitionel's 
parple. Special Term vacated the revocation ard 
dir'ected the respondent parale baard to hold a 
preliminary hearing,61 

On appeal the New York Supreme Court revers· j 

the Special Term order and dismissed the complaL,t, 
The majority found that "the revocation hearing s 
not made conditional on the preliminary hearing; a. ':I 
obviously unless the revocation hearing resulted ir a 
determination that the violation which it was rease ;
able to believe had been committed had, in fact, be· n 
committed, there would be no graunds for revoc ,
tion." It added: "It would follow that where there h s 
been a revocation hearing at which it has been fowd 
in accord with due process that there has been a vii)
lation, a subsequent preliminary hearing is pure:y 
supererogatory, and its absence under these circum
stances violates no right of the parolee. And this is 
precisely what the Supreme Court decided in Mor
rissey."62 

The majority stated that they were nat holding that 
the Morrissey preliminary may be dispensed with or 
evaded, but that "it may be, however, obviated if the 
Board proceeds immediately upan a final revocation 
hearing, as Morrissey provides that only where there 
is a time iag is a preliminary hearing an element of 
due process."63 

It is quite apparent then that courts will divide on 
the question of whether preliminaries are necessary, 
In some jurisdictions a full revocation hearing will be 
said to cure any defects in the preliminary hearing. 
More convincing arguments can be made when the 
acts constituting the violation are criminal acts. Tile 
purposes of the Morrissey preliminary can be 
satisfied during the criminal procedures Which at
tach to the new crime pravided those procedures are 
promptly undertaken. 

In In re La Croix64 the state argued that the proba
ble cause to charge with a crime satisfies the prot,a
ble cause requirement under Morrissey, The co lrt 
rejected the argument and held that the prelimin: ry 
is a. basic requirement which can not be elimina '3d 
even by convictian of another crime. 

Shortly after the decision in La Croix a sister cc 3rt 
made the following statement: "When a parolee is 'lr
rested and prosecuted on criminal charges, the, cr 71-

inal prosecutionitselt)s adequate protection agai .st 
the evils and dangers Morrissey was des:igned to 
protect against. An Indictment or a prelirninary in 
criminal prosecutions meets all the requirE~ment£ of 
Morrissey. If the preliminary is waived and :ne 
parolee pleads guilty or is found guilty after trial, 
conviction of crime by a caurt under strinl;Jent stan
dardsof proaf, stricter pracedural requirement~, L;nd 

r 
I'·,;,:,.. the antiseptic atmospher~ of the court room afford 

the ,p~rolee far more protection than [does] the 
~; prellmlna~y pronounced in Morrissey. If the parolee 

1',,:'I:,'~' \~as c~~vlcted of a, crime forming the basis of the 
" ,voca Ion proceed~ngs, there was obviously proba-

1)le cause to hold him for a parale violation."65 

II L 

One additional California court also retreated 
som~what from the Morrissey criteria of two separate 
hearings far an accused violator. The court in In re 
Law66 held that a preliminary prior to trial for an 
alleged f~lo~y satisfies the due process requirement 
of a ,Preliminary pre-revocation proceeding, if the 

t Momssey precepts have been followed and if the 
paro!ee has had fair notice of the dual purpose of the 
he~rlng, Thus, the parolee was denied an appor-

l,: tUnity t~ c?ntend, !n a local forum, that the findings of 
the preliminary prior to the felony trial was in error or 
that ~urther evidence had arisen since that first pro
ceedlng .. Althou9h the Adult Authority (parole board) 

I: had.the right to conduct a separate preliminary to es
:: tabll~h p,robable cause, the decision to grant such a 
~ hearing IS at the Authority's discretian. 

j;' Th~r,e, are dicta in Law which discuss, also, the 
; pos~I~llIty of treating a misdemeanor trial as a 

p:ellmlnary ~e~oca~ion p,roceeding. The court recog-' 
\ nlzed two dlf!lcultles ~Ith this substitution: (1) the 

d~layof the tnal follOWing arraignment, which might 
fall to conform to the Morrissey requirement far a 

, p:ompt hea,ring, and (2) the generally inaccessible 
tnal transcript Which would deny an important recard 
of the ?ourt's findings to both the parolee and the 
Authonty. Therefore, a misdemeanor trial it was 
hald, could serve F..l dual purpose only f~lIowing 
"proper notice or ... agreement between the parolee 
and [the] Authority .. , in apprapriate cases [which 
w:r~] sufficiently inclusive of the probable cause 

, h(,anng pracedures mandated by Marrissey."67 
4; . Though subsequent criminal procedures would 

,I Clearly ~erve the purpose of the Marrissey prelim i
, n,,irYi thiS does not answer whether the Supreme 

CJurt meant ta add to the burden of the criminal 
~ courts. 

. Morrissey does not say whether the parolee has a 
rI''Jhl to the assistance of counsel at the preliminary 
H~)wever, the New York Caurt of Appeals reversed ~ 
lower court decision which had held that there is a 
c~nditi?nal. right to counsel at the preliminary,68 A 
dIssenting Judge felt that an unconditional right to 
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counsel. would insure th.at the procedural gua.\"antees 
.of ~omssey are exerCised in an effective manner. 
While such a holding would be salutary it is ex
tre~ely unli~ely in view .of Gagnon v. S~arpelli 69 
WhlC,h does not require caunsel at every revacati~n 
heanng, 

N~r ~o.e~ Morrissey address the standards for the 
ad~lsslblllty .of evidence at the preliminary. But it is 
logical to, assume that rules far the preliminary would 
be no stncter than those for the revocation hearing 
and thus that the use of unsworn testimony would be 
allowed.7o 

Two additional questions are whether an accused 
parole ~iol~tor is entitled ta freedom pending a final 
determination and whether he is ent~tlecl to credit for 
pre-~ete,rminat!on jail time, Justice Douglas, in his 
~artlal dlss~nt I~ Mor:issey, addresses the first ques
~Ia~ by stating, If a Violation of a condition of parole 
IS Involved, rather than the commission of a new 
offense, there should not be an arrest of the parolee 
and return to a local jail."71 The Western District of' 
New ,York"" has faund no constitutional right to bail 
p~ndlng parole revocation,72 while the Eastern Dis
tn~t found no authority either farbidding or denying 
ball,73 

North Carolina v, Pearce74 requires that time 
already ser~e~ be credited against a sentence upon 
a new conVIction for t~e same offense. It seemslogi
cal, therefore, to require credit against the sentence 
for pre-revocation jail time.75 

.The question of whether the right to counsel ap
piles to parole revocation hearings was reserved by 
the Court in Morrissey and answered albeit un
satisfactorily, in Gagnon v. Scarpelli,76 The answer 
was that caunsel is required when the circumstances' 
are s.uCh th~t the outcome might depend on the use 
of sklll~ whIch the para lee is unlikely to possess. In 
other cl~c~msta~ces:-for example, if there has been 
an admlsslan of a Violation .or of guilt-no counsel 
need be appointed. The parole authority must decide 
whether counsel is to be appointed ona case-by
case basis reminiscent .of Betts v. Brady.77 
. Th~ Supreme Cou,rt has found no ali-encompass
Ing right to counsel In parole revocation hearings. It 
~as ~ve~ reversed and remanded for recansidera
tlon',ln lIght of Gagnon, a decision giving indigents 
t~e right to counsel when a right to retain caunsel is 
glven.78 

But if .the Cau.rt is truly serious about requiring 
counsel In same Instances, the instances suggested 
are . .ones which might nut normally be recognized 
until the revocation hearing. Far parole boards con
sCientiausly trying to apply these standards time and 

, ! 

money might be saved by providing counsel in all 
~ases. The failure ta do so is certain to lead to litiga-
tlon,79 ' 
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79. See generally, Comment. 23 ClevetandState L. Rev. 15U1974); see a/so Rho _os v, 

WainwrIght. 378 F. SUPp. 329 (M.D. Fla. 1974), 
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SUBJECT INDEX 

A 
ABSTINENCE 

as condition of parole, 91 
ABUSE 

by Inmate-guards, 54-55 
by supervisory personnel, 54 

"ABUSE OF DISCRi::TION," 90·91 
ACCESS 

alternatives to, 9 
restrictions on, 11 
time limit on, 10-11 
to Bible, 17 
to counsel, 6, 20·21 
to courts, 5-7, 10, 11, 20-21 

and inmate assistance, 9 
to Inmates, 29·30 
to law library, 9-10 
to legal materials, 9, 10, 11 
to mall, 6·7, 28 
to media, 21 
to priests, 15·16 
to prison facilities, 29 
to publications, 27-31 

In solitary, 28 
ACCIDENTS 

responsibility for, 54 
ADJUSTMENT COMMITTEE 

prison employees on, 43 
ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL 

In classification cases, 76 
ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

exhaustion of, 66-67 
ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW 

in transfer cases, 80-81 
ADMINISTRATIVE SEARCHES 

of employees, 51 
of Visitors, 51 

ADMINISTRATIVE SEGREGATION 
due process required, 75 
for grooming violations, 39 
for protection, 47. 76 
In emergencies, 46-47 
non·emergency, 47 
non·punltlve, 41 
of new prisoners, 47 
punitive, 41 

ADMINISTRATIVE TRANSFER 
of Juveniles, 81·8~ 

ADMINISTRATOR, PRISON 
and interference with mail, 6 
burden of proof on, 9 
claims against, 21 
court deference to, 2 
discretlon 01, 2 
liability of. 65·67 
monetary damages against. 65 
negligence by, 66 
"respondeat superior," 66 
responsibility for assault, 67 
responsibility of. :2 

"AFRO" HA.lRCUTS 
prohiblt1on of, 39 

AGENT 
for attorney, 11 

ALABAMA PRISONERS 
rehabllitatron of, 70 

ALCOHOL 
abstinence from 

as condition of parole, 91 
ARBITERS 

for grievance resolution, 35 
ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF CORREC

TIONS 
rehabilitation in, 71 

ARKI>.NSAS PRISON SYSTEM 
facilities in, 57 

ASSAULT 
administrative responsibility for, 67 
by fellow inmates, 55, 67 
by guards, 66, 67 
freedom from, 53 
homosexual, 2B 
in emergencies, 66 
on guard 

punishment for, 46 
Parker-Edmondson case, 55 
reasonable, 66 
segregation of victims, 47 . 

ASSISTANCE, INMATE. SEle Inmate AssIs
tance 

ATLANTA PENITENTIARY 
and Church of the New Song, 16 

ATTIRE,37-39 
religioUS medallions, 39 

ATTORNEY 
agent of, 11 
communications with, 11 
correspondence with, 20 
"of record," 11 
visitation, 11 

ATTORNEY GENERAL 
decision to prosecute. 54 

AVERSIVE STIMULI, 62 
as punishment, 42 

B 
BAIL 

pending parole revocation hearing, 97 
BALANCING, 20,30.35.76,86,95 

inmate rights, 2 
and Institutional goals, 2 
and need for order and security, 11 
and need to exclude contraband, 8 

BAN 
on obscene materials, 28 
on psychosurgery, 71 

BEATINGS 
as cruel and unusual punishment, 66 

"BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION," 42 
assaults on. 71 

BERRIGAN, FATHER DANIEL, 94 
BERRIGAN, FATHER PHILIP, 94 
BIBLE 

access to, 17 

"BIG WHEEL" THEORY, 29·30 
BILL OF RIGHTS 

right to regulate one's appearance, 3, 
BILLY, THE 

use of, 54 
BISHOP OF TELLUS. See Theriault, Ha 
BLACK MUSLIMS, 16 

diets for, 17 
BOOKS 

access to, 9, 27-31 
on law 

confiscation of, 10 
restrictions on, 9, 28-29 

"BOX," THE 
confinement in, 46 

BOYS TRAINING SCHOOL, 71 
and rehabllitation, 70 

BUREAU OF PRISONS 
on prisoner complaints, 34 
Project START, 71 
regulation of mail, 6 

"BUS THERAPY," 79 
BUTZNER. See Justice Butzner 

C 
CALIFORNIA 

rightof parolees, 92,93 
CALiFORNIA ADULT AUTHORITY 

preliminary hearings, 97 

Violation of, 9 
CIVIL RIGHTS ACT, 34, 50 
CLASSIFICATION,73-77 

In criminal conduct cases, 76 
non-punitive, 41 
of pre-trial detainees, 77 
punitive, 41 
security, 76 
temporary, 76 

CLASSIFICATION COMMITTEES, 74 
and Job assignments, 77 
arbitrary and capricious actions, 76 

CLASSIFICATION HEARINGS, 75 
CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER 

and mall censorship, 7 
CLINICAL PROGRAMS 

of law schools, 9, 11 
CLOTHES 

and religious beliefs, 17 
COLORADO PRISONS 

care of mental patients, 63 
parole cases, 89 

COMITY 
between tederal and state Institulions, 

82 
COMMUNICATIONS 

punishment for, 11 
with a minor, 22 
with attorney, 11 

COMMUNITY RELATIONS SERVICE 
of Department of Justice, 35 

COMMUNITY STANDARDS 
for Judging obscenity, 28 

COMPULSORY CHAPEL, 16 

CALIFORNIA COURT 1 
and~parole revocation preliminaries, 97 I,' 

at military academies, 16 
CONFESSIONS . 

and visitation case, 24 at disciplinary hearings, 51 

CALIFORNIA PRISONS 
privileges of newsmen, 30 1" 
regulations challenged, 5 

at parole revocation hearings, 51 
without counsel present, 43 

CONFI DENTIALITY 

visiting procedures, 30 
CATHOLIC INMATES 

access to priests, 15 
attendance at Mass, 17 

CENSORSHIP 
of inmate mail, 7, 22 
of inmate·attorney mail, 7, 20, 21 
of prison newspaper, 31 
of reading material, 29 
religious, 16 

CHAPELS, 15 
compulsory attendance at, 16 

CHAPLAINS, 15 
necessity for providing, 16·17 
paying with state money, 15 
reports to parole boards, 15 

CHEMICALS 
for control, 41-42 

CHURCH ATTENDANCE 
as condition of parole, 91 

CHURCH OF THE NEW SONG, 16,21. i9 
CHURCHES 

financing with state money, 15 
CIVIL RIGHTS, 55 

action, 9, 10 
on mall rights, 22 
o'n right to counsel, 11 

in Inmate.attorney mall, 8 
CONFINEMENT 

temporary, 76 
CONFRONTATION 

at parole revocation hearings, 95 
CONJUGAL VISITS, 24 
CONNECTICUT COURT 

on correspondence with friends, 22 
CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTIONS 

to prison work, 77 
I::ONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS 

curtailment of, 20 
CONTRABAND,30-31 

as abuse of access, 7-8 
inspection lor, 6, 7, 11, 20, 51 
need to exclude, 8 

t:ONVICTS 
association with, 92, 93 

1
"'j, eORPORAL PUNISHMENT 

for juveniles, 42 

l 
CORRESPONDENCE, See Mail, Inmates' 

t
· of convicted inmates, 22·23 
, of Inmates in isolation, 22-23 I' of inmates on death row, 22-23 

[

' of pre-trial detainees, 21-22 
" religious, 21 

'; with 'am;!, and '''ood,. 2'<1' 

with Inmates, 22 
with media, 21 

CORRESPONDENCE LISTS, 22 
COUNSEL 

access to, 6 
at classification hearings, 75 
at disciplinary hearings, 51 
at parole revocation hearings, 89, 97 
at transfer hearings, 80-81 
for indigents, 97 
religious, 15-16 

COUNSEL SUBSTITUTE 
at classification hearings .. 75 
at transfer hearings, 80·81 

COUNTY JAILS 
and legal materials, 10 
safety in, 54 

COURTS 
access to, 5-7 

CRIMINAL RECORD 
considered at parole hearings, 90.91, 

96'~97 

CROSS-EXAMINATION 
at classification hearings, 75 
at parole hearings, 89, 90 
at transfer hearings, 80-81 

CRUEL AND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT. 
41-42,46,66 

and lack of medical care, 61 
and lack of rehabilitative programs, 70 
and visitation regulations, 23, 24 
at Massachusetts Correctional Institu-

tion Treatment Center, 58 
at Mississippi State Penitentiary, 59 
charged by Alabama inmates, 70 
in Arkansas prisons, 57 
in transfer cases, 80 
work farms, 59 

D 
DEATH ROW 

correspondence on, 22-23 
DEFERENCE TO PRISON OFFICIALS 

by courts, 2 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Community Relations Service, 35 
DETAINEE. See Pre-Trial Detainee 
DETAINERS, 85-87 

purpose of, 87 
DIETS 

for medical care, 62 
of Biack Muslims, 17 :": 
of Jewish inmates, 17 
of religious groups, 17 .'. 

DISCIPLINARY BOARD 
prison employees on, 43 

DISCIPLINARY HEARINGS 
confessions at, 51 
defense at, 51 
eVidence at, 42-43 
right to counsel at, 43 
rights at, 2 
witnesses at, 42-43 

DISCIPLINE, 22 

":,,\'" 

and destruction of legal materials, 10 

and restriction of communications, 22 
for refusing to work, 77 
maintenance of, 10,28 
need for, 23 
of jU'Veniles, 54 
of pre-trial detainees, 77 
transfers as, 81·82 

DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF 
MARYLAND 

on correspondence with pre-trial de
tainees,22 

DISTRICT COURT OF THE SOUTHERN 
DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

on freedom of speech, 19 
on reading materials, 29 

DOCTORS 
difference of opinions, 62 
incorrect diagnoses, 62 

DOUGLAS. See Justice Douglas 
DRUG THERAPY, 42 

drug maintenance programs, 59 
drug release programs, 59 

DRUGS 
abstinence from 

as condition of parole, 91 
for controlling behavior, 42, 62, 71 
In military, S1 
tranquilizers 

for use on Juveniles, 42 
unwanted, 62 
vomit·inducing. 42, 71 

DUE PROCESS, 66 

E 

and grooming regulations, 39 
before punishment, 41 
implications of, 2 
in access to courts cases, 6 
in censorship cases, 5.6 
in classification cases, 74,75,76 
iii detainer cases, 87 
in disciplinary hearings. 42.43 
in inmate assistance cases, 9 
in juvenile transfer cases, 81-82 
in medical care cases, 62 
In parole release hearings, 89, 90, 91 
in parole revocation hearings, 87, 94, 95, 

96 
in regulating visitation, 23 
in restricting reading material. 27, 29 
In solitary confinement cases,. 55 
in transfer cases, 71, 79·80, B1, 82 
in transfer of mental patients, 63 

ECLATARIANITY 
acknowledged as religion, 16 

EDMONDSON 
in assault case, 55 

EIGHTH AMENDMENT, 41, 59 
and transfer cases, 80 
and visitation regulations, 23 
on cruel and unusual punishment, 41 

EMERGENCY 
lock-up, 67 
situations; 46-47 

EMPLOYMENT 
of parolees, 93 

EQUAL PROTECTION, 23, 27 
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and hair length, 39 
In classification cases, 74 

EVIDENCE 
at classification hearings, 75 
at disciplinary hearings, 2, 42-43 
at parole revocation hearings, 95 
at prelimiH;;;ry hearings, 97 

EVOLVING STANDARDS OF DECENCY 
and conjugal visitation, 24 

EXCLUSIONARY RULE 
not applicable to parole revocation 

hearings, 93 
EXHAUSTION, POLICY OF, 34, 66-67 

in classification cases, 76 
EXTRADITION 

waiving, 85 

F " 
FACILITIES, 57-59 

access to, 29 
adequacy of, 11 
at the "Tombs," 58 
factor In cruel and unusual punishment, 

58 
for attorney-client Interviews, 11 
for juveniles, 58 
for mentally Incompetent, 58 
for pre-trial detainees, 58-59 
for unconvlcted persons, 58 
religious, 16-17 

FAMILY 
visitation, 23 

FEDERAL MARSHAL , 
charged with neglect, 67:/;' .. 

FEDERAL REPORTER (SlECof.JD), 10 
FEDERAL SUPPLEMENT, 10 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIM ACT 

contractors excepted, 67 
on monetary damages, 65 

FEDERAL YOUTH CORRECTIONS ACT 
on rehabilitation, 70-71 

FIFTH AMENDMENT, 49 
due process clause, 6 
prohibition against self-incrimination, 51 

FIRE HAZARDS 
and' prison safety, 54'" . 

FIRST AMENDMENT, 22, 23, 29, 38, 92 
access to reading material, 28 
establishment clause, 15 
free exercise clause, 15 
freedom of press, 29-30 
freedom of religion, 15-17,21 
freedom of speech, 5, 19, 30 
right of access to mail, 6-7 
right of correspondents, 21 
right to associate, 35 ~ 
right to communicate, 21-22 
right to petition, 6, 7 
right to receive information, 27 
right to regulOite personal appearance, 

38 
rigbt to religious counsel, 15-16 
right to take group action. 35 
rights not absOlute, 28 

FLUOROSCOPING, USE OF 
for mall inspection, 7 

FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT, 23,27,29 

and access to reading material, 28 
and classification cases, 74 
and punishment, 4'1 
and transfers, 79.~ 80 
arid visitation regulations, 23 
due process clause, 6, 9 
rlgh't'of freespeec'h, 30 
right to regulate personal appearance, 

38 
FOURTH AMENDMENT, 51 

and parole revocation hearings, 93 
and ,'Jnreasonable:' search and seizure, 
4i(':" 

warrant clause, 65 
FREE SPEECH 

right of, 19-20 
FREEDOM 

of expressicn 
for probationers, 92 

ot religion, 17, 21,80 
restrictions on, 17 

of speech, 19 
curtailment of, 20 
for parolees, 92 

of the press, 29-30 
to regulate personal appearance, 38 

"FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT" APPROACH 
by cou rts, 21 

FURLOUGHS, 70 

G 
GAS, USEOF 

for conirol, 41 
"GOOD TIME" 

credit,74 
loss of, i5 
permitted to vary with type of wci(k,77 

GOVERNMENTAL,\NTEREST . 
. in mail censorship, 6 
GRIEVANCE COMMISSION,.34 
GRIEVANCE MECHANISMS 

impartial arbiters, 35 
inmate councils, 35 
ombudsmen, 34 
prison newspapers, 35 
professional mediators, 35, 

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES, 33-35 
GRIEVANCE RESOLUTION, 33-35 
GRIEVANCES 

right to petition. for redress of, 6, 7 
GROOMING,37-39 

as religious freedom, 39 . 
regulations for pre-trial detainees, 38-39 

GUARDS 

H 

abuse by, 54, 66 
theft by, 66 

HABEAS CORPUS ACTIONS 
right to aid in, 8 

HAIR 
"Afro" hairc'uts, 39 
length of, 38 
styles and religious beliefs, 17,39. 

HALFWAY HOUSE 
search of residents, 50 

"HANDS-OFF" DOCTRINE, 20 
and classification ca.~~s, 7.3 
and corrections officials, 2 
and co\resp<?nde'nc~"'with courts/e 
and equal prptection, 23 ',.~:: 
and facilities cases, 58 
and parole decisions, 89 
and parole revocation hearings, 95 
and prison administration, 1-2 
and racial discrimlnktion, 23 
and transfers, 79, 81, 82 
reasons for, 2 

HARD LABOR 
permissible, 54 

HAWAII COURT 
on searches, 50 

HEALTH 
excuse from hard labor, 54 

HEATING SYSTEM 
factor in cruel and unusual punishmeni. 

58 
HOLMAN MAXIMUM SECURITY UNIT 

rehabilitation programs, 70 
HOME EVENING PROGRAM,:" 

of Mormons, 17 
HOMOSEXUAL ASSAULT " 

and obscene materials. 28 
HOMOSEXUALITY 

Parker-Edmondson case, 55 
punishment for, 42 . 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES; 94 
HOUSING 

of inmates, 80 

"I 
'IDENTIFICATION 

need for, 38 
ILLITERATE INMATES 

right to communicate, 30 
INDIAN PRISONER 

hair regulations, 38 
INDIANA LAW JOURNAL, 35 
INDIGENTS 

right to counsel, 97 
INDlvrDUALIZED. CARE AND TREAT

MENT,58 
INFLAMMABLE MATERIALS 

confiscation of, 10 
INFORMERS '," 

parolees as, 94 
protection of, 43, 75 

INMATE ASSiSTANCE, 8-9 
alternatives to, 8-9 
and access to courts; 9 
monetary consideration for, 11 
punishment for, 11 
regulation of,9 
right to, 8-9 

INMATE COUNCILS 
for grievance resolution, 35 

INMATE-GUARDS 
abuse by, 54-55 

INMATES 
preparation of legal cases, 8-9 
presence at mail inspection, 8 

INSPECTION OF MAIL 
for contraband, 6-7 

from a court, 7 
from attorney, 20 

INSTITUTIONAL GOALS 
court deference to, 2 

INTERROGATIONS, 51 
INTERSTATE AGREEMENT ON DE

TAINERS,85 
INTERSTATE CORRECTIONS COMPACT 

on inmate custody, 87 
INTERVIEWS 

monitoring of, 30-31 
prohibition of, 30 
with Inmates, 29-30 

INVOLUNTARY SERVITUDE 
not same as work, 76 
of pre-trial detainees, 71 

iOWA PAROLE BOARD, 95 
IOWA STATE PRISON 

and the Church of the New Song, 16 
ISOLATION 

access to counsel in, 20 
access to publications while in. 28 
at Matteawan State Hospital, 62 
correspondence while in, 22-23 
exercise of religion in, 17 
for juveniles, 58 
for refusing to work, 77 
not cruel and unusual punishment, 42 
of transferees, 82 
punitive, 45-47 

JEWISH INMATES 
diets of, 17 

JOB TRANSFERS, 77 
JUSTICE BURGER 

on parole revocation hearings, !?5 
on prisoner complaints, 33 

JUSTICE BUTZNER 
on medical care, 62 

JUSTICE DOUGLAS 
~'. 

t
:l dissenting in Morrissey v. Brewer, 97 

,~ JUSTIC~ POWELL 
:. on Procunier v. Martinez, 20 
( JUSTICE REHNQUIST 
\" dissenting in Cruz v. Beto, 15 
F JUSTICE TUTTLE Ii 
t 
.,' 

dissenting in Scarpa case, 91 
.;USTICE WHITE 

on correspondence with inmates, '21 
.lUVENILES 

compulsory chapel for, 16 
facilities for, 58 
isolation of, 58 
punishment of, 54 
rehabilitation of, 16 
right to treatment, 69-70 
sentencing as adults, 70-71 
transfer of,81-82 

from reformatory to. prison, 81-82 
interstate, 81-82 

use of drugs on, 42 

LABOR UNIONS 
in prison, 35 

LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANOE! AD
MINISTRATION 

on "behavior modification," 71 
LAW LIBRARY 

access to, 9-10 
LAW SCHOOL CLINICAL PROGRAMS, 11 

as alternative to court access, 9 
LAW STUDENTS 

bar against, 11 
LAY ADVOCATE 

at transfer hearings, 81 
LEGAL MATERIALS 

currency of, 10 
,destruction of, 10 

.. <' in county jails, 10 
personal,9-10 
regulation of, 9-11 

LEGAL PARAP8'OFESSIONALS 
bar against; 1~1.;." 

,; LETTER, 180-DAY, 85-86 
LIBRARY, See Prison Libraries and Law li-

braries ' 
LOCAL COMMUNljy 

standards for judging obscenity, 28 
.~ LOUISIANA CASE 

Parker-Edmondson, 55 

M 
MACE,54 

for control, 41 
MAGAZINES 

access to, 27-31 
restrictions on, 28-29 

,MAIL, INMATES' 
censorship of, 1, 5-8, 20 

court-directed mail, 5-7 
inccming mail, 5 
mail from a'court, 7 
outgoing mail, 5-6 

control of 
complete, 20 
court-directed mail, 5-7 

from attorney, 7 
in isolation, 20 
inspection of, 6-8, 20 

blanket, 6-7 
by fluoroscoping, 7 
for'contraband,6 
mail from a court, 7 
with metal deiector, 7 

interception of, 22 ':;;;:1:';" 
photocopying, 7, 22 . 
reading of, 7 
restrictions on, 19,22 
to attorneys, 7 
to media, 30 
to public officials, 7 

MAIL.iNG LIST, See Correspondents Lists 
MANHATTAN HOPSE, OF DETENTION, 

See The "Tombs';" 
MARYLAND PRISONS 

Grievance Commission, 34 
grievance mechanisms, 34 

MASSACHUSETTS COMMISSIONER OF . 
CORRECTIONS 
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required to transfer prisoners. 80 
MASSACHUSETTS CORRECTIONAL IN

STITUTION TREATMENT CENTER 
cruel and unusual punishment at, 58 

MATTEAWAN STATE HOSPITAL 
conditions at, 62 

MEDALLIONS 
as weapons, 39 
Wearing of, 39 

MEDIA,30 
access to inmates, 29-30 
access to prison facilities, 29-30 
alternatives to communications with, 30 

MEDIATORS 
for grievance resolution, 35 

MEDICAL 
challenge to transfers, 82-83 

MEDICAL CARE, 61-63 
at Mississippi Stat~ Penitentiary, 61 
at Oklahoma State Penitentiary, 61 
at the "Tombs," 61 

MEDICAL SCREENING 
for safety, 54 

MEDICAL TREAT!v1ENT 
transfer for, 82-83 

MENTAL PATIENTS 
in Colorado, 63 
medical care of, 62-63 
rehabilitation of, 70 
right to treatment, 69-70 
transfer of, 83 

MENTALLY INCOMPETENT INMATES 
facilities for, 58 

METAL DETECTORS 
for mail inspection, 7 

MILITARY 
drug abuse in, 51 

MILITARY ACADEMIES 
compulsory chapel at, 16 

MISSISSIPPI STATE PENITENTIARY 
cruel and unusual pUnishment at, 59 
medical care at, 61 

MISSOURI COURTS 
control of juvenile transfers, 82 
on parole violation hearings. 87 

MONETARY CONSIDERATION 
for inmate assistance, 11 

MONETARY DAMAGES 
against administrators, 58, 65, 67 
in classification cases, 76 

MONITORING 
of interviews, 30'-31' 
of visits, 24 " , 

MORMONS," 
"home evening program," 17 

N 
NAME TAGS 

for guards, 54 
NARCOTICS ADDICTS REHABILITAT10N 

ACT,71 
NARCOTICS TREATMENT PROGRAMS, 

50, 59 
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTEC

TION ACT 
on building facilities, 59 
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NEBRASKA COURT 
in Wolff v. McDonnell, 20-21 

NEBRASKA INMATE MANUAL, 43 
NEBRASKA STATUTE 

and grooming reguiations, 39 
NEGliGENCE 

by supervisors, 66 
NEW YORK COURT 

on Interstate transfers, 79 
parol;:;oase, 90 

NEW YORK COURT OF APPEALS 
on right to counsel, 97 

NEW YORK SPECIAL TEAM COURT 
vacated parole revocation, 96 

NEW YORK STATUTE 
on good time, 74 

NEWSMEN 
visiting privileges, 30 

NEWSPAPERS 
access to, 27-31 

"' accumulations of, 28 
restrictions on, 28-29 

NEWSPAPERS, INMATE 
censorship of, 31 
regulation of, 31 
termination of, 31 

NEWSPAPERS, PAISON 
for grievance resolution, 35 

NEWSPAPEAS, SCHOOL 
as guide in prison cases, 31 

NIGHTSTICK 
use of, 54 

NINTH AMENDMENT 
right to regulate personal appearance, 

38 
NORTH CAROLINA PRISONS 

and medical care for "safekeepers," 62 
detainer case; 87 ' 
parole release hearings, 90 

" regulatiolJ on "Afro" haircuts, 39 
NORTH VIETNAM 

travel to 
by parolees, 94 

NOTICE ' 
of disciplinary hearings, 43 

o 
OBSCENITY 

cause of homosexual assault, 28 
in reading material, 28 
in mails, 19 

OKLAHOMA STATE PENITENTIARY 
medical care at. 61 ' 

OMBU DSMEN ,34 
ORDER, INTERNAL' 

responsibility for, 2 
OUTGOING MAIL • 

censorship of, 6 
control of, 6 
Inspection for contraband, 6 

OVERCROWDING 
and safety, 54 

P 
PAAENS PATRIAE,69-70 

PARKER 
assault on, 55, 67 

PAROLE, 89-97 
conditions of, 91-94 

reasonableness of, 91-94 
denial of 

on prejudicial grounds, 90-91 
eligibility for, 74-75 
inmate should be told reasons for denial 

of, 89,90 
PAROLE BOARDS 

arbitrary and capricious actions of, 90 
discretion of, 89 
reports from chaplains, 15 

PAROLE HEARINGS 
of transferees, 81, 82 

PAROLE OFFICERS 
searches by, 91 

PAROLE REVOCATION, 95-97 
preliminaries to, 95-97 

PAROLE REVOCATION HEARING, 89 
and right to speedy trial, 87 
illegal searches allowed, 93 
not criminal trial, 50 
use of confessions at, 51 

PAROLE ViOLATION 
out-of-state, 87 
warrant, 87 

PAROLEES, 
as informers, 94 
confessions of, 51 
constltutional rights restricted, 92 
employment of, 93 
rehabilitation of, 91 
right to counsel, 97 
right to travel restrictecj, 93, 94 
search of, 50, 91,93 

PAY 
in prison. 35 

PENNSYLVANiA COURT 
speedy trial case, 86 
transfer of mental patients, 83 

PERIODICALS, INMATE 
articles in, 31 

PERSONAL PROPERTY " 
deprivation of, 66 

PHOTOCOPYiNG 
of inmate mail, 7, 22 

PHYSICAL DEPAIVATIONS 
as' cruel and unusual punishment, 46 

POSSESSION 
,of publications, 27 

POWELL. See Justice Powell 
PRELIMINARY HEARINGS, 95-97 

criminal trial as substitute for, 97 
due process at, 95~96 ' 
evidence at, 97 , 
misdemeanor trial as substitute for, 97 
necessity lor, 96 ' ' 
right to counsel at, 97 

PREPARATION OF LEGAL CASES 
by inmates, 8-9 

PRESS ,: 
Ireedoni'bf, 29-30 

PAE-TRIAL DETAINEES 
access to publications, 27 
.classification of, 77 

1 , I 
correspondence of, 21-22 
facilities for, 58-59 
groornlng regulations, 38-39 
inVOluntary servitude, 7'1 
mail to, 7 
mental health of, 61 
rehabilitation of, 71 
safety of, 54 
search of, 65 
segregation of, 77 
transfer 01, 81 
trial aI, 86-87 
work assignments, 77 

PRIESTS 
right to visit, 15-16 

PRISON EMPLOYEES 
on adjustment committees, 43 
on disciplinary boards, 43 
search of, 51 

PRISON LIBRARIES 
adequacy of, 9, 10 
currency of, 9 
improvement of, 10 
inmate right to, 9 

PRISONER REHABiliTATION ACT, 62 
PROBABLE CAUSE 

in parole revocation cases, 96 
PROBATION 

revocation of, 94 
PROBATIONER 

Ireedom restricted, 92 
PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS. See Due 

Process 
PSYCHOLOGICAL DEPRIVATIONS 
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The Emerging Rights of the Confined is a scholarly and practi
cal study of major court decisions related to inmate rights and 
grievances. First released in 1972 and reprinted in 1973, it offers 
concise summaries of the various areas in which inmates' rights 
have been recognized, a statement of basic principles that can be 
applied nationwide, and a comprehensive bibliography of relevant 
cases . 
• The reprint contains 223 pages of text and photographs, plus a 

16-page bibliography and index. It is distributed by the Correc
tional Development Foundation, Inc., Columbia, South Carolina. 
Orders should be addressed to The Emerging Rights of the Con
fined, 1305 Sumter Street, Columbia, South Carolina 29201. 

PRICE: $5.95, plus 50 cents for postage and handling (S. C. resi
dents add 24 cents sales tax), discount available on bulk orders. 




